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ENDURO RACER 
Well done Activision! At /asf 
someone's come up with a vet 
realistic arcade conversion. The 
graphics are amazing. I've seen ^ , „ . uu 
nothing else that compares with its The officially licensed version of the hit 
graphic realism or payability, CRASH James Bond movie. 

(Source: 

More than a year in the U.K. Chart! GALLUP) 

THE LIVING DA YLIGHTS 

DRAGON'S LAIR 
The sensation from 1986 that spent 3 
weeks at No. 1! 

ESCAPE FROM SINGE'S CASTLE 
AH in all I'd strongly recommend this -
it's playable and extremely compelling. 
Don 't miss it ZZAPM 

GHOSTS 'N' GOBLINS 
I love Ghosts 'n' Goblins, it's brilliant 
I've played it and played it and 
completed it and completed it, and I 
still play it Ghosts 'n' Goblins is a 
brilliant translation of the arcade game, 
and well worth a tenner, ZZAP 64 This 
game is compelling beyond belief, CRASH 
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GRYZOR 

The coin-op smash hit from 
Konami now for your home-
micro. This fantastic 
conversion with all the 
original play features takes 
you into a thrilling alien world 

negotiate force fields 
and take on fanatical 
guerillas as you infiltrate their 
headquarters. 
Split second timing and 
nerves of steel are a must for 
this fun packed program 
where addiction will always 
bring you back for more! 

Survive to become a captain 
through the toughest training 
academy. Konami's arcade 
blockbuster has already 
reached No 1 in the Galup 

charts with this superb 
conversion tew your 
home-micro. 
Featuring al the game-
ptay of the arcade 
original, Combat School 

offers a real chalenge 
to the toughest thoroughbred 
gamester. 
Seven grueling events, plus a 
penalty stage and if you don't-

you'reout! 
COMBAT SCHOOL 

, 1 FORE NOW. 
EACH AVAILABLE ON DISK AND CASSETTE 

SPECTRUM COMMODORE AMSTRAD ALSO AVAILABLE 
m o f „ • <4 H ® H - HJn 

M ••• M P < ' ' » ' * PC+COMRFTTBLES 
AND ATARI ST +3 DISK 
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Jarratt and Julian Rignall report. . 

36 COMPILATIONS 
The latest anthologies, collated and compiled 

49 NICK ROBERTS' PLAYING TIPS SPECIAL 
More maps and more pokes than you ever thought possible 

66 HARD G A M E R S 
Only the tough will survive, but EVERYONE must enter the National 
Computer Games Championships' 

74 THE CRASH CHALLENGE 
Can Robin Candy finally Break the CRASH jinx? 
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Up, up and away . Twice 

LLOYD M A N G R A M ' S F O R U M 
There's US Military action m Southern America, says a feaoet Yes says 
Lloyd, but it's only a game 
ADVENTURE TRAIL 
Samara looks at Topologika's Countdown To Doom and a couple of 
homegrown hits 
CRASH C O M M S 
Enter the loyer of Hotel California 

CRASH READERS' CHARTS 
TECH NICHE 
Jon Bates clutches a bloodied letter-opener. while Simon N Goodwin goes 
Z'pZaping 
ROBIN CANDY'S S C O R E S . . . 
. . . on the doors 

KING GRUB 
The big man talks about a few chart heroes 

ET AL 
Mad Max Headroom heads the video releases, and Roger Kean looks at Shailagngg 
PREVIEWS 
The summer is upon us 

98 LUNAR JETMAN 

DO IT YOURSELF 

4 4 GET ON TARGET . . . 
. . , and wm a Spectrum - 3 and portable TV from Imagine * 

73 WATCH THE ACTION . . . 
by winning a Sony Watchman from Virgin Games 

90 HEAR AND SEE EVERYTHING . . . 
. . by winning a portable TV stereo radio cassette system from CRL 
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'Mind your backs, please! 
Please, watch out sir we've a 
very special delivery in 'ere. Now 
don't touch madam, that would 
spoil all the tun.' 

'Why? What have you got in 
there? Is it really very 
importa . . . ' 

'Put her round the back 
George, and tell her the facts of 
l i t e . . . 

'What we have here ladies and 
gentlemen is the very latest 
issue of CRASH.' 

•That's great! When can we 
have it?' 

' I 'm sony to tell you sir, but, 
you'll have to wait till May 26 for 
the next delivery.' 

'Aaarghh!' 
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SEASONAL 
DROUGHT 

Following a trend as regular as the 
tides, the flow of software has 
slowed to its customary summer 
trickle. However, it would appear 
to be a case of quality not quantity, 
since CRASH'S pages boast some 
four Smashes, and one or two 
extremely good games that didn't 
quite make our top accolade. 

To make up for the deficit of new 
products, Nick Roberts's Playing 
Tips Special should breathe some 
new life into the ageing games 
tying around many a Spectrum 
owner's bedroom - hope you 
enjoy it. 

Next month sees a FREE 16-
page full-colour arcade special, 
which details some of the better 
coin-ops to look out for during the 
long summer holidays, and a 
number of hints and tips to make 
your 20p go further! The 
supplement is a totally separate 
booklet slipped in between the 
pages of CRASH; make sure your 
copy is intact before leaving the 
shop! 

I'm afraid it's apology comer, 
folks. Last month a couple of 
bloopers were made. First off, Ms 
Irving stated that PSS were pulling 
out of the Spectrum strategy 
market. This is in fact not true, as 
pointed out to me by their 

Commercial Director, Richard 
Cockayne, who went on to say that 
rather than simply ceasing 
production of Spectrum strategy 
games, PSS are now finding that 
the Spectrum cannot handle the 
style of games that they wish to 
produce. To this end, PSS are 
altering the direction of their 
product line toward the 16-bit 
machines. With the amount of 
Spectrums around though, 
strategy fans should still be seeing 
PSS games on the shelves, but 
merely less frequently. 

Secondly, the CRASH readers' 
awards handed over the Worst 
Game award to Eastenders. 
Unfortunately we credited 
Tynesoft with this masterpiece of 
programming, when in tact it 
should have been Macsen. 
Apologies to all involved. 

Oh, by the way. Watch out for 
another cover mount cassette in 
two month's time - you ha ve been 
warned . . . 

STEVE JARRATT 

IN THE NEXT 
CRASH 

• FREE ARCADE SUPPLEMENT - 16 pages crammed full of 
arcade action: hints, tips, which machines to avoid and whicti ones 
to fill up with your hard-earned cash! 

• PEN PALS SPECIAL - make friends with Spectrum users 
worldwide! 

• MICROPROSE REVEALED -CRASH takes a look at the masters 
of simulation 

• DIARY OF A GAME - Raffaele Cecco reveals the day to day 
problems of creating an original Spectrum game 

• ON THE SCREEN - Mark Caswell was too ill to do it this month, 
but hopefully he should be back with your works of digital art next 
month 

• PLUS PAGES AND PAGES OF TIPS AND REVIEWS 

It's all in CRASH Issue 53, on sale Thursday May 26 
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SMASHED! 

12 ACTION FORCE II 
More protection from Virgin! 

18 BRAINSTORM 
A simply superb game from Buzby's Budget Boys 

14 SOPHISTRY 
And now lor something completely different. . . 

2 2 TARGET RENEGADE 
Imagine hit the bull's eye 

HOT SHOTS 
75% and over 

88 KARNOV 
Tbe well known vokda drinker 
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FIVE 
GOTO 
MANDARIN 
SOFTWARE 
LEVEL 9, The Powerhouse and 
Bubble But are already operating 
under the Mandarin umbrella. This 
month they're joined by the French 
software house Jawx International 
and Red Rat of Manchester. As yet 
their debut titles are confined to the 16-
bri market but who knows what the 
future may hold? Meanwhile Level 9 s 
compilation Time and Magik (Lords of 
time. Price of Magik and Red Moon) is 
to be followed this summer by a new 
adventure game, codenamed Lancelot, 
which is to be set in Arthuhan Britain. 
Whether it's going to be available for 
the Spectrum isn't certain as yet - we'd 
just have to wait and see. 

SMEKKANA COMPUTER SERVICES 
Access - Order by Credit Card Hottlne 01 348 2907 - Visa 
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9nnuA 7.99 Hoĥ  TtuiMrO; 750 • rm Gaint 9995 CIMW MtKk 999 
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Prices Include P*P in U.K., Europe add E1 per Tape, elsewhere add £2 
Add E5 for P^P tor Machines (U K. only) 
Cheque/p 0 payable to S.C.5. (CRASH) 655 Green Lanes, London N8 OQY 
Personal callers can pick up discount software from our shops on production of this advert to 
S.C.S., 221 Tottenham Court Road, London W1R 9AF (near Goodge St Station) 
or at S.C.S., 655 Green Lanes, London N8 OQY (nearest lube Turnpike Lane) 
Credit card holders ring 01 348 2907. 340 8565, 631 4627 Credit card orders despatched 
same day subject to availability 
We also stock large range of Telephones. Answenng. Cordless. CeHular, FAX. PABX. Copiers. 
Calculators Tel 01 4369590 

BREWSTER'S 
BALLOON 
LAST CHRISTMAS CRASH waved 
goodbye to Derek Brewster as he 
left for Newcastle to help set up a 
new budget software company, 
Zeppelin Games Its first releases 
for the Spectrum. Frontline and 
Sabotage, easily distinguished by 
their red-striped covers, should be 
out now and the conversion of the 
excellent C64 game Zybex (ZZAP1 

Silver Medal. 92%) is likely to be 
available some time in May. All 
three games retail at £2.99. 

A new range of games, old 
classics re-released and programs 
developed outside Zeppelin's in-
house team, to be identified by a 
distinctive blue-striped cover, is 
about to be launched. The label 
kicks off, very fittingly, with two 
Derek Brewster classics, 
Codename Mat (93%, Issue 4) and 
Jasper (9IX, Issue 10) both priced 
at £1.99 

MICRONET 
MAGIC 
SINCE Apnl 14 Micronet, the five-year-
old, on-line microcomputing service, 
has been operating in its relaunched 
form The new look includes an 
enhanced daily news service which 
covers the home and small business 
computing market, longer availability 
of back issues and an on-line magazine 
for each computer which is to be 
published once a week on specific days 
You can log on every Friday for a brand 
new issue of the Spectrum magazine 

POETRY IN 
MOTION 
AT A RECENT Microprose 
promotional function at Staverton 
Airport in Gloucestershire, two 
members of the CRASH team received 
more than they bargained for.. the 
dynamic duo. Dominic and Paul, were 
spotted spinning around in a Gazelle 
helicopter along with other famous 
computer hacks. A stomach-churning, 
gut-wrenching, heart-stopping time was 
endured by all... 

8 CRASH May 1988 I 
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Mail Order. Adivislon (UK) Ltd. 
Units 3 & 4 Lloyds Close. Finedon Road 
Industrial Estate. Wellingborough. 
Northampton NN8 4SR ?? (0933) 76768 

ilderness, 
wage beast, 

screrofeternal life 
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HERCULES 
SLAYER OF THE DAMNED 
ATARI ST £19.99 Dbk 
SPECTRUM 4&128K 

J C7.99 Cauctlc 
SPECTRUM +3 £12.99 D»k 
CRM 64 128 
£9.99 CasKtie - £14.99 Disk 
AMSTRAD CPC 
£9.99 Cassette - £14.99 Dtsk 
MSX £7.99 Cassette 

BLOOD BROTHERS 
CBM 64.128 

£9.99 Cassette - £14.99 Dtsk 
AMSTRAD CPC 

£9.99 Cassette - £14.99 Disk 
SPECTRUM 4&128K 

£7.99 Cassette 
SPECTRUM +J £12.99 Disk 

> 1 V 

m 

Son of the Gods, curse of his 
fellow men, Hercules is set 12 
awesome tasks to exonerate the 
sin of murdering his children. 
Armed by his divine fathers he 
sets forth to face the hideous 
skeleton hordes and ultimately 
overcome the evil minotaur. 
To slay the damned is his only 
saviour in repenting his sins. 

^ A 

M 

M M 
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"Our blood is mixed, 
We are as one, 
Let do man or beast come 

between us, 
And let nothing deter us from 

our aim, 
To avenge the deaths of our 

parents, 
And destroy the Scorpians, 

DEATH TO THE 
SCORPIANS" 
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Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., Alpha House, 10 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS. Tel: 0742 753425 
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GEEBEE AIR RALLY 

Producer: Activision 
Retail price: £7.99 
Author: Steve Cartwright 
It's the mid 1930s and all those 
magnificent men in their flying 
machines are flocking to Buckeye, 
Ohio to compete in the Cartwright 
Cup Classic. Donning flying jacket 
and goggles, the player steps into 
his GeeBee 250mph speed plane 

PAUL 

and the race begins. 
The aircraft is viewed in 3-D 

from behind, while a cockpit panel 
below the main screen displays 
altimeter, compass and 
speedometer. To win the coveted 
silver cup, contestants must race 
against the clock to complete four 
courses over eight multiloaded 
levels. A series of pytons mark out 
the correct flight path across a 
barren plain, and success involves 
flying between the markers in the 

M The concept is great - flying through the air, the wind whistling 
past your ears. Sadly, GeeBee Air Rally comes nowhere near 
emulating the great (tying days of the 30s. The game is just so 
shallow. There's very littte variation in the courses which just 
appear to be repeated over and over again, and the graphics are 
plain. The collision detection when banking is a brt dodgy, 
resulting in a wobble even when you don't touch any of the 
opponents. And to finish it off the multiload is a real pain - there's 
so tittle difference between the stages it's a wonder they needed 
it, anyway. " 

/KATI Z_ 
" GeeBee Air Rally has all the basic elements of a successful 
racing game. Soaring through the sky, diving and ducking 
opponents, dodging pylons and popping balloons is suitably 
exhilarating. It's just a pity that the essential core of the game 
Isn't better supported by a framework of graded difficulty. The 
various courses are almost identical and don't present a 
particularly tough challenge; a little manoeuvering and most 
opponents are easily avoided. Graphically, the game is 
disappointing: the detailed still pictures of the results of bailing 
out are accompanied only by the montonously striped and 
otherwise bare landscapes. Similarly, all you get when an aircraft 
hurtles to the earth, is an anticlimactic belly-flop. Still, for the 
pleasure of a slick and easily masterable flying sequence, it might 
be worth a look. " 

• Flying high or biting the dusl 

shortest possible time. If the plane 
strays off course, a warning 
message flashes up and the clock 
ticks away at four times the normal 
rate. 

The pilot has two chances to 
complete each race, and bonus 
points are awarded in proportion 
to the amount of time left on the 
clock. Success on the first attempt 
means that the extra time is added 

J NICK i 

to that allotted to the next course. 
Controls allow the pilot to fly 

over, dive under or manoeuvre 
around other racers. Wide and 
sharp turns can be negotiated by 
climbing, to speed up, and diving, 
for extra control as the aircraft 
slows down. Collisions do not 
immediately cause the plane to 
crash although once maximum 
damage has been sustained, the 
pilot automatically bails out and 
parachutes away. The screen then 

" Racing a plane at high speeds, just missing chequered boards, 
popping balloons and crashing into the tails of the opposition 
seems a very peculiar practice to me. But it's great fun too! 
GeeBee Air Rally seems difficult and unaddictive at first but if you 
bear with it and get onto the higher levels it gets better as you 
progress. The planes are all excellently drawn and they dive and 
soar around the courses very effectively. Taking off is the only 
problem I had; it seems that you always have to make two 
attempts at it, consequently losing valuable time to complete the 
course. Each level is pretty sparse and the sound is the same 
throughout, consisting of a droning engine noise with the odd 
tune on the title screen and in between flights, t liked the little 
extra touch provided by the still shots, though; it's amazing how 
many pig sties you can find from up In the air. Climb into the hot 
seat of a GeeBee 250 mph aircraft if you dare! " 

flicks to a still shot of his generally 
undignified landing. 

The fourth course in each level 
is a bonus event, testing special 
skills such as slalom control or low 
flying balloon-popping. Status 
displays show time counting down 
and current score as the pilot 
attempts to steer one of the most 
dangerous aircraft ever built to 
success. 

COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: atmospheric stills, 
but poor main screen graphics 
with 9lmple backgrounds 
Sound: monotonous engine 
noise with a few little title tunes 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: unfulfilled 
potential 

Presentation 60% 
Graphics 55% 
Payabi l i ty 70% 
Addictive qualities 70% 
O V E R A L L 6 6 % 
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ho city is in a state of ten-
sion, Terrorists, backed by 
the evil organisation 

COBRA, have taken a number ol 
Innocent citizens hostage and are 
hiding them on the roofs of a series 
of derelict downtown buildings. 
Two members of the Action Force 
t'iam are assigned to the mission, 
Their task to penetrate enemy ter-

" Action Force II is a definite 
improvement over its pre-
decessor (35%, Issue 46). 
Not only is the presentation 
very polished, but the 
gameplay is equally 
smooth. The colourful 
graphics are detailed and 
effectively animated, par-
ticularly the eyes peering 
warily from the windows 
and bins as they cautiously 
case the joint. The action 
itself is highly addictive and 
entertaining. The target is 
realistically difficult to 
place and constantly needs 
a steadying hand; you have 
to control the gun, not just 
position it. The need to 
replenish energy as weli as 
eliminate the enemy calls 
for some fast manipulation 
of the joystick. The whole 
process is made tense by 
the fact that the target 
moves more slowly than 
the terrorists; movements 
from one end of the screen 
to the other - although 
quite swift - seem agonis-
ingly stow. Success there-
fore depends on careful 
planning, delicate control 
and a modicum of luck. The 
fact that it looks much 
easier than it actually is to 
complete makes it all the 
more compelling. Highly 
recommended. " 
mm 

ntory, locate the hostages and 
rendezvous with the chopper act-
ing as air support. Quick Kick, 
expert in unarmed combat, 
attempts to scale the walls of each 
hideout, while Airtight (the player), 
provides protective cover fire. 

The game is divided Into several 
levels each of which comprises an 
empty apartment block. Advanc-
ing through a landscape ol shat-
tered windows, deserted fences 
and graveyards of abandoned oil 
drums, Quick Kick makes his way 
slowly up a network of nckety fire 
escapes. Disembodied eyes peer 
from the windows - their owners 
ready to drop lethal bombs; com-
mando-style terrorists people the 
splintered doorways, and innocu-
ous looking bins invariably contain 
highly trained and heavily armed 
fighters. Carelul positioning of his 
superimposed target allows Air-
tight to shoot them before they 
attack. 

As Quick Kick climbs each build -
irtg he loses energy. Shooting the 
Stars and Stripes visible on the 
waits of some screens boosts his 
health. Should energy drop to 
zero, one of three fives is lost A 
status pane) shows energy remain-
ing, current level and score as well 
as a magnified view of the target 

" Comparing this to the 
original Action Force game 
is like comparing gold to 
the stuff you find at the bot-
tom of all the mugs In 
CRASH Towers! This is 
absolutely fantastic. The 
graphics and the sound are 
excellent and colour is 
used extremely well In the 
game ~ and the loading 
screen (eight colours to a 
character square isn't 
bad!). Action Force 11 has the 
novel idea of swapping the 
role you play: instead of 
directing the main charac-
ter that appears on-screen, 
you play yourself and have 
to cover your compatriot 
with a wide selection of 
guns. Some of the larger 
targets In the game such as 
the choppers, tanks and 
prison cells are all futl of 
detail and do take some 
bashing! When you miss a 
baddie and he kilts your llt-
tfe friend you have to start 
that level all over again, 
which does get a bit tedi-
ous. But whichever level 
you're on there's plenty to 
do, like electrocuting the 
htt-men and blowing up the 
dustbins! Action Force It is a 
brilliant action-packed 
game - buy it today. " 
NICK 

area 
Following the successful com-

pletion ol the ftrst level, /Urtightcan 
choose between three powerful 
weapons: machine gun. bazooka 
or bio gun. Each ol these have 
slightly different properties: the 
bazooka fires more slowly than the 
machine gun but has a more 
devastating effect, while the bio 
gun quickly and efficiently reduces 

" This is a tremendous 
improvement over Action 
Force. The graphics - the 
main drawing point of the 
game - are incredibly 
detailed and coloured, 
bringing back memories of 
Oan Dare (also by Virgin 
Games). It's good to see the 
programmers using the 
Spectrum well - all aspects 
are exploited to their full. 
Even the game perspective 
is a bit different from most 
- you don't go out looking 
for trouble, it finds you. The 
game features many 
interesting enemies, from 
maniac dust bins to irate 
building Inhabitants who 
throw weights out of the 
windows. It's bound to be a 
great game for high scoring 
arcade players, although I 
doubt the addlctlveness 
will last as long among the 
rest of us. " 
PAUL 

its vlcttms to skeletal remains. 
However complex the weapon, 
however, the ultimate fate of Quick 
Kick and the hostages depends on 
the accurate coordination of Air-
tighfs eyes and hand 

COMMENTS 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: superb. Every 
screen is packed with detail, 
and colour! The animation of 
all the characters - especially 
the deadly dustbin men - is 
smooth and realistic 
Sound: although there's no 
title tune the spot effects are 
original and atmospheric 
General rating: the ultimate 
in protection games. Great 
graphics and a mound of 
payability - the only thing it 
lacks is definable keys 

Presentation 90% 
Graphics 92% 
Payability 89% 
Addictive qualities 89% 
O V E R A L L 9 0 % 
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SUPER TROLLEY 

Producer: Mastertronic 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: Andrew 

Collett 

Following a visit to the 
supermarket. Andrew 
Collett wrote to Jimmy 

Saville asking if he could Fix tt for 
him to turn his game idea into a 
fuIt-blown computer game, Jim 
got in touch with Mastertronic and 
this is the end result. 

Life isn't easy for the dogsbody 
on work experience at Colletl 
Hypermarket. The manager gives 
him a constant stream of tasks to 
complete: stacking shelves, 
running errands, rescuing lost 
babies and getting rid of dirty 
dogs. Winding his way through the 
maze of shelves and supermarket 
alleyways, pushing his unwieldy 
trolleyfull of stock, he has to avoid 
irate shoppers, complete his task 
and return to the back room within 
the given time limit. 

Bonus points are scored for 
completing an errand quickly but 
bumping into other shoppers and 
trolleys gives the store a bad 
reputation; too many complaints 
and the manager throws him out. 

The week begins on a calm and 
peaceful Monday and gets busier 

and busier, culminating in a 
feverish rush on Saturday 
afternoon. Should he survive all 
this, the dogsbody gradually 
works his way up the promotion 
ladder to manager and an act of 
final, sweet revenge: giving his 
former employer the boot. 

JKATI I 
" Jim may have Fixed It for 
Andrew but Mastertronic 
haven't Fixed It for his game. 
In principle the idea is a good 
one. The long suffering store 
dogsbody has a wide variety 
of different tasks to 
complete; runaway children, 
irate shoppers and 
unwanted dogs provide 
plenty of scope for humour. 
Unfortunately Mastertronic 
haven't made a very good job 
of a promising scenario. The 
graphics, though boldly 
drawn, tend to melt Into one 
another and the gameplay 
itself lacks any sense of 
compulsion. So much time 
has been allocated to each 
job that only the laziest, 
slowest stackers would be 
unable to complete I t " 

• I wonder if Jim would like a gateau for tea.. . 

J NICK L 
" Super Trolley is a great idea 
for a game and has been 
excellently Fixed by 
Mastertronic. You can have 
great fun stacking shelves, 
chasing babies and catching 
stray dogs. It's also 
humorously frustrating: the 
shoppers are ail old hags that 
have swapped their 
broomsticks for shopping 
trolleys and Insist on 
charging into you when 
you're carrying a carton of 
eggs! Unfortunately, that's 
all there is to i t If there were 
a few more interesting tasks 
to do, Super Trolley would 
have been a great game, but 
like the task it emulates, it 
just gets boring too soon. " 

COMMENTS [ 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: very realistically 
drawn, but the jerky animation 
prevents flowing gameplay 
Sound: decent title tune with a 
few feeble effects 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: a clever and 
original game design, but badly 
programmed. It just proves 
that Jim can't Fix everything 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Playabiiity 
Addictive qualities 
OVERALL 

59% 

mb 
5 4 % 

TANIUM 
Producer: Players 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: Colin Swinbourne 

Six years ago. an alien force 
set about terrorising the 
galaxy. As top gun of the 

Terran Spacefleet, our hero single-
handedly repelled the invaders 
and. with the galaxy at peace, he 
then retired to the planet Sloar. 

It wasn't peaceful for very long, 
however: the aliens are at it again. 
They have captured the planet 
Tamum, so our intrepid pilot is sent 
to quell the uprising - again. 

The game starts with the 
player's ship zooming across the 
skies of Tanium, whereupon 
vicious alien hoards appear hell-
bent on eliminating him. 
Destruction of alien formations 
earns the player a bonus, which 
takes the shape of increased 
firepower and speed. 

The mission is aggravated by 
barriers that stretch vertically 
across the screen: careful flying is 
needed to negotiate the small 
openings in them. 

Five lives are provided, although 
contact with either enemy ships, 
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their laser fire or the barriers is 
fatal. Once a ship is destroyed, any 
extra equipment collected is also 
tost, so more blasting is needed to 
replace it. 

««rg|| 

• " The attack of the planet 
Tanium is colourfully portrayed; 
unfortunately, the 'Quariad' 
class fighter seems to be a 
second-rate mechanical 
mistake. Even with extra speed 
and firepower, control of the 
craft is painstakingly slow. Your 
laserfire is almost invisible and 
the aliens' advance Is quite 
leisurely. This makes for some 
pretty insipid blasting, and lack 
of manoeuvrability inevitably 
involves the loss of lives. When 
this happens there's no 
explosion of any kind - you have 
to keep your eye constantly on 
the energy meter and 'number 
of lives' display. On the whole, 
cosy retirement on the planet 
Sloar is definitely a preferable 
option. " 
mm 

se--

• " Tanium is yet another game in 
the same vein as Side Arms and 
Agent XII, but this is quite good for 
a change! The graphics are neat 
and stand out well from the 
background. Colour is used as 
well as can be expected and it gets 
more colourful as you progress. 
There are some excellent alien 
patterns and some very detailed 
ships to blast away, Tanium also 
has a few good sound effects but 
the programmers haven't exactly 
gone mad with their synths. One 
addition that would have made it 
even more of a challenge is if the 
aliens actually shot back instead 
of just colliding with you. Still, a 
great game if you feel like a good 
blasting session! " 
NICK 

L COMMENTS 1 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: small, mainly 
monochrome ships against a 
boring black background 
Sound: shooting effects only 
General rating: a poor clone of the 
horizontally scrolling arcade shoot 
'em ups 

Presentation 49% 
Graphics 53% 
Playabiiity 42% 
Addictive qualities 45% 
OVERALL 45% 



It's here-The return off El vln Atombender! 
<T7TVI ~ 

Unsurpassed Espionage Action... 

•r • m 

^ % A 

After tw year's wajt at last rt's arrived—the sequel to beat all sequels! Impossible 
Mission II retains all the fun and strategy of the original as once again you embark 
on the challenge to find a sale route to EMn and the final showdown where he will 
meet his end) Search each room, find code numbers, objects and keys to help you 
with your mission. Vbu must avoid or destroy the guards 
and robots that patrol the five towers or risk being 
destroyed yourself. 
Successfully dispose of Elvin and your quest 
is half over! Now your Mission becomes 
truly Impossible as you strive to escape 
the lowers, avoiding guards, robots, 
mines, trap doors and elevators 
without detection! 

From the lift you enter the first room...  — 

...Running into more trouble?. 
— r — 

...Why is the robot guarding that tabie?... 

• M i l ' M M W 
-SJ?^"' 



Producer: CRL 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: The Zen Room 

Ihe 3-D version of the 
Breakout concept was 
pioneered by CRL in 
eaker (64%, Issue 46). and 

KATI 
" In theory a 3-D Breakout 
game is an innovative and 
original concept - in practice 
it doesn't quite come off. By 
nature of its design the 
screen always hides the ball 
behind the bat when you 
need to see It most The 
game also lacks a sense of 
perspective: despite the 3-D 
graphics the ball always 
looks as If it's skimming 
across the surface of a 2-D 
screen and the rebound 
angle is the only indication of 
where it's actually meant to 
be. Still, the music proves 
that you can simulate more 
than the sound of an electric 
razor with a Spectrum sound 
chip and the graphics are 
impressive. Whether you 
take the risk depends on how 
much of a Breakout 
connoisseur you are. " 

its sequel comes with a pedigree: 
several screen designs come 
courtesy of Ian Andrew, creator of 
Driller, Jez Sands, author of 
Starglider and Simon Rockman, 
editor of Amstrad User, 

The game takes place over 30 
levels of monochrome 3-D 

/PAUL L 
" Unlike film follow-ups, 
computer sequel s are 
usually much better than 
their predecessors (Match 
Day and Arkanoid for 
example) - Baltbreaker II Is a 
sad break in the trend. If only 
the programmers had 
listened to, and coTected, 
the criticism levelled at the 
original game they'd have 
had a fast, playable and 
addictive little game - but 
they didnt, so they haven't. 
Some of the levels are 
particularly infuriating due to 
bad programming - try firing 
a missile at a pi led-up block 
on Level 2 and getting back 
to the other side of the 
screen for the ball -
impossible. As the old saying 
goes, '2 D s are better than 3' 
(when It comes to Breakout 
clones)." 

vir,yT,<,V.V. V-. 'JT !rrv 'Sf 'BCSCSiSfS\VfSfESSt. 
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• A whole host of celebrity screen designs 

screens, each containing an 
arrangement of pyramids, 
cylinders and cubes in various 
formations. A sphere drops into 
the screen from above: taking 
control of a bat capable of moving 

J NICK 1 

from left to right, the ptayer 
attempts to keep the ball in play 
until the arrangement of bncks has 
been destroyed. Each time it 
hurtles off the edge of the screen 
one of four lives is lost. 

Different Mocks have different 

" It's bad enough having to put up with 2-D Breakout games but 
when it comes to 3-D versions it's beyond a joke. Ballbreaker II is 
excellently presented and has a nice tune with some great sound 
effects; It's just a pity the game itself isnt as good. The 
backgrounds are messy, being far too detailed, and play is 
hindered since your view of the ball Is often obscured by the baL 
The job of destroying all the blocks is made a mite easier by the 
few missiles you're armed with at the beginning, but these soon 
run out and then you're left with just your luck! Ballbreaker II may 
hold your attention for a while but It will never have any lasting 
appeal. " 

J LEE ENFIELD IS 'SPACE ACE' 
Producer: Infogrames 
Retail price: £7.95 
Author: Richard Bottet 

Lee Enfield, master of time 
travel and troubleshooter 
extraordinaire, has been 

called to the 22nd Century to 
rescue his old friend Bill. With no 
support other than his 
sophisticated laser rifle he 
attempts to blast the forces sent 
by the formidable Yellow Shadow. 

The battle takes place among 
the complex structures of the 
planet's stark, grey surface, as 
displayed from Lee's viewpoint. 
Camouflaged against futuristic 
walkways, panels and girders the 
enemy, comprising robot soldiers, 
galactic monsters and humanoid 
snipers, individually train their 
weapons upon the heroic 
troubleshooter. 

Lee's sophisticated laser rifle is 
sensitive to the enemy's location 
and indicates, by an arrow at the 
bottom of the screen, the direction 
in which he needs to train his 
sights. It gives off a ringing signal 
which becomes extremely high 
pitched when an opponent is 
ready to shoot. Should Lee fail to 
locate and kill the sniper before he 
fires, one of his six lives Is lost. 
However, a shortlived magnetic 
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shield can be employed for extra 
protection. 

To complete each round, Lee 
must destroy the magnetic meteor 
globe, a bouncing sphere which 
throws his laser rifle's sights 
askew. Once this mesmerising 
enemy has been defeated, a lift 
arrives to transport him up to the 
next level. 

Three grades of difficulty permit 
Lee to progress from novice to 
space ace at his own pace. His 
score, which can win him extra 
lives, is displayed at the base of 
the screen. 

L CRITICISM J 
• " Lee Enfield, celebrated space 
ace turns out to be a fairly ordinary 
warrior with a souped-up machine 
gun. Graphically, the 22nd 
Century is out of focus: a 
shapeless blurr of monochrome 
pixels, in which the sprites are 
splodgy and difficult to 
distinguish. Gamepiay lacks depth 
and compulsion, and none of the 
action bears any relation to the real 
object of mission - the 

rescue of Bill, Those snipers which 
are distinguishable as humans die 
so slowly you can't be sure 
whether they're actually dead and 
so need to carry on shooting 
gratuitously to make sure. 
Considering the quality of some 
budget games, its ridiculous to 
demand such an exorbitantly high 
price for a game as bland and dull 
as this. " 
KATI 
• " W h a t a weird title! Lee 
Enfield Is 'Space Ace' is identical 
in gameplay to the now-aging 
Prohibition, also by Infogrames 
(quelle surprise!). The 
background that you play on is 
very detailed as are the aliens 
that you have to shoot. When 
you mix the two together, 
though, the result is rather 
messy. Soundwise, there's just 
the basic beep of the counter 
and a realistic machine gun 
noise when you shoot. 
Infogrames seem to be very 
good at producing games with 
good graphics but absolutely 
appalling gameplay. Shooting 
the odd alien before It shoots 
you isnt exactly great fun and 
soon grows boring. Lee Enfield Is 
"Space Ace' would be more 
suited to a budget label: C7.95 
definitely isn't value for 
money. " 

• " Whats this then? Prohibition 
with corrupted graphics? Sure 
looks like it, nothing else has 

I 



properties, as indicated by a 
catalogue which can be examined 
before play. Those blocks 
impervious to the ball's touch 
must be destroyed by one of an 
initial arsenal often missiles. Other 
bricks hide extra weaponry, 
bombs, points or bonus lives; 
some alter the size of the bat. allow 
instant access to the next round or 
need to be struck from a specific 
angle. On later levels the 
destruction of specific bricks 
triggers the release of aliens, 
whose fatal advance can only be 
stopped by firing a missile or 
setting off a bomb. 

i COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kernpston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: ornate blocks and 
baddies hide the poor 3-D 
perspective 
Sound: joyful title tune 
(continuous through the game 
on the 128K) and original spot 
effects 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: a poor follow-
up to the original. No 
improvements - if anything a 
bit slower 

Presentation 68% 
Graphics 63% 
Payability 52% 
Addictive qualities 55% 
OVERALL 5 6 % 

changed - or improved. How 
anyone can ask people to pay 
£7,95 for such a blatant copy of 
the original is beyond me - and an 
inferior follow-up at that. There are 
hundreds of words that come near 
describing Lee Enfield Is 'Space 
Ace' - insipid, monotonous, 
tedious - but few can actually 
capture the boredom created by 
this uneventful game. All there is 
to it is a few monochrome 
graphics, and due to their design 
even these turn into a background 
looking more like washing-up 
powder than a computer game. 
Infogrames succeeded witn their 
previous release Sidewalk, but this 
comes nowhere near the mark. " 
PAUL 

L COMMENTS j 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: very hard to distinguish 
t he baddies from the backgrounds 
Sound: simplistic spot effects 
Options: three levels of difficulty 
General rating: complexity at the 
expense of payability 

Presentation 52% 
Graphics 40% 
Payability 39% 
Addictive qualities 52% 
OVERALL 49% 

Producer: GO! 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Future Concepts 

Sir Griswold and Sir Larkin, 
wielders of the lance and 
once gentle knights of old, 

have been cursed by the Evil One. 
The effect of this unfortunate 
enchantment has been to magnify 
them both to several times their 
original size. Intent on revenge, 
they scour the countryside in 
search of their medieval 
antagonist. The buildings of 
several hostile barons stand in the 
way; their only chance of survival 

INICK 

structure as possible in the 
process. 

The castle's inhabitants put up 
a valiant defence: damsels fire 
bullets from the windows, tiny 
soldiers direct cannons from the 
ground and flying defenders drop 
pellets from above. By avoiding 
bullets and clubbing their 
diminutive adversaries each 
knight can ensure that minimum 
damage is inflicted. 

Encased in the masonry of each 
castle are a number of bonus icons 

" Although Ramparts is very similar to Rampage, In my opinion it 
is a much superior game. The great medieval music andoaingtiifc 
l « t create a marvellous atmosphere. Once you've got through the 
numerous tit le tunes and slick present ation you emerge into a version 
of Rampage with castles instead of skysc rapers and giant k nights 
Instead of monsters. The little men that run along the bottom of 
the walls can get realty vicious with their massive cannons and 
other wounding weapons; I found it almost impossible to 
complete Level One on my own, but once you get two players on 
the job the higher levels of the game become more accessible. 
Ramparts is great - but only If you don't already have Rampage. " 
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• There's no monkeying about in Ramparts 
is to smash and ransack each 
castle in turn. 

The knights' quest may be 
undertaken solo or in tandem. Play 
is divided into a series of levels, 
each of which comprises a solitary 
fortress. Armed with a ball and 
chain, the knights attempt to shin 
up the walls of the fortress, 
destroying as much of the 

which are revealed as the edifice is 
destroyed. Food boosts energy 
and gold increases score; poisons 
swallowed inadvertently radically 
reduce health. 

Once sufficient damage has 
been incurred, the towers totally 
collapse. With each fortress razed 
to the ground, the giant knights 
move on to the next. 

[PAUL _ 
" It's very hard to choose 
between Activision's 
Rampage and GOl's 
Ramparts - both are 
extremely competent games 
in their field. However, I find 
this game type terribly 
boring, uneventful and 
repetitive. Graphically, 
Ramparts fulfils all Its 
objectives admirably. The 
castles are ornately drawn 
and all the characters 
intricately detailed and 
animated, although 
sometimes tfs hard to 
distinguish them from the 
background, due to the 
monochromatic play area. 
All In all a credible climb 'n' 
crush arcade game 
although not for owners of 
Rampage: they're far too 
similar. " 

J turn 
" Ramparts Is not only 
reminiscent of Rampage in 
name: gameplay, even down 
to the airborne arrival of the 
heroes Is practically 
identical, and the medieval 
scenario does very little to 
enhance the atmosphere of 
a basic and simplistic theme. 
Bashing structures of bricks 
and mortar into piles of 
rubble would have very little 
to recommend Itself even if 
the presentation were 
excellent As it stands, the 
graphics are 
undistinguished (although 
the collapse of the towers is 
quite effective) and the 
sound effects are 
unremarkable. It's often 
difficult getting a foothold on 
the buildings and a lot of time 
is wasted, under constant 
enemy bombardment, 
attempting to find the right 
place. As a full price game 
Ramparts puts the 
possibilities of the Spectrum 
to shame. " 

ICOMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: the mixture of 
characters and buildings often 
proves confusing, but all add 
to the medieval setting of the 
game 
Sound: beautiful 
harpsichordian tune and basic 
bash effects 
Options: one or two players 
General rating: Rampage has 
already done what Ramparts 
wanted to do 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 67% 
Piayability 67% 
Addictive qualities 60% 
OVERALL 61% 
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D j rainstorm is a journey Into 
I U I an arcade strategy game, in 
u m which the player uses his 

wits and reflexes to survive the 
many devious traps and pitfalls of 
the game. The main objective is to 
score as many points as possible 
within a set time limit. This is 
achieved by trapping a ball within 
the red point sconng areas scat-
tered around the screen, using 
manoeuvrable coloured lines. 

The player is initially faced with 
several options: to play the game, 
vie w t he h igh scores, redefine con -
trol keys, and to choose one of five 

starting screens and three diffi-
culty levels. Once these decisions 
have been made, the battle com-
mences. There are 26 screens, let-
tered from A to Z, each more 
difficult to complete than the last. 

The playing screen is split into 
coloured squares, with the player 
in control of three coloured lines 
and a cursor. The squares are col-
oured either red. green, magenta, 
blue or black. Hitting a red square 
increases the player's score. 

" A game with a brain, 
innovative, and just for 
once not a clone, is a rare 
and exceptional occurr-
ence. Deviously difficult 
patterns arranged in bold 
contrasting colours are 
designed to get the 
sleepiest brain cells tingl-
ing; you can never re-posi-
tion a line to the exact pixel 
so no two games can be 
precisely the same. Presen-
tation is slick but purely 
functional - puzzleability is 
all and three stages of diffi-
culty including a myriad of 
tesselated patterns should 
keep you hooked for ages. 
Simple ideas are often the 
best; in this case originality 
wins over technical com-
plexity to create an 
immediately playable and 
startlingly addictive 
game, 
mm 

Producer: F i reb i rd 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: Pete C o o k e 

" If you are into brain teas-
ers that frustrate and blow 
your mind then Brainstorm 
is the game for you. The 
graphics, colour and sound 
may not be up to much and 
the idea behind it is ridicul-
ously simple but the game 
sure makes up for these 
losses with addictiveness 
and playabiiity. You just ring 
the red block with one of 
the three colours and then 
wait for your victim to walk 
into your trap. The only 
trouble is, the balls have a 
mind of their own: one sec-
ond they may be on the red 
background but the next 
they're on a purple and los-
ing points! Brainstorm is 
wickedly addictive; play it 
and you'll never put your 
joystick down again! " 
NICK 

falls, according to the ball's path 
across the screen. The ultimate 
aim is to end the time limit with the 
current score matching or exceed-
ing the target. If the score drops 
below the target, however, the col-
our of the target score changes 
from red to magenta. If more 
points aren't scored pretty damn 
pronto, the game ends. 

Once the appropriate amount of 
points are scored, the player is 
then whisked onto the next screen, 
and his previous score is trans-
formed into the start-of-level score 
and target. This carries on through-
out the game, and if the player's 
score reaches zero, or the current 
score falls below the target, then 
the game ends. 

magenta squares decrease the 
plaver's score, green warp the ball 
to a different part of the screen, 
and both black and blue squares 
are neutral, affecting neither the 
ball nor the scoretine. 

The player has to trap the ball, 
using one or all of the lines (acces-
sed by positioning the cursor over 
the desired colour box. and hitting 
the fire button), within reach of a 
red area of the screen, whilst 
attempting to avoid either the 
magenta or green parts. The player 
is provided with 100 points, and a 
target score, highlighted in red, of 
100 points. As the game progres-
ses the current score rises and 

" We've had Thrust, Harvey 
Headbanger and Zolyx (only 
successful on the C64, 
however) from Firebird, and 
now there's Brainstorm -
the latest in a famed list of 
simple-but-addictive Fire-
bird games. Pete Cooke 
(programmer of Tau Ceti, 
Academy and Micronaut 
One) shows exactly how 
successful a Spectrum 
game can be if you concen-
trate on the addictiveness 
and playability - not the 
graphics and sound. 
There's not much you can 
say about Brainstorm - It's 
very addictive, entertaining 
and surprisingly simple to 
get into. Very few games 
appeal to alt games 
players, but I would venture 
to say that this is one such 
product. Another game 
that every Spectrum owner 
should have. " 
PAUL 

COMMENTS 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: colour is an integ-
ral part of the game, and is 
well used 
Sound: simple spot effects 
Options: three levels of diffi-
culty, choice of tour starting 
screens 
General rating: the simple 
ones last longest, and you'll 
be playing this for months to 
come. £ 1.99 for so much ple-
asure - you can't go wrong 

Presentation 80% 
Graphics 57% 
Playabiiity 91% 
Addictive qualities 92% 
OVERALL 9 0 % 
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AVAILABLE ON: 
Spectrum £8.95. 

Amstrad 464 cassette £8.95, disk £12.95. 
C64/128 cassette £9.95, disk £14.95. 

Atari ST and Amiga £19.95. 

Bowl or Bust! Fred and Barney want to go bowling but Wilma has 
other ideas and guess who's left holding the baby? 

Join The Flintstones in this officially licensed arcade adventure 
based on the famous Hanna Barbera cartoon characters. 

GRANDSLAM ENTERTAINMENTS LTD., 
VICTORY HOUSE, LEICESTER PLACE, LONDON WC2H 7NB. Telephone: 01-439 0666 w GRANDSLAM 



CRAZY CARS 
headlong into road markers 
severely slows down progress. 
Explosions never occur however; 
each car bears a charmed life and 
collision with other racers results 
in nothing worse than crippling 

I KATI I 
" The fastest, craziest, 
meanest cross country race 
turns out to be one of the 
greyest, severest and most 
sober, run-of-the-mill grand 
prix simulations. The 
graphics are disappointingly 
basic; the scruffy grey 
background never changes 
and the tarmac is so black 
that the outline of the bumps 
merges into the raggedy 
edge of the road. It's not a 
crucial drawback, though, 
since for most of the time, 
despite all talk of opponents, 
the only crazy car on the 
track is your own. Having 
said that, a lonesome race is 
better than no race at all and 
this one is more than iust 
competently portrayed. 
Controls and scrolling are 
smooth; graded difficulty 
and increasingly tight time 
limits ensure compulsive 
gameplay, although the 
scoring system is 
ridiculously generous. One 
final quibble regards the 
congratulatory high score 
message which declares the 
player 'One of the fastest 
men in the worid'. As girls 
play computer games as well 
it would have been more 
appropriate and just as easy 
to substitute 'drivers' for 
'men'. " 

deceleration and crucial loss of 
time. 

Tracks become progressively 
more difficult with more twists, 
more bumps and more 
determined opponents. A status 
display at the head of the screen 
shows current speed and units of 
time remaining. 

I PAUL I 
" If Out Bun and Crazy Cars 
had a head on collision the 
result would be one of the 
best games on the 
Spectrum. Crazy Cars has all 
the payability and addictive 
qualities that Out Run lacked. 
Sadly, this first game from 
Titus lacks any graphical 
flamboyance; the game Is 
attractive without being 
impressive - unlike Out Run 
whose speed suffered due to 
the amount of detailed 
graphics crammed on-
screen. Crazy Cars certainly 
has some aesthetic appeal -
the distant city is very smart 
- but its ma In attraction is the 
speed at which you fly 
around the track. All Crazy 
Cars needs to make it an Out 
Run-beater is a white line 
down the middle of the road 
and a few signs and bushes 
on the side of the track. As it 
is, though, things are going 
to be very close between the 
two. A great game for a new 
company trying to break into 
the market " 

[\COMMENTS / 
Joysticks: Sinclair 
Graphics: the three main cars 
are recognisable, with a simple 
road perspective 
Sound: only a realistic revving 
sound 
Options: five levels of difficulty 
and a choice of three makes of 
car 
General rating: a faster Out 
Run, without the graphical 
appeal 

Producer: Titus 
Retail price: £9.95 
Authors: Titus 

The American Cross Country 
Prestige Cars Race, the 
craziest contest of them all, 

is about to take place. It covers 
three of the continent's toughest 
tracks and crosses the rugged and 
punishing terrain of Florida. 
Arizona and the NASA (sic). 

The race comprises five levels, 
each divided into several stages 
which run over a time limit. The 
player can choose from a selection 
of frve high performance cars, and 
successful completion of a race 
within the time limit rewards the 
driver with a more powerful 
vehicle. Beginning with something 
like the relatively humble Porsche 
911 Turbo the player can progress 
via the Lamborghini Countach to 
the ultimate in racing cars, the 
Ferrari GTO. 

Contestants line up on the 
starting grid, and a flick of the fire 
button sees the player's mean 
machine hurtle along a black 
tarmac track which twists and 
turns through rugged, sandy 
terrain. 

Dips and bumps in the road 
make control of each turbo 
charged monster more 
precarious. High speed contact 
with either hurls the car 
momentarily into the air and out of 
control. More experienced drivers 
can exploit these uneven 
conditions and take the 
opportunity of soaring gracefully 
over obstructing opponents 
before landing with calculated 
panache on the other side. 

Cornering requires extra care; 
racing off the track or plunging 

• Road hog) 

MARK 
" While some lucky people 
can afford to buy the cars 
featured here, the rest of us 
have to either cany on 
dreaming, or alternatively 
play Crazy Cars. Graphically 
the game is good, with the 
nicely drawn cars zipping 
around the often tortuous 
racetracks, jostling and 
barging each other out of the 
way In an attempt to be the 
first across the finishing line. 
My only niggle is that the 
road would have benefitted 
from either road markings or 
road signs, since on many 
occasions I was caught 
unawares by a sudden 
hairpin bend. Initial interest 
is high as your car careers 
around bends, and flies into 
the air on hitting the many 
bumps that adorn the track. 
Although early stages are 
fairly easy to complete, later 
tracks almost need the 
player to possess the skills 
of a rally driver to survive. I 
enjoyed playing Crazy Cars; If 
you're a budding boy - or girt 
- racer, take a good look, " 

Presentation 58% 
Graphics 55% 
Payability 70% 
Addictive qualities 68% 
OVERALL 65% 
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Retail price: £7.95 cassette, 

£14.95 disk 
Author: Mike Lamb 
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I he tragic death of your 
I brother Matt, murdered 

while investigating the 
underworld dealings ot gangland 
boss Mr Big, cannot go unav-
enged. Driven by a sense of burn-
ing injustice you make your way 
through the seedy streets of 
Scumville, a labyrinthine nest of 
crime and black market dealings, 
to a final show-down with trie 
notorious gangster himself. 

The adventure can be underta-
ken alone or with a companion 
(whose presence makes the com-
petition doubly tough) over five 
multiloaded levels. The action 

Do you ever come home 
from school or work and 
(eel fike bashing the dog's 
head in? Well If you do. 
don't bother because you 
can take out all your tem-
pers on the baddies in 
Target Renegade - and I 
think your dog will be 
relieved! This game has got 
to be the best bash 'em up 
of all time. It's packed full of 
great graphics, colour and 
sound and with five levels 
of pure addictiveness; you 
can't go wrong. Each level 
holds different back-
grounds and baddies that 
range from motorbikers 
that try to run you down to 
dogs that insist on having 
your head for supper! The 
multiload spoils the excite-
ment now and then but 
once the next level has 
loaded you soon get back 
into the swing of things. In 
most of the earty levels you 
can just kick and punch 
your way through but as 
you progress the baddies 
get more cunning and 
begin to duck and dive 
away from your efforts. 
Level five was the worst 
with bald headed hard-men 
that beat you up with 
snooker cues and a boxer 
that could run for Mr Univer-
se! Target Renegade Is a 
great follow up to Renegade 
and deserves to do well. " 
NICK 

shifts from a dangerous multis-
torey car park to seedy night time 
streets via a seemingly harmless 
city park and an overpopulated 
shopping mall, finally climaxing in 
Mr Big's headquarters in a sleazy 
bar. 

The inhabitants ot Scumville 
have little goodwill to spare: motor 
cyclists, skinheads, Beastie Boys 
fans and ladies of the night, often 
armed and always spoiling for a 
light, attempt to thwart your prog-
ress through the sinister city 
streets. 

You have spent a lot of time cul-
tivating an athletic physique, how-
ever, which enables you to carry 
out vanous jumping, kicking and 
punching actions with relative 
ease. Knocking down a weapon-
carrying opponent gives you the 
chance to pick up his club, axe or 
stick as it falls; an extra points 
bonus is awarded for making use 
of objects as well as fists. 

Each time a blow is sustained, 
your heal th.indicatedbyan energy 
meter, is diminished. Complete 
loss of strength results in the loss 
of one of three lives. 

Once all current opponents have 

Target Renegade Is slickly 
presented, and features 
colourful and generally welt 
defined graphics. The vari-
ous guises of Scumville 
vice, from safety-pinned 
skinheads to brutal Beastie 
Boys fans, are threaten-
ingly menacing-especially 
when the villains headbutt 
you from behind! The sound 
is purely functional 
although the minimalist 
biffing and thumping 
noises add to the sinister 
atmosphere. The gameplay 
itself leaves very little to be 
desired; control of the vari-
ous jumping, kicking and 
punching movements is 
extremely smooth. The 
number of opponents to 
beat and the variety of 
weapons to collect add 
spice to what might other-
wise become an overly rep-
etitious theme. One minor 
drawback is the jerky flick 
screen scrolling; the edge 
of one screen turns into the 
the centre of the next with-
out warning and leaves you 
with a case of momentary 
disorientation. Don't let 
this put you off though -
Target Renegade Is as good 
as Its predecessor, If not 
better. If you're after some 
exciting beat 'em up action 
this is a good excuse to part 
with your hard-earned 

i cash." 
KATI 

Bish! Bash! Bosh! Now 
this is what I call a beat 'em 
up. Things sure have 
changed since Renegade 
(89%, Issue 44). The folks in 
the neighbourhood have 
taken a change for the 
worse - it's no longer safe 
to walk the streets, for fear 
of being bashed over the 
head by some axe-wielding 
Beastie Boy. But now you're 
fit and ready to take on any 
old bald bouncer with a 
snooker cue. The moves 
that you possess are beaut-
ifully animated and very 
smoothly carried out 
though whether they'll be 
able to slice the rubber 
dresses off the busty 
women on Level Two is 
another matter entirely. 
Mike Lamb (he of Combat 
School fame) has done 
Imagine proud. Forget the 
aspirins, Target Renegade 
will soon get rid of that 

it-up nervous tension. " pent-
PAUL 

been subdued in a section, a door 
opens on to the next urban battleg-
round. Survive through to the final 
confrontation in the bar, beat your 
way past Mr Big's bodyguards and 
the gangland boss lies at your 
mercy. Succeed in destroying him 
and Matt's body can finally lie at 
rest in his Scumville grave. 

COMMENTS 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: every participant 
is lull of character, having his 
or her own particular moves 
and style. The backgrounds 
add real atmosphere to the 
game, bringing the action 
right into your home 
Sound: rough 'n' tough title 
tune with assorted mean dit-
ties at the start of each of the 
five levels. Average spot 
effects 
Options: definable keys, one 
or two players (simultane-
ously). music on/off 
General rating: Renegade 
was never this much fun. 
More content and tougher 
characters make Target 
Renegade the ultimate chal-
lenge 

Presentation 83% 
Graphics 89% 
Payability 93% 
Addictive qualities 93% 
OVERALL 9 0 % 
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Producer: GO! 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Topo Soft 

B< 

! 
emg Sheriff of a Wild West 
town isn't easy. When 
trouble comes to town, it 

arrives with a bang. And trouble 
has just arrived in the shape of 
Angel Face and his notonous 
henchmen.. . 

The first level of this vertically 
scrolling Commando variant sees 
the player strolling along the street 
of his beloved town, running the 
gauntlet of pistol packin' 
hoodlums who attempt to gun him 

down. The baddies run towards 
the sheriff, guns blazing, or charge 
along on horseback throwing 
bombs which bounce across the 
street before exploding. 

The player starts the game with 
four lives, but shooting the stars 
which appear occasionally reveals 
an extra life, a points bonus or a 
stick of dynamite, contact with 
which proves fatal. Running over 
each symbol utilises these handy 
additions. 

JkatTL 
" Another arcade conversion bites the dust. Admittedly a lot of 
attention has gone into peripheral details, particularly the action-
packed loading screen and the gun-spinning joystick selection 
process, but the central graphics are unspectacular. In theory 
the game, a sort of Wild West Ikari Warriors, has plenty to 
recommend it. However, practice proves otherwise. The odds 
are stacked against the Sheriff: trigger-happy bandits constantly 
attempt to shoot him in the back although he can only blast 
diagonally and forwards. At close quarters the sheriff stands stiff 
and paralysed, while his opponents' ability to run is 
superhu manly improved. The challenge to beat the faultless 
computer 'next time' has a frustrating and obsessive edge, but 
considering the price, It's probably better not to take it up. " 
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J PAUL L 
" If the arcade game, Gunsmoke, is anything like the computer 
game I pity the person that's put any money in the slot - the game 
concept is so boring! However, the presentation is at least up to 
their usual high standard: the individual people all have their own 
characteristics and the saloons and ranches are colourful and 
detailed. What the game lacks, though, is enough variation to get 
you back to it after finishing a game. I couldn't really be bothered 
to start again; I knew where I was going and what would result 
from it. If only you could walk around a larger play area, or even 
turn around and go back on yourself, the game would be much 
more of a quest and not so laborious. However, the few that do 
like the arcade game can't really fault the conversion. " 

JMARK 
" After enjoying Bedlam, I loaded Gunsmoke with a great deal of 
expectation. Although I give GO! merit for the presentation on the 
control option screen, in-game status display, and the wanted 
posters, the game itself is pretty dire. For a start play Is very 
difficult, as I found to my cost with life after life being blown away 
by the hoards of small, black blobby sprites that fire two shots 
whilst my character thinks about firing one. Another annoying 
habit the enemy had was to appear from the bottom of the screen 
with guns blazing. The poor old Sheriff cant do a thing about It, 
because he can't turn round! I didn't even make it to the end of 
the first screen, but I'm sure that fact won't lose me any sleep at 
night. " 

MEGA-APOCAL YPSE ri 
Producer: Martech 
Retail price: £8.99 
Authors: programmed by John Wilson from original 

idea by Simon Nicol 

planets in the depths Of the solar 
system. The government of the 
future refuses to concern itself 
with such outdated issues as 
cultural exchange, though. 

atest data from the Institute 
of Advanced Research 
indicates that there are more 

than one or two undiscovered 

J NICK I 
" Mega-Apocalypse is 
anything but mega! It's really 
just a glorified asteroids 
game with a bit of space 
invaders thrown in for luck. 
The graphics are badly 
defined and your ship is 
difficult to control at first. 
The planet section 
has about the best 
graphics with craters 
showing on the otherwise 
green blobs, but to cheer all 
the screens up there is a 
fabulous display of swirling 
dots simulating a starry sky. 
There's no shortage of things 
to listen to with a constantly 
playing tune and sound 
effects over the top of that. 
It's just a pity the game isn't 
a bit better with more things 
to do. " 

J PAUL L 
" Mega-Apocalypse and mega-hard! If there's one thing that 
Martech's latest game has got it's addictiveness. It may be 
lacking in graphics - which are poor and flickery at the best of 
times - and sound - absolutely none on the 48K (all shoot 'em ups 
need effects for atmosphere) - but it does instill that gut feeling 
that you can't be beaten by a game of this (poor) calibre. If you're 
thinking of buying Mega-Apocalypse then don't expect the flashy 
graphics and smooth animation of other versions: it's very basic 
and not really worth £8.99 considering the lack of content. Still, 
it should keep you glued to the keyboard for some time. " 

• It may be Mega, but is it any good? 
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Each potentially intelligent race is 
potentially hostile; best to blast 
them now and think about it later. 

The mission is undertaken by a 
solo monochrome pod, equipped 
with a single laser, which journeys 
at high speed through a whirlpool 
of stars. At the beginning of each 
round bonus objects are belched 
up from (he junkyard of 23rd 
cenlury space. Calculated 

J KATI L 
" Revelling unashamedly in 
the sadistic pleasure of 
bombing and blasting 
through the space is a 
pleasure which most shoot 
'em ups stifle in a 'save the 
world' scenario or quite 
simply fait to provide. Not so 
Mega-Apocalypse. The 
action, enhanced by the 
exhilarating soundtrack, is 
fast, frenzied and 
immediately addictive. 
Perversely the presentation 
itself isn't at all 
polished: the swirling 
movement of the stars has to 
compensate for lack of 
colour and complexity, while 
collision detection is 
occasionally messy. The 
apocalypse is not altogether 
as mega as the advertising 
claims but it does deserve 
something more than just 
mild success. " 



Once the end of the landscape 
is reached, a shoot-out occurs 
between the Sheriff and the end-
ol-level-bad die, whose face 
appears on a wanted poster at the 
start of the section. 

The game continues in this 
fashion, through the railroad 
station, the canyon and across 
rapids on a raft, culminating in a 
meadow where a boomerang -
throwing Angel Face is confronted 
in the final showdown. 

[COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: the characters are 
detailed but too small. 
Buildings are colourful and 
distinct 
Sound: pop. pop from the 
guns 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: due to the 
coin-op's restrictions 
Gunsmoke could never be 
better than a boring shoot 'em 
up 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 56% 
Payability 46% 
Addictive qualities 50% 
OVERALL 5 4 % 

collision tactics equip the dextral 
pilot with a range of technical 
improvements: rotate motors plus 
autofire, speed up thrusts, 
missiles, extra lives and bonus 
points. 

As the ship hurtles through the 
void the pilot encounters a series 
of gyrating comets, plus planets 
which grow in size as they 
approach. As their size increases, 
so does their immunity to laser 
Tire and they also become 
increasingly difficult to avoid. At 
this stage contact means instant 
death. 

Successful extermination of all 
the heavenly bodies in each round 
gives the triumphant pilot instant 
access to the next set of bonuses 
and another, even more 
dangerous, planetary system. 

COMMENTS •si 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: poor and simply 
designed foreground ships 
with a swirling background of 
stars 
Sound: 'exhilarating' 128K 
tune only 
General rating: a poor, but 
futuristic. Asteroids clone 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Payability 
Addictive qualities 
OVERALL 

GOTHIK 
Producer: Firebird 
Retail price: £7.95 
Author: Paul Hutchinson 

Long ago, an evil lord threw 
the lands far to the north of 
Belorn into turmoil and 

confusion. He captured the 
wizard, Ansalon, took away his 
cloak and divided his body into six 
parts. Each part was placed 
separately in a secret chamber 
guarded by a mighty demon, 

The quest to recover and reunite 
the wizard with his robe may be 
attempted by one of two vikings: 
Olaf {renowned for his strength) or 
Olga (wise in the ways of magic). 
The search takes place in four dark 
towers, each comprising seven 
floors of maze-like passages and 
rooms. The strange inhabitants of 
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• Mr or Mrs? 
these grim surroundings prove 
hostile, but each warrior carries a 
supply of arrows, bouncing 
electricity bolts and fireballs with 
which to protect themselves. 

initially the player is in 
possession of two cantrips which 
enable him to bum away 
obstructing bracken (allowing 

JKATI L 
" The presentation of Gothik, which owes a lot to Dandy and 
Druid, is slick. Some of the squelchy spot effects are humorous 
and the figures are detailed. Unfortunately, the variety promised 
by the complex instructions fails to materialise: long periods are 
spent stumbling aimlessly through the maze of corridors and 
movement is often pointlessly impaired by burning carcasses 
which block passages long after the alien is dead. Although there 
are 32 types of potion only three or four seem to recur, and 
accessing rooms by burning bracken is much less interesting 
than the traditional method of collecting keys; at least the latter 
involves some element of risk. Valiant vikings are unlikely to give 
up pillaging for a quest as mediocre as this. " 

fpAUL L 
" Talk about more of the same! I've seen more Gauntlet clones in 
the last year than I care to remember. The simple fact remains 
that the concept is now repetitive and dated. Gothik contains few 
advances over early spell games like Dandy. The potions may do 
different things but the game is basically the same. And why, all 
of a sudden, have these games gone monochromatic? Are they 
going down the same route as shoot 'em ups? There's no need 
for it. Even if the programmers have forgotten the palette, they've 
remembered the sound chip - a great tune blasts out on all 
versions. Gothik contains a plethora of spells and weapons, 
which make the game very interesting to start with, although 
once used they fail to hold appeal for much longer. A decent 
enough game, but still at full price? " 

• Watch out! Here comes Otga 

access to other parts of the tower) 
and transform gold into food. 

Treasure, extra arrows and 
other bonus items can be 
collected, such as relics, which 
have the power to make the player 
invisible, and potions to increase 
fire power or replace energy. 

Once the wizard parts and cloak 
have been reunited, the wizard's 
power is restored and peace can 
be returned to the land north of 
Belorn. 

J NICK L 
" Gothik doesn't really hold 
anything new but there is 
some fun to be had here. The 
little sprites are quite well 
defined and the animation 
makes them look extremely 
cute. They move smoothly 
across the detailed 
backgrounds, but the way 
everything freezes while the 
screen scrolls isn't all that 
helpful. A scrolling system 
simitar to the one in Ikart 
Warriors would have been 
much more fitting. On the 
colour side, the 
programmers could have 
been a bit more adventurous 
than just yellow 
backgrounds that change to 
blue at night, plus red blocks 
with black characters. Gothik 
is worth looking at but does 
get a bit boring after a 
while. " 

ICOMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston 
Sinclair 
Graphics: monochrome 
backdrops, with little variation 
of cute, but small, characters 
Sound: mediocre spot effects 
with impressive tune 
Options: choice of Olga 
(female) or Olaf (male) 
General rating: the feeling 
was that we've had enough of 
this type of game 

Presentation 6 0 % 
Graphics 5 5 % 
Payability 5 7 % 
Addictive qualities 5 4 % 
OVERALL 56% 
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ADVANTAGE. ZX SPECTRUM+ 3. £199 

The new Sinclair ZX Spectrum +3 is a real hero - because it helps 
you to be one. 

While you're a daring motorbike rider or the all-conquering 
intergalactic warrior, you're gaining priceless experience in 
handling computers. 

Loading games is quick and easy with the built-in disk-drive. 
You'll be in the thick of the action in seconds. And the fantastic 
128K memory gives you the power to outsmart the most 
sophisticated enemy. 

Get to grips with the latest high-tec graphics on the vast 
universe of games available (six of which come free). And there's 
a free joystick to give you ultimate control. 

But the real hero is the person who buys i t For the 
ZX Spectrum +3 is only £199, so they've really saved the earth. 

ZX SPECTRUM + 2. £139 

The amazing ZX Spectrum +2 has a built-in datacorder - to save you 
the bother of tape recorders and leads. The advanced 128K memory 
helps you get the most from the vast universe of games available. 

Every model comes complete with six free games to start 
you off, and a free joystick to make you super agile. 

With the advanced Sinclair technology you can afford to let 
your imagination go wild. Because at £139, only your enemies pay 
heavily. 

BE WHO YOU WANT TO BE. 

• • • 

i n c i l a i r " 

Available at Allders, Boots. Clydesdale, Comet Connect. Currys. Oixoris, John Lewis. 
John Menzies. Lasky's. Tandy.* W.H. Smith, Visionhire, Wiglalls, and all good 
independent stores seectmm +2 way 
Recommended >ei»< price Smcfw ZX Soecttum + 2 £139 including VAT. Svida" Speodum >3 £199 including VAT 
M11087 Pi ico* r.uD|«ct to change wHMOut pnot notice 

Please tell me more about the SINCLAIR ZX Spectrum +2 Q ] ZX Spectrum +3 Q 

Name. 
Address. 

SG4 
Amstrad pic. Brentwood House. 169 Kings Road. Brentwood. Essex DM14 4EF. Tel: (0277) 262326 



M 

/ 
R.V: 

3<\ 

I! « 

t r 1 ? Atari ST Disc £19.99 - ' Spectrum 48/128 Cassette £8.99 
Commodore Amiga Disc £19.99 Spectrum + 3 Disc £14.99 

Commodore 64/128 Cassette £9.99 - * Amstrad CPC Cassette £9.99 
\ Disc £12.99 Disc £14.99 

\ \ < • 

jS / 
• • Martechjs the registered trade mark of Martech Games Limited, 

• V I H f l f i c n fyiajrtech House, Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6EE 
PHONE (0323) 768456 TELEX: 878373 Martec G FAX (0323) 764460 
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Another thirty days (give or take a few) have passed, and once again 
it's time for me to delve into another bulging mailbag. Microprose 
come under fire from a couple of conscientious objectors, and there 
are also more opinions on the new breed of 16-bit computers, and 
their apparent impending takeover. Captain Paranoia has never had 
it so good! 

DON'T SELL 
OUT 
Dear Uoyd 
After reading the letters in CRASH 
I feel obliged, even if my views are 
insignificant, to write (well type) to 
you and voice my opinions on the 
state of the Spectrum and 
upgrading. 

I (a mere 13 year old) have 
decided to upgrade this year and 
buy an Atari ST. So far I've saved 
half the money through hard work 
(delivering 400 papers a week isn't 
my idea of fun) and I hope to have 
saved the money up buy 
September. 

£300 is a hell of a lot of money 
for anyone, let alone a schoolboy 
but I have set my eyes on that 
target. Many other people as you 
know are upgrading and this is 
where they make their big mistake 
-THEY SELL OUT! 

Christ! It makes me mad. The 
amount of classified adverts 
selling Speccys is huge. And 
worse than that they're grossly 
underpriced, a common price 
being £50. The Spectrum is an 
excellent games machine and 
contrary to common belief, I think 
it has many more years to go. With 
4 million Spectrums around, the 
software companies are 
continuing to produce software, 
and people are still buying the 
games. So as long as the public 
buy Spectrum games the 
companies will continue 
producing them. Simple Isn't it? 

With that thought in mind, when 
I purchase my ST I will hang on to 
my Spectrum and carry on buying 
software which is 10%-50% 
cheaper than 16-bit stuff. 

Quite frankly 1 wish the press 
would stop being so negative 
about the Spectrum. Home 
computers are prtmarily for 
entertainment and that's what I 
get. True, you can get superior 
entertainment from a 16-bit 
computer but at a much superior 
price. Think about it. 

I hope that you print my letter 
even if it just makes readers aware 
that the Spectrum has a long way 
to go yet. 
Scott McNab, Edinburgh EH9 

3AW 

'Selling outas you call it, is no 
Bad Thing, The purchaser of a 
second hand Spectrum obviously 
wants to use the computer, and 
will therefore go out and buy 
games, thus keeping the 
Spectrum games market active. 
Yes, the Spectrum has plenty of 
years in it yet-you don't need 16-

bit graphics and sound to make a 
brilliant game! For your sensible 
comments, I've decided to award 
you this month's £40 software 
voucher. 

LM 

GUNSHIP'S 
ILLEGAL 
ACTIVITIES 
Dear Uoyd 
As an old fogey who has been 
reading CRASH for several years, 
I thought it was time I got up on my 
soapbox. 

I was going to write in glowing 

Craise ofMicroprose's Gunshlp, 
ut on getting more deeply 

involved I came across some 
worrying aspects of the game. 

After reading through the 
manual carefully, I loaded up and 
was soon zooming across the 
(raining ground with cannon 
blazing. At Last!' I thought. A real 
flying simulation. No childish 
arcade games for me. But closer 
inspection of the subsequent 
zones brought me up short. What 
was this? 82nd Airborne in Central 
America? 

I wondered how many young 
people happily playing Gunship 
realise that the US involvement in 
Central America has been 
condemned as illegal by the world 
court at the Hague, and President 
Reagan's Contra arms deal 
contravenes not only several 
American laws, but the 
constitution of the United States 
itself. 

'So what?' some of you may 
say." It's only a game.' But the 
point is that it's NOT a game. This 
is an accurate simulation based on 
a real incident which is still going 
on today. 

Thousands of innocent people 
have been killed in Central 
America now because of terrorist 
action sponsored by the US 
Government. 

Is it right to allow a computer 
'game' to broadcast a subliminal 
message via a leisure medium? 
Such things are banned on British 
television. 

The result of all this soul 
searching is that I've come to think 
maybe the mindless arcade 
games which are constantly 
condemned as harmful are in fact 
less harmful because they are 
mindless. Nobody cares if yellow 
aliens from planet Zeta, or evil 
Ores are blasted into fragments. 

The final message to remember 
is this: the greater the realism, the 

ater the responsibility needed, 
revor Parrtsh, Walthamstow, 

London E17 9JJ 

are 
Tre 

The fact that the US Army 
shouldn t be in South America is 
beside the point - they are. and 
this simulation, as you say, is 
•real'. 

LM 

A FEW 
POINTS . . . 
Dear Lloyd 
A question. Has Peter Hoar from 
Essex got a brain? If he can tell me 
about a better Spectrum magazine 
than CRASH I shall be very 
surprised. Who has mentioned a 
constantly high standard of 
reviews, news, artwork and 
enjoyment ovef the last few years? 
Who has been first with interviews, 
reviews and features? Ask 
yourselves these questions and in 
each case the answer is CRASH. 
And he's complaining about the 
price! Doesn't he think any other 
Spectrum magazine will increase 
price? It just shows that CRASH 
has got the guts to lead the way as 
they have for the last few years In 
Spectrum computing. 

You're telling me someone over 
the Christmas holiday has counted 
the number of advertisements. 
Has he nothing else to do? If he 
thought £1.95 is too much, then 
why did he buy it? 

Another thing, why did he think 
the CRASH history was pointless 
because he had all the issues? 
Most people I know found the 
history both well wntten and 
interesting, as the first issues of 
CRASH are like gold-dust! 

And he thinks Match Day llis just 
an upgrade of Match Day. He must 
be barmy! Why does he think 
Match Day II hasjust gone to 
Number 1 in the CRASH readers 
chart? 

All I can say is that he must be 
stupid, and I'm sure lots of others 
share my views. 
Mark J Taylor, Leigh, Lanes WN7 

1NX 

Yes, yes, yes. 
LM 

COMPUTER 
PROPAGANDA? 
Dear Uoyd 
I'm writing to complain about the 
ant i-Russian bias in the products 
of Microprose. I own Gunship, 
which is the only game I have from 
this company, and have found t he 
instruction booklet to be full of 
propaganda. Yet more recently I 
have been incensed by reading a 
review by Stealth Fighter in ZZAP! 
- a game which is soon to appear 
on the Spectrum. This "game' is 

even more extreme than Gunship, 
and has the disaste to include 
missions over Ubya and Ihe 
Persian Gulf. In fact one ZZAP! 
reviewer even commented that the 
game was so topical that he felt we 
might see what he did. on the nine 
o'clock news that evening. 

Seen from a purely ' payability' 
standpoint, both Gunship and 
Stealth Fighter are very good. 
Thus it seems likely that many 
people will buy these products, 
and Microprose's propaganda will 
receive inside coverage. Thus 
these products are more than just 
games, as their bias is so strong 
and widespread. Computer 
games, I firmly believe, should not 
contain such propaganda, and 
should certainly not try to make a 
game out of a current conflict, 
where people at this moment 
people may actually be being 
killed. This kind of program must 
be discouraged. 

Digital Integration are an 
example of a company whose 
games contain no propaganda, 
and yet their games Tomahawk 
and ATF are on exactly the same 
subjects as Gunship and Stealth 
Fighter respectively. Clearly it is 
not necessary to simulate topical 
battles for a game of this type to be 
playable. The trend which 
Microprose is leading will only 
bring computer gaming into the 
midst of the political stage, and 
this is surely undersirable. I for one 
will not be buying Stealth Fighter, 
and hope others will soon join me. 

Nigel Voak, Essex 

It's so easy to get het up in this sort 
of situation. Personally I think that 
flying 'realistic'simulated 
missions over 'real' places helps 
bring your attention to the fact that 
this sort of thing could really 
happen. You can 7 just turn your 
back on the possibility of conflict 
in the Middle East in the hope that 
it'll go away. The sickening 
jingoism of the Microprose 
instruction manual, however, does 
tend to grate. 

LM 

ATTRIBUTE 
'ASSLE 
Dear Uoyd 
I am writing to you for the first time. 
After several years of owning a 
Spectrum 128,1 have always 
enjoyed the On The Screen as I like 
to do a bit of art myself. Only, there 
is one problem, I own an AMX-
mouse and the Artist II. These two 
are both very good, but they both 
lack one thing: COLOUR. Before 
anyone corrects me. they do have 
colour but only to a pathetic 
standard. They put the colour in in 
big blocks, so circles become 
squares. So what I would like to 
know is am I using them correctly 
or not. Also what packages do the 
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people use on the On The Screen 
to get the colour they do? 

Thank you for reading my letter 
and hope you will be able to help 
me. 
John Mather, Liverpool L140PQ 

The 'problems' you're having are 
what every Spectrum owner has -
attributes. The Spectrum 
computer can only accept two 
colours in every character space -
every 8x8 pixel block. 
Consequently, when you try and 
put three colours into a block, one 
of them disappears and turns into 
the colour you're using, thus 
ruining the picture. Artists have to 
be very clever to get around these 
problems, and basically it means 
planning out your picture around 
character squares. Try looking at 
loading screens to get an idea of 
what you can or cannot do. It takes 
quite a lot of practise, but once you 
get the idea, you should be able to 
produce some brilliant pictures 
with the art packages you Ve 
already got. 
LM 

WOT? NO 128 
GAMES? 
Dear Lloyd 
I am the proud owner of a 
Spectrum 128 and I think this is a 
great machine, but I am finding it 
very hard to buy 128K games to 
get the most out of my Speccy. 
The 128K was brought out to show 
people the difference in graphics 
and sound compared to the 48K. 
but what is the sense in buying a 
128 or + 3 if you cannot buy 128K 
software. Can you please tell me 
why it is so hard to find 128K 
games. 

My second question is. if the 
new SAM computer (reviewed in 
last months Tech Niche) is going 
to be compatible with Spectrum 
48K software, is there going to be 
much new software for it or will 
SAM owners have to make do with 
48k software like us that own 128K 
machines? 

I hope you write a reply for my 

questions as 1 am sure there are 
plenty of people who would like to 
know the answer. Keep up the 
good work there at the CRASH 
offices. 
Robert Hanway, Dublin 14, Eire 

Yes, apart from a few exceptions, 
Spectrum 128 only games are very 
scarce indeed. The reason for this 
is beyond me. There are plenty of 
128s around, so why don't games 
manufacturers spend some extra 
time improving their programs to 
include extra features and 
screens? I should think SAM 
owners will be in exactly the same 
boat as you... 

LM 

NOT JUST A 
FAD 
Dear Lloyd 
First of all congratulations for 50 
excellent issues. Ever since I 
started reading CRASH I have 
always found it to be the best 
magazine, standing head and 
shoulders above ail it rivals. 
Everything about it is totally 
superior including your letters 
page, where at least you bother to 
answer the letters and don't print 

ure drivel like some mugs, 
lowever enough of this grovelling, 

and on to my point. 
The main reason I have written 

is regarding the editorial article 
written by Bamaby Page. I don't 
really agree that the industry is in 
that bad a shape. It offers a great 
variety of entertainment and 
practical uses for the Home 
Computer owner, at what I 
consider a fair price. 

I do agree however that the 
industry could do with more media 
coverage by the national press. It 
is definitely not a minority hobby 
and it is obviously not some craze 
that will fade shortly. 

Myself and some friends have all 
written to various national and 
local papers asking why they don't 
feature a regular section on home 
computing, but they seem content 
to leave that sort of thing to people 
like yourselves and are not really 

R 

SPECTRUM TAPE TAPE - TA 
Yes TUb will back up most of your TAPE based software, including most of the recant 
ierky loaders and those programs with a counter - converts for reliable loading Can 
measure speed of faster loaders, manages 100% accurately many blocks over 51k, 
etc. etc. Unrivalled. On tape at £7.50. 

SPECTRUM TAPE TO DRIVE - TPS 
A complete software package (includes TUb) to transfer hundreds of programs to 

t t i p B l I and cc 
'!•;••: easily, but 

carl). INFORMATION BOOK cowtnng over 400 transfers. including many top 10hits 
£2.50 antra with TPS. 

your drive - manages some that hardware devices can not reach1 Jerky and counter 
loaders managed easily, but program not tor the novice. Only C12 (+C1 on m/dnve 

M/DRIVE OWNERS - MICROMATE 
The only complete package for m/dnve owners, and It pay* for itself1 These are |ust 
some of Its features: Format (up to approx 104k). Clone, sector editor, recondilions 
cartridges, repairs and gives condition of flies, boot' program, multiple ERASE, 
rename. true CAT. Copies tape to drive (unsecured), dnve to dnve. drive to tape. It has 
so many features and is un.que. YOU MUST HAVE THIS PROGRAM IF YOU HAVE 
A M/Dftn tlVEl £13.99 on m/drlve cartridge. 

CODE COMPRESSOR. Z80 TOOLKIT 
Coda compressor - compresses machine code - many usos. but ideal with hardware 
devices that don't compress code Only £4.50. Z80 Toolkit - An superb assembler 
(full screen editor), fast disassembler tingle slop to see how m/c works, loader, 
hex/dec toggle, tutorial - ideal for ALL particularly beginners - only £7.99. Slate 
TYPE of SPECTRUM • drive system when ordering. E.g PLUS 3 Or 128k with Opus 
disc drive M/drive cartridges £1.75 each (mln 4). 
ALL PROORAMS CARRYOUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE |not updates - phone 
tor prices of these). All pnces inclusive except acid £1 Europe, C2 others. SAE for full 

details LflW 06TCft.11 KACONSmO CUKE. WHfTUT BAY, «2S WW. OW. 091 -253*tt| 

interested. 
It looks as if we will all have to 

stick with CRASH and to be totally 
honest that Is just fine with me. By 
the way £1.25 is a bit expensive 
but! suppose its worth it tor the 
value you get. 
Matt Connolly, Hayes, 

Middlesex UB4 9 LA 

Computer sections in newspapers 
are on the increase these days, but 
what I really think is lacking is a 
television programme on 
computers, mere's absolutely 
nothing around at the momenf, 
which is very sad indeed. Perhaps 
other readers have views on this 
matter? 

LM 

ARIOLASOFT 
CLOSEDOWN: 
WAS IT THEIR 
FAULT? 

Dear Uoyd 
I read in the March CRASH about 
the closing down of Ariolasoft UK. 
In the report 'disappointing* sales 
were blamed. If you take a look at 
Ariolasoft's Summer '87 range you 
wouldn't be surprised - stuff like 
Killer Ring (47%). Mountie Mick's 
Deathride (47%), Triaxos (53%) 
and Dogfight2187{56%), Perhaps 

if they'd been more choosy about 
what got released and compared 
them to other software releases 
they wouldn't have been In the 
position they're In now. Even 
Ocean got it together last year to 
bnng us Smashes such as Head 
Over Heels and Wizball. 
Incidentally, I hear that Ocean plan 
to cut the amount of '88 releases 
to 2/3 of last years' in order to 
spend more time developing the 
games, which means a better 
standard of software. 

Ariolasoft were capable of 
making great games (remember 
Think!. Skyfox. Camelot Warriors, 
Deactivators and Terrors of 
Trantoss? Although I admit these 
didn't seem to sell in great 
quantities - a wrong marketing 
mix perhaps?) The 'downfall' of 
Ariolasoft seems to have started at 
the beginning of 1987 when they 
stopped publishing in their own 
right and emerged with a fistful of 
labels (Starlight, Reaktor, 39 
Steps, Viz Design and Magic Bytes 
- phew!) 
* On a lighter note Magic Bytes is 

now being marketed by Gremlin 
Graphics - does this mean that 
they now have the rights to Pink 
Panther the game? 
Tim Baker, Mid Glamorgan CF7 

8DU 

I'm sad to see Ariolasoft pull out of 
the UK, but I'm afraid in this 
industry it's survival of the fittest. 
Magic Bytes' Pink Panther is soon 

pli ooesao m looooo 

AT LAST! 

SPECTRUM SPARES 
A T R E A L I S T I C PRICES 

All prices include post/packing. handling and V A T 
ULA6C001 £11.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD MEMBRANE £4 99 
128k ROM £1199 SPECTRUM K/BOA RD MAT 1$ 49 
ZKGA £2.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARDTEMP1.ATE £4,99 
7805 REG £149 SPECTRUM + MEMBRANE £9,99 
4116 RAM £149 MODULATOR f9.99 
SPEC PSU £10 49 S/MANUAL £22.99 

Remember all prices include PAP. handling and VAT 
Full spares list available / Trade enquiries welcome 

Access/Visa. 24-hour T.A. service 
SPECTRUM REPAIRS £9.99 + PARTS 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
176 VICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FY5 3NE 

TO.(0253)822708 
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to be available on the Gremlin 
label. 

LM 

MARKS AWRY? 
Dear Lloyd 
You did rt with Daley's Decathlon. 
You did it with Match Day. You did 
it to Arkanotdand you've done it to 
Tetris (Issue 50). I m talking, of 
course, about seriously 
underrating great games. How on 

earth did your reviewers have the 
gall to pen such phrases as' poorly 
implemented' and 'becomes 
boring"? 

True, Tetris is maybe not the 
most visually stunning of games 
on the Spectrum, but in a game like 
this looks don't count for anything. 
ZZAP! gibbered over the 
Commodore version (rightly so), 
yet I think that the Spectrum 
implementation is far better. In the 
type of game Tetris is, fancy 
programming and slick touches 

FEATURING |M#>W.M> - STRIKING SOON! 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fixed Super Low Prices! 
Inclusive of parts, labour and VAT 

FIRST AID 
FOR 

TECHNOLOGY 

1 week turnround 
SPECIAL OFFERS 

SPECTRUMS CI 4 Inc. + F r M Game 
SPECTRUM 128 CIS inc. 
SPECTRUM +2 CIS inc. • F r M Game 
SPECTRUM +3 C24 Inc. 
SPECTRUM P.S.U. tor u l e CI 0 Inc. 
SPEC JOYSTICK INTERFACE tor Ml* £6.50 

VJC 20, C+4 C22 Inc. 
AMSTRAD 464 C33 Inc. • F rM Own* 
C64 P.S.U. tor sale £20 Inc. 
C64 £22 inc. + FrM Gam* 
C16 £18 inc. 
BBC £32 Inc. 
ELECTRON £19 inc. 

Pfease enclose payment with item - 3 month warranty on repair 
Please enclose acfwrt with repair 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS (Qui) 
5-* r « M home. Luton. M l UM M I Ttf: 0682 45837V TMK 2BW71 

can often mar its payability. If you 
look at the Atari ST version .with its 
Psuedo-3D blocks and things, 
you'll see what I mean. 

The Tetris review highlights 
many of CRASH'S faults. The 
ratings are often too close 
together, seemingly being 
(consciously or not) fiddled to 
make them so. One of the 
comments was 'a fiendishly 
addictive game': yet it got only 
79% for "addictive qualities'! 
How? I have ATFas well, and 
although I think it's a great game, 
rt doesn't even come close to 
Tetris in addictiveness, yet it gets 
85%. 

Of course, you'll probably pour 
out the standard reply, Uoyd. 
saying that the reviewers form 
their own opinions, and I say fine! 
But when the reviewers' opinions 
start varying too much from those 
of everyone else, it's time to get 
new reviewers. I say the last 
statement with some authority - 1 
work in a computer shop, and I am 
certainly not alone in my adoration 
of Tetris. 

I reckon you'll probably receive 
more than a few letters of 
complaint about the review, and I 
think you deserve it. Then again, if 
you print this letter, you will most 
probably be sent sackfuls of 
letters from babbling hordes 

screaming, "Heretic! Heretic!'. 
Summing up, I believe that 

CRASH has done too much laurel-
resting. and has begun to take its 
readership for granted. If you 
continue to become less and less 
reliable as far as reviews go, then 
there are plenty of other 

net disillusioned CRASH readers. I 
have been buying CRASH ever 
since Issue 1. and for some time 
now I have been less satisfied with 
what was once a great magazine. 
For the moment, I will continue to 
buy CRASH to maintain my 
collection, and in the hope that you 
will give yourselves a big shake 
and raise up to your old, high, 
standards. 

Ewan Dalton, Ayrshire KA12 0 U 

Well. Bwan, we've got a new set of 
deluxe reviewers, and have also 
dumped the individual ratings 
system, which served only to 
undermine the overall mark. 
Hopefully you'll find their marks 
more consistent and thoughtful. 
To be honest, I agree with you 
about Tetris - it's a fabulous little 
game, and illustrates what I was 
talking about earlier. Who needs 
16-bit graphics and sound? 

LM 

Spons Simulations from E 4 J Software (Established 3 Yearsi 
SKILL TAC.TlCS DECISIONS STRATEGY 

4 CLASSIC Strategy Games packed with GENUINE & REALISTIC Features 

PREMIER It CAN YOU HANDLE ALL OF THIS ? -Play all teams Home 4 Awa* Unique & 
Comprehensive Transfer Ma^el Features - Full Team & Substitute Selection • In-Match Sub 
SMutons - Named & Recorded Goa i Scorers - Match in iu ries Team Moral* • Transfer Demands 
- Full Squad listings of ALL teams snowing details o! ALL Players m the League F mane a 
Problems 7 Skill levels • Manager's Salary . Continuing Seasons - Offers to Manage Other 
Clubs - Full League Table Attendances - Season Ticket Sales Sadnrgs - Save Game Team 
Styles - Bar* Loans Mater Receipts and SO MUCH MORE I 

EUROPEAN II 
4 Away Legs 
Allowed ' 

Timer. 
Sendi 
MU1 

• THE MOST COMPLETE EUROPEAN SIMULATION YOU CAN BUY Home 
Full Penalty Shoot-Out (with SUDDEN DEATH) 2 IN MATCH Substitutes 

[if DRAWN i)-Full Team 4 Substitute Selecwn -Extra T.me 
>ave Game TEXT MATCH SIMULATION including Match 

Scorers. Comers, Free Kicks, Goal Times. Disallowed Goals. 
*,r^OJf.ln iU-y Time Penalties. Bookings Enter your own PREMIER II Winning Team and 

illoweo Away Goals Count Double (if C 
7 Skill Lewis Disciplinary Table Sav 
>m*r. Named 4 Reco'Oed Goal Scorei 

WORLD CHAMPIONS A COMPLETE WORLD CUP SIMULATION Select Friend!*s Squad 
of 25 Players Qua'<fy.ng Round 2 In Maich SubsMutes Disciplinary Table Select Tour 
Opponents • Save Game . Change Player & Team Names Quarter Final Group - Player ga^n 
experience as competition progresses 7 Skill Levels - Extra Time Penalty S^ooi-Out- TtXT 
MATCH SIMULATION induding Bookings. Goai Times. Named 4 Recorded Goal Scorers. 
Injury Time, Comers. Free Kicks. Match Clock. Penalties - and MUCH MUCH MORE ' 

CRKKETHASTER A SUPERB SIMULATION OF ONE DAYCRICKET Captures the DRAMA 
and ATMOSPHERE of the One Day Gam* Weather, Wckel & Outfield Conditions Batting 4 
Bowi ng Tactics • Team Seiecton Fasi. Spin 4 Medium Pace Bowlers • 4 Types o' Batsmen 

Select Field Layout 3 Skill Levels WOes - Byes No Ba^ Run Outs Mis'eid Dropped 
Catches - Scoreboard Baring 4 Bow ng Analysis Run Raw Run Single Option - 3 Game 
Speeds STAR FEATURE: Complete Match Overvow show ng Bali by Ba* ' 
tary and MANY MORE FEATURES Pnce includes a F1 
Scoresheets 

w ng Ball by Ba>' Action & Commen 
FRr t pad of CRICKET MASTER 

Software 
ava>iat>i'ty 

Spectrum Commodore 
64 I 128 

Amsirad 
CPC 

Tape Disc »3 Tape 51«* Disc Tape 3" D«sc 

PREMIER tl £6.95 £1095 £7.96 £10.45 £7 95 £11 95 
EUROPEAN II £6 95 £1095 £7.95 £1045 n'a rvt 
WORLD CHAMPIONS £6 95 £10 95 £795 £10.45 £7.95 £ i i 95 
CRICKET MASTER £7.95 £11 95 rva rva £8 95 £12 95 

GREAT VALUE buy any 2 Games and deduct £2.00 from total 
SU PE RB V AL UE buy any 3 Games and deduct £3 001torn totai 
FANTASTIC VALUE boy any 4 Games and deduct £5 001'om 
total 
Ail Games avai iaWe by MAIL ORDER for IMMEDIA rEdespatch 
by t si C*ass Post P'ces include P 4 P (add £ V00 oulside UK) 
and full instructions 

PLEASE STATE MACHINE AND SPECIFY TAPE or DISC 

. Send to: E 4 J SOFTWARE. Room 3 37 Westrooor Road ENFIELD. Middlesex ENS 7LE 



IS THIS MAN 
SANE? 
Dear Lloyd 
I was once a fanatic of the highest 
degree. My life was dedicated to 
the golden tunes of Manic Miner, 
the glowing screens of Jetpac, 
Halls of Things, nght through to 
Elite, GACand the stunning sound 
effects of Fist (grunt grunt). Death 
stalked my very dreams, shadowy 
forms lurked in the depths of 
thought, occasionally appeanng in 
a malignant burst of conscience, 
Ben Stone' s face would tear out of 
my innermost sanctuaries of 
thought screaming "You went and 
bought it, you prune, you even fell 
for the 'Commodore screens 
shown' and 'Some screens may 
vary' tricks', but still I went on. 
Many nights were spent awake in 
the acrid ha2e that always seemed 
to come from the power pack and 
smelled like burning socks, and 
sweating, shaking like a beast 
possessed as I tried to lose my 
thoughts in sleep, oh those horrific 
memories of the grating tunes of 
Mr Wong's Loopy Laundry. 

Then came the fatal mistake that 
was to lead to near self destruction 
of mind numbing proportions, 
I . . . I . . . bought a Commodore. 
Only for a few brief months did this 
I apse, this justification of my place 
in Satan's toilet. Okay, I know 
that's very immature, but it did 
crash a lot and the games didn't 
quite hold it for me, I . . . LOOK! If 
you're going to start acting like 
that, you can jolly we l l . . . well you 
can stop starting to act like that 
right now. miladdo. Sorry, sorry, 
took this, these lapses hardly 
happen any each more. I'm really 
quite aa-AAARgurr fine bleurgh 
now, I mean what with the 
Commodore coming down in price 
two weeks after I bought one, and 
then . . . it's such a cruel, 
heartless, cold, rrrruthless 
computer. Oh my God, I'm mad 
aar-AaArnaAAgurrghh snarl 
(Okay, so Russ Abbott did it first, 
big fat hairy deal! SorTy, I just had 
to say that, Garfielcfsmy lave). But 
now, after many a dark month of 
loneliness and maturation (I SAID 
MATURATION!) I am ready to 
return to the world of funny shaped 
power packs and tapes that only 
work on my mate's machine, a 
new generation of computer kids 
who make me feel like getting out 
the Grecian 2000 (What do you 
mean you haven't got a bottle?) 

Well, my Speccy sout an' ready 
tor a blasting, it only I can get the 
damn thing out of the box aar-
AARn-nn-narghgggh . . on no. 
not the twitch aaah . . , 

What can I say . . . 
. . . agarhgnn . . . 
. . . it's great to be back . . . 

ugh! 
Gus, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire 

DG11 2JG 

Don t worry Gus - the men in white 
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coats are heading to Lockerbie 
this very minute. 

LM 

MORE MARKS 
AWRY 
Dear Lloyd 
I'd like to comment on your review 
of the computer game Dan Dare II 
(reviewed issue 49). I read CRASH 
regularly and have agreed with 
every review, give or take a few, 
until now. 

Your review of Dan Dare II was 
the worst review you have ever 
written and I think your reviewers 
Nathan, Mike and Nick should be 
asked why they gave the game 
such a bad rating. In the review, 
Mike stated that if anything, it was 
worse than the original Dan Dare. 

gi ve trash like Flying Shark a rating 
of 85%. In my opinion, Dan Dare if 
deserves a rating of at least 90% 
and if it had been released earlier, 
it would have got my vote for the 
game of the year. 

It irks me to have to write to you 
but I feel it was necessary to 
highlight this blatant miscarriage 
of justice shown by your review of 
the Dan Dare //game. 
Jonathan Gyngetl, Flitwick, 

Beds MK45 1LF 

You said it yourself, 'in my 
opinion'. As the old adage goes, 
one man's meat is another man's 
poison-and when it comes down 
to reviewing, it's always a matter 
of persona/opinion. I m sure 
there's someone out there who 
thinks that Dan Dare II was 
overrated! LM 

As far as I'm concerned, this is 
utter nonsense. The original Dan 
Dare is fun at first but it's too easy 
arid can be completed after a few 
goes. Dan Dare II, however is 
much more compelling and totally 
addictive. 

Also, in the overall comments 
box it said that the colour is 
distributed without thought. That 
could not be further from the truth. 
The colours have been mixed to 
create some excellent new colours 
and the shading is incredible. I 
agree that the white colour of the 
characters is not very good, but it 
avoids lots of bad colour clash and 
it's nicer than the green of the 
original Dan Dare game. 

1 also noticed that only Nick 
mentioned the sequence on the 
options page with the spaceship 
moving along. The spaceship itself 
is superbly drawn and the triple 
scroll of the stars behind it is 
excellent animation. 

Dan Dare II improves on Dan 
Dare m every aspect of the game 
and I fail to see why 
ant 
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id I fail to see why it should get 
i overall rating of 74%, when you 

ON THE 16-BIT 
FRONT 
Dear Uoyd 
I was already thinking about 
writing to you, when T saw your 
letters page in issue 50. That 
definitely made my mind up, and 
so I've put pen to paper (or finger 
to key) to write you these lew lines. 
I'm not going to criticise Mr Hoar's 
letter (though he certainly 
deserved it), as you probably are 
already flooded with criticisms on 
the said letter. 

Instead I'll be making a 
constructive criticism on your 
reply to Patrick Taylor's letter. I do 

think it takes a lot of courage to say 
that 16-bit machines are iust 
'minor disturbances', and 
compare them to desktop 
publishing. In my own, humble, 
opinion these machines are 
indeed a great step forward in 
entertainment software. There is 
one point you should have taken 
into consideration: the 16-bit 
machines are now on their Horace 
goes Skiing phase. What I mean is, 
programming techniques are far 
from achieving their best. 
Graphically, games won't get 
much better, but on the payability 
side, they will get much, much 
better and some great games will 
be possible only on these 
machines. It's obvious it'll take 
quite some time, but it w ill happen, 

And where does this leave our 
good faithful Spectrum? Well, 
obviously in the darkest comers of 
consumer's households. But that 
doesn't mean it won't be worth 
keeping it for another couple of 
years (yes, that's all the time 
you've got left), because it is now 
a totally explored computer with 
some very playable games. This 
computer's decadence might 
even make software get better, as 
software bouses won't be able to 
afford sales disasters. 

What I really meant to remark 
was that I think you're cheating 
your readers. You really can't 
believe what you said, can you??? 
I don't want to be thought of as a 
traitor to our common cause. I saw 
Spectrum software grow with the 
passing of the years (mine has 5 
years now), and I will see it die. And 
it will be worth every single 
second, at least to tell my 
grandsons what computers were 
like in my time. And the two years 
we've got ahead of us will also be 
worth it. It is a shame thai 
everything must end, but on the 
other hand, better things may 
come ahead. 

I hope I haven't hurt any feelings 
and I do believe there aren't many 
CRASH readers who want to 
believe in what I just said, but it is 
quite evident. Anyway. I will never 
sell my Spectrum, and I will always 
but CRASH as long as it lasts. 
Bruno Taborda, Llsboa, 

Portugal 

Of course, the 16-bit machines will 
eventually take over- what I mean 
is that it's not going to happen 
overnight as ts often made out by 
the manufacturers and owners of 
these computers. The Spectrum 
has plenty of life in it yet, and I'm 
sure that there are many 
programmers out there ready to 
demonstrate that you can still 
teach an old dog new tricks. 

LM 

There goes another month, and another mailbag. If you have any 
comments on . . . anything really, write to LLOYD MANGRAM, 
CRASH FORUM, PO BOX 10,LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SYS 1DB 
You never know - if your letter is interesting, you could well see it in 
print. If you're REALLY lucky, you might even find a software 
voucher dropping onto your doormat. 
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Atari ST 

AMIGA £19.99 Disk 

ATARI ST £19.99 Disk 

AMSTRAD £9.99 Tape £14.99 Disk 
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AFIS 
Following a recent visit to the 44th Amusement Trades 
Exhibition International Show at the Olympia in Lon-
don, Steve Jarratt and Julian Rignall report on some of 
the newer coin-ops you're likely to find lurking in the 
comers of your favourite arcade . . . 

castle is a long and treacherous 
one, and involves crossing mons-
ter inlested forests, swamps and 
lava pits. 

Extra weapons and treasure are 
picked up along the way as the 
hero battles across the scrolling 
landscape, and there's a shop at 
the end of every level where treas-
ure can be exchanged for useful 
items. 

Although Wardner is devoid of 
originality. It's surprisingly play-
able and keeps you feeling for 
loose change. 

WARDNER 
Platform addicts are sure to like 
Taito's Wardner. a Ghosts 'n' 
Goblins clone. 

The hero and his girlfriend are 
out for a stroll when all of a sudden, 
evil Wardner appears and spirits 
away the hero's betrothed. 
Anguished and generally peeved, 
the hero decides to sel about 
rescuing his kidnapped lover. 
However, the road to Wardner's 

• The hero and heroine of Wardner are about to discover that you should never 
accept a lift from a stranger... 

WELCOME D A V E . I ' V E HEARED 
A RUMOR OF V O U . THE SHOP 
S H A L L CLOSE I N J U S T ONE 
M I N U T E . SHOP W I S E L Y . 

• The hero comes unstuck in Wardner 

SONIC BOOM 
One of the simpler SEGA products 
to appear at the ATE I was Sonic 
Boom, a vertically scrolling shoot 
'em up set over contemporary 
landscapes. 

Taking control Of a jet fighter, the 
objective is to fly into enemy territ-
ory and destroy a set target, start-
ing with a large and heavily 
defended aircraft carrier. 

The jet's armoury comprises of 
rapid-fire guns and a complement 
of three smart bombs (detonation 
of which is possibly the highlight 
of the whole game). 

The opposition's hardware con-
sists of mobile tanks, static gun 
emplacements and waves upon 
waves of aggressive aircraft.-The 
resulting hail of fire is rather 
difficult to evade and destruction 
of the jet signals the reappearance 
of earlier screens which are 
negotiated once more. 

Secondary armament is obtain-
able on contact with red and white 
parachutes which occasionally 
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appear on destruction of enemy 
craft. A small fighter becomes "at-
tached' to the player's jet and 
thereafter acts as a second gun. 
Several fighters can be collected 
to create a small formation which 
fire in unison. 

Loss of ships is reliant upon the 
precision of enemy fire: secondary 
ships may be picked off one by 
one, and a direct hit on the jet itself 
destroys the whole formation. 

Sonic Boom's graphics are sur-
prisingly bland for such a recent 
game, with uninteresting pastel 
landscapes and fairly standard 
sprites. Only the set targets have 
any real appeal, but the player 
doesn't really have that much time 
to admire the scenery while under 
the enormous amount of enemy 
ffakl 

The game plays very much like 
Flying Shark, and while offering 
some pretty hectic shoot "em up 
action, doesn't offer anything that 
hasn't already been seen. 

• Level one of SEGA's difficult and rather bland shoot 'em up, Sonic Boom 

s> v • t i l l I a i t n 



XYBOTS 
Atari's Xybots is very much like a 
3D Bezerk-cum-Gauntlet clone. 

One or two players take control 
of Major Rock Hardy and Captain 
Ace Gun and blast their way 
through a series of 3D mazes, 
picking up extra weapons and 
goodies as they go. The action is 
displayed using split screens, with 
a status panel above each. Both 
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viewpoint, so that players may 
look all around them. This is a very 
useful feature, since robots tend 
to leap out from side passages! 

Coins are picked up along the 
way, and when the heroes exit 
from the maze by finding the 
elevator down to the next level, 
extra weapons and features can 
be bought, including extra shot 
power, extra shields, maze map, 
slow energy drain and robot map. 

Occasionally the players face 
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INSERT 
COIN 

• Player one arrives at the supply centre 

players run down the conidors. 
blasting any Xybot robots who 
dare show their metal faces, and 
dodging shots from the more 
aggressive droids. 

The control method is quite 
unusual: as well as the back, forth 
and side-to-side movements, the 
joystick is also twisted to spin the 
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the giant master Xybot in a one-
on-one duel. Failure to beat him 
means the end of the game, while 
victory ensures progression. 

Xybots provides plenty of chal-
lenge and fun. especially in two 
player mode, and the gameplay is 
different enough to keep you piling 
in the ten pences. Look out tor it. 
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INSERT 
COIN 

* MORI COINS 
* MORE STRATEGIES 
* p o u B U L r i R E P g y 
* PLOVERS CANNOT 

HURT EACH OTHE* 
• Xybots offers some great robot-blasting action 

THUNDER BLADE 
SEGA, big name coin-op man-
ufacturers whose previous games 
include Space Harrier, Alien Syn-
drome. Out Run, Hang-On and 
After Burner used the show as a 
platform to launch their latest 
video. Thunder Blade, a helicopter 
shoot 'em up. There are two ver-
sions of the machine: one which is 
sat upon and spins as the player 
flies the chopper, and another 
which fits inside a stand-up After-
burner cabinet. 

The player takes control of the 
Thunder Blade and flies a mission 
through a series of increasingly 
hazardous landscapes. The action 
starts above a vertically scrolling 
city, and Thunder Blade flies 
above the tall buildings, which 
scroll past in convincing parallax 
fashion. The chopper is capable of 

'In' and 'out' of the screen, 
which effectively increases and 
decreases the range of its guns. 

After this stage the viewpoint 
changes to Afterburner-style' 3D 
as the helicopter flies low through 
the city - which looks thoroughly 
convincing. 

The action continues with alter-
nate parallax scrolling and first-
person 30 viewpoints as the mis-
sion progresses from the city over 
a sea. through a desert canyon, 
into a system of caves and across 
a forest. 

The graphics are of a very high 
Space Hanier standard, and 
there's an excellent soundtrack, 
but alt hough Thunder Blade is out-
standing to look at and to listen to, 
it's payability is severely lacking. 
The control method is awful, and 

• Thunder Blade turns vertical scroller as the chopper files through canyons 
using some neat parallax effects 

• 
• .« 

• The Thunder Blade plummets to Earth in a heap of twisted metal 

trying to control the sit-down ver-
sion with its three-foot long joys-
tick is a complete and utter joke: 
the response is unbelievably slug-
gish, and as the gameplay is very, 
very unexciting, it only takes a 
couple of goes for boredom to set 
in. It's such a shame to see such 
brilliant graphics and sound being 
used to dress up a turkey like this. 

It we've whetled your appetite 
for information on the latest 
arcade action, prcp.ire lo be 
bowled over by a FREE 16-page 
supplement in ne*t month's 
CRASH Packed with hints, tip;̂  
and the lowdown on (he sum-
mer's BIG arcade machines, 
you'd lit1 mad to mtss it1 
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SPRING SURPRISES 
THERE'S always a fair splattering of 

compilations around, and never 
more so than n the Spring. Soft-

ware houses finally realise that most of last 
year's games have come to the end of their 
iitespan in (uli price form, so they start to 
think... 'Why not make a few more quid 
out of a product by putting It out on a com-
pilation?' It requires no more programming 
effort, little PR and has a long lifespan on 
the shelves ot any retaler. AM that's 
required is to pay oil the programmers -
either with a lump sum, or royalties (a per-
centage of each unit sold) - and organise 
the duplicating. which, when it comes to 
compilations, is troublesome at the best ot 
times. Then finally there's the name to 
come up with. Not necessarily in that order 
though - remember The Magnificent 7 
(which is available free rt you subscntoe to 
CRASH this issue) with eight games! 

Are these Great Games, as with Gremlin, 
or All-Stars, as in The Edge's case? Or 
perhaps they're just a Top Collection from 
Elite or could they be from an arcade, as 
with both US Gold's releases this month. 
Whatever you caT the anthology of amazing 
accomplishments (even Bogte's Pick from 
Top Ten Software sounds interesting) it's 
bound to appeal to the average street 
buyer. All those games lor just X amounts 
of pounds, it sounds too good to be true. 
Be warned, though, most of the time it is — 
especially with cheap compilations. a 
good look at the versions of the games thai 
you're getting - is that International Karate 
or IK+* Are you buying the best version ot 
Undnjm around? There's also a + version 
ot Undmrri. Are you going (or a compen-
dium of past blasters (like Fov Smash Hits 
from Hewson), or some recent games (as in 
Ocean's We Are The C^ntpion^ Or 
perhaps even a mixture. Tike The Edge's 
Easter ottering, All-Stars (from the four yea' 
old Brian Btoodaxe to the four-month-old 
Inside Outrxfp Be careful, and don't be 
totally convinced by voluminous packaging 
- it looks nice, but can be a reai pain to 
store. 

ELITE HIT HARD 

Elite, who have been relatively quiet on the 
game front this year, currently have two 
compilations in the market place under the 
Hit Pak label. Top Ten Collection has been 
out for a whie now, but it's still worth a 
mention - if only tor the chocolate bo* that 
the four cassettes come in. Only a pound a 
game doesn't seem tte bad value tor 
money. After al you can play all VOL* (very) 
old favourites like Arooff(a CRASH Smash) 
and both the Saboteur games. The attrac-
tive Critical Mass is also m there alongside 
Thartatos. which is graphically impressive 
at first but lacks any compulsive gameplay. 

If that's not enough of Elite games you 
can also get Volume 3 of the 6-Rsk. Unless 
they tying out some more games soon 
they'll be hard pushed to produce a fourth 
volume! Anyway this month's super six 
from Bite include some real classics - and 
some real clangers, let's get The Irving 
Daylights out ot the way first - it figured as 
one of the worst games of 1987. On the 
good side there's the tremendously play-
able Ghost 'n' Goblms and Paperboy. You 
also get both ot the Dragon $ Lair games -
although Escape From Singe's Casfteis the 
only one worth bothering with Finally, we 
have Enduro Racer-one of the best race 
games of 1987. 

Bite aren't the only ones out with ten 
games tor a tenner Gremlin Graphics are 
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currently pushing the second in their 10 
Great Games series. Arcade adventurers 
are well catered tor with Auf Wiedersehen 
Monty {voted Best Arcade Adventure 1987 
by CRASH readers) Thing Bounces Back 
(before ever appearing on the Spectrum -
only the sequel was released) and Jack The 
Nipper H In Coconut Capers (a CRASH 
smash back in Issue 46). Cartoon tans can't 
complain at the inclusion of Basil The Great 
Mouse Detectives even at Was* Beat' em 
up fans are also pampered with Death Hfsri 
III and Samurai Tnlogy. Thai, finally, we 
have the now obligatory 'previously unre-
leased game'. Is The Duct too good to 
release on its own? Or«i t just not worth 
bothering with? 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
SPRINT 

Ocean's proud boast this month is that We 
Are The Champions (well they did gam your 
award for Best Software House 1987, so 
what do you expect?). I'm a bit confused, 
though if Ocean are the champions then 
how come they only produced one (and 
that under the* Imagine label) ot the five 
games on their compilation of the same 
name.. But don't say anything or you'll 
probably get beaten up. judging by the con-
tents ot We Are The Champions. The fabul-
ous Renegade (whose sequel, Target 
Renegade, is reviewed elsewhere in this 
issue) appears alongside IK-*- (that's the 
new version, which we smashed in the 
Christmas Issue) and the controversial Bar-
barian (like Renegade probably, also 
underrated). It that's not enough beat 'em 
up violence for you there's also Rampage. 
an arcade tie-m that, like its companion 
Super Sprint, sold surpnsmgly well. It may 
average at two pounds a game, but at least 
we can aH remember what they're all about1 

You may have seen the CRASH Smash. 
Gauntlet, bundled in a Limited Edition with 

Gauntlet II for £9.99. But don't forget that 
it's also available on US Gold's Arcade 
Force Four colection. alongside two other 
Atan cotn-op conversions, Road Runner 
and Indiana Jones And The Temple Of 
Doom. You'll also get Namco's Metocross 
for the £9.99 asking price. All the games 
have initial appeal but the games are gener-
ally on the bonng and repetitive side 

Agam on the arcade tie-m front, and also 
from US Gold comes Data East 's Arcade 
Alley - allhough this isn't quite as impres-
sive Only Kung-Fu Master, with 56%, 
gained over half a century in CRASH. It 
makes you wonder if any Data East conver-
sions will work on the Spectrum 

One good thing about a company pro-
ducing many games tor the Spectrum is 
that when it comes to compilation time (it 
hits ail of us eventually, the thought of 
something for almost nothing is too good to 
be true) they have a wide choice at prod-
ucts. Softek International are one such 
company. Now. with almost more labels 
than Oebenhams. they've chosen to 
release their next succulent selection under 
the banner of The Edge. Their last compila-
tion was supposedly a Collectors' Edition 
but this one should appeal to Softek tans 
even more-you can almost track the hieol 
the Spectrum with it. From way back in '84 
come Psytraxx and Starbike. 1985 brings 
us such memorable games as Brian 
Bloodaxeand That 's The Sprit. 1966 was a 
very good year if I remember correctly - we 
had Bobby Beanng (wfwh would still do 
tremendously well nowadays) and 
Mindstone, a credible adventure. And who 
could forget 1987 with such delights as 
Insxie Outing and Xecutor. They're all here 
- good and bad, old and new - and for only 
£8.99 it's got to be worth itl 

NOW WHAT? 

Virgin Games s Now Games series enters 

its fifth episode next month. Now Games 5 
also contains a good mix of games, old and 
new. The ageing international JCarafefthat's 
NOT the version m Issue 49) joins the likes 
ot the riotous Street Hassle, fun-filled Kat 
Trap Kid Prohibition. For Ihose who require 
more stimulation than blasting the heads 

Hacker II and 
puzzling games | 

1 spy with my little eye three great games 
from Databyte Yes, the people lhat 
brought you the CRASH Smash. Spy Vs 
Spy, and The Island Caper have finally 
decided to release the third game in the 
series, Artie Antics, in a special Spy Vs Spy 
Trilogy pack. All fans of the MAO magazine 
characters should immediately proceed to 
the nearest software outlet and purchase a 
copy - even at £9.99 (£ 14.95 disk) it's super 
value and unbelievable fun. AH games are 
one or two player and leature Simutwyon (a 
constant split screen display which dis-
plays you and your opponent - computer 
or human) allowing you to keep an eye on 
what your opponent is scheming. 

Also in trilogy form is Time AMagick horn 
newly-formed Mandarin Software The 
time you get three Level 9 adventures: 
Lords Of Time, which is older than lime 
itself (wed, almost). Red Moon a cover 
Smash from Issue 20 and 7?» Price Ot 
Maw*, also a Smash £14.95 on cassette 
AND disk (strange, but true). 

Budget compilations have never been 
impressive, some things never change. 
You'll now be aWe to get Four Great Games 
Volume 3 {no relation to Ten Great Games) 
from Tynesott's Microvalue range. Nice to 
see Equinox on there - it was Raffaete 
Cecco's first game, before Exolon and 
Cybemoid - one for his fans only. Finally. 
Top Ten Software have Bogie's Pck 1 and 
4 for your delectation. Bogie's first pick is 
pretty good, with Herbert's Dummy Run 
and Black Haw* (both very old Smashes). 
But with the fourth I'm afraid Bogie's lost 
his touch. However, both are only £2.99. 

CRASH Overall percentage and review Issue numbers ere given after each game. N/R denotes 'not reviewed*. 

TOP TEN 
COLLECTION 
Hit-Pak 
Saboteur 93% 24 
Saboteur II 63% 41 
Sigma 7 82% 39 
Critical Mass 90% 23 
Airwotf 90% 13 
Deep Strike 79% 36 
Combat Lynx 88% 10 
Turbo Esprit 88% 28 
Thsnatos 93% 35 . ~ n 
Bomb Jack II 71 % 39 cassette £9.99 -1-3 disk £11.99 

GAMES II 
Gremlin Graphics 
The Duct N/R 
Mask 81% 45 
Auf Wiedersehen Monty 

85% 40 
Samurai Trilogy 49% 45 
Convoy Raider 56% 43 
Jock The Nipper II In Coconut 
Capers 87% 46 
Basil The Groat Mouse Defec-
tive 73% 47 
Death Wish III 45% 45 
Thing Bounces Back 85% 42 
The Final Matrix 75% 41 

cassette £9.99 
+ 3 disk £14.99 



WE ARE THE 
CHAMPIONS 
Ocean 
IKt 
Renegade 
Rampage 
Barbarian 
Super Sprint 

91% 49 
89% 44 
69% 49 
85% 41 
58% 46 

cassette £9.95 

ARCADE 
FORCE FOUR 
US Gold 
Gauntlet 92% 37 
Road Runner 73% 43 
Metrocross 77% 42 
Indiana Jones And The Temple 
Of Doom 65% 46 

cassette £9.99 

DATA EAST'S 
ARCADE ALLEY 
US Gold 
Kung Fu Master 
Breakthru 
Express Raider 
Last Mission 

56% 31 
43% 36 
47% 41 
48% 44 

cassette £6.99 
+3 disk £12.99 

r * 4 . # v - ^TSp 

ALL-STARS 
The Edge 
Xecutor 
Inside Outing 
Bobby Bearing 
Shadow Skimmer 
Mindstone 
Warlock 
Psytraxx 
Brian Bloodaxe 
That's The Spirit 
Starbike 

84% 45 
82% 49 
94% 31 

62 39 
89% 33 

N/R 
89% 10 
86% 14 
82% 20 
77% 10 

cassette £8.99 

TIME & 
MAGICK 
Mandarin Software 
Lords Of Time 03 
Red Moon 9/10 20 
The Price Of Magick 94% 30 

cassette or +3 disk £14.95 

FOUR GREAT 
GAMES 
VOLUME 3 
Microvalue 
Equinox 87% 30 
Ku-Ku N/R 
Cop-Out 65% 37 
Ian Bo tham 's Test Match N/R 

cassette £3.99 

NOW GAMES 5 
Virgin Games 
International Karate 68% 24 
Prohibition 59% 43 
Street Hassle 75% 49 
Kat Trap 84% 36 
Hacker II 82% 37 
Rebel 76% 44 

cassette £9.95 

BOGIE'S PICK 1 
Top Ten Software 
Herbert's Dummy Run 90% 18 
Little Al N/R 
Tarantula N/R 
Black Hawk 92% 08 

cassette £2.99 

BOGIE'S PICK 4 
Druids Moon N/R 
Metaldrone N/R 
Smudge & The Moonies N/R 
Desert Burner 46% 20 

cassette £2.99 

SPY VS SPY 
TRILOGY 
Databyte 
Spy Vs Spy 93% 19 
The Island Caper 53% 41 
Artie Antics N/R 

cassette £9.95 
+ 3 disk £14.95 
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GREATEST EVER 
SPORTS PACK 

FEATURING 
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• fWI IWU • SOCCER • VAULT • SWIMMING 
GIANT SLALOM • SPRING BOARD DIVING 
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7 
Dueto 
settes, 

o popular demand and a su 
i, home-grown software is 

sudden Influx of cas-
back. This month's 

offerings were particularly impressive-if you think 
you can match their standard don't hesitate to send 
in your own. I promise to look at them all, though 1 
can't guarantee a review. As long as you enclose the 
relevant postage and packing, however, I'll make 
sure they're returned . . . 

MONSTER 
Haggisoft, £3.99 
Author: David Haggarty 

Professor Pointer, originator 
of the time gate theory, is 
spurned and ridiculed by his 

learned colleagues. Undaunted, 
he constructs the machine on his 
own and in one last ditch attempt 
to save his reputation, activates 
the final switch. There is a 
blinding flush and the professor 
finds himself in the middle of a 

| stone circle in the unfamiliar 

territory of myth and legend. 
Triumph quickly gives way to 
terror as he discovers the 
machine didn't travel through 
time with him and his reputation 
is never going to be made unless 
he finds a way back. 

Wandering through the 
landscape of swamps, desert, 
caves and citadels he comes 
across a series of charactcrs -
mostly friendly - who gladly give 
advice when asked for help. 
Gordo Greatbclly, renowned 
proprietor of the Dancing Ogre 
Inn. is the most comprehensive 
source of free advice although 
others, for example Boot the 

giggling elfin alchemist, can give 
more specialised help. Contact 
with the friendly hut initially 
powerless wizard of Tudaw who 
gives the professor a series of 
tasks to complete, is vital. He 
explains that the ruling class is 
troubled; the princess Olga has 
disappeared and King Gruff has 
tost his son Prince Grott. The 
professor's task, quite simply, is 
to restore order and return 
enough power to the wizard to 
send him home. 

An unusual and very enjoyable 
clement is the close interaction 
of text and graphics. Every 
location has its own colourful and 
detailed illustration and shows 
doors opening, rocks moving and 
people leaving as you type in the 
corresponding command. 
Execution of a magic spell causes 
the background to flash in a quick 
succession of rainbow colours. 

In locations where no definite 
exits are given, the image of a 
distant citadel or temple urges 
the professor to persevere. On 
one notable occasion a very 
important object is depicted 
graphically but not described in 
the text. A s it was the only such 
instance. I spent a lot of time 
trying to use other clearly visible 
items in vain. Nevertheless it's 
one example of how graphics can 
and do cnhance the value of the 
text. 

The puzzles vary from the 
straightforward to tKe downright 
devious. None are insoluble; the 
game is extremely well crafted 
and full of clues if you take the 
trouble to look and, more 
importantly, ask. Interaction 
with shopkeepers, the ubiquitous 
Gordo and the aristocracy of the 

• Of magic and monoliths: a Monster of a tale , . . 

enchanted land is essential. 
Success depends on a very 
realistic mix of honesty and 
deception; excessive greed for 
treasure meets with its just 
rewards, although a little trickery 
in the Dancing Ogre won't go 
amiss. 

Sudden death, indicated by a 
humorous and colourful end-of-
game screen, is a pervasive, if not 
constant, possibility. In most 
cases ample warning is given, 
although on one or two occasions 
working out the precise wording 
to get out of a situation needs 
more turns than the program 
allows. 

Fortunately there is a 
R A M S A V E option, an excellent 
remedy for unexpected death 
and especially useful for finding a 
trial and error path through 
treacherous swamps and alone 
precarious ridges. The AM Wed 
parser accepts complex 
sentences and commands using 
IT and EXCEPT. There are a 
couple of idiosyncracies but the 
location text generally gives 
enough clues to the necessary 
wording of an action. The 
V O C A B command acts as an 
extension of the inlay card and 
calls up a list of some of the 
possible commands. One of the 
most useful abbreviations is X . 
for E X A M I N E . It's surprising 
that hardly anyone else seems to 
have thought of it. 

Monster is living proof that the 
best games don't necessarily 
come from the big software 
houses. It has more depth than 
the average full price offering 
and deserves to do extremely 
well. Along with Star Reporter, a 

o u a r c i n i m » c e n t r e o f a m » « j e 
i t i i i 5 » o f s t a n d i n <i s t o n e s . I l n . u r 
o r p e a c c f u ] s i l e n c e p e r v a d e s t h e 
a t n o s p h e r e . K r o w h e r e p a t h s l e . x l 
o f f i n a i l c t i m e c t i o n s . 

W h a t n e x t ? 
* W R S H T H E B L O C K S / " 



• • • • • • • • H i 
bonus 48K adventure with sound 
effects. Monster is available for 
£3.99 (including postage and 
packaging) from: Haggisoft, 3D 
Sherwood Road, Hurlford, 

Kilmarnock. Ayrshire KA1 
5DW. 

OVERALL 84% 

CLOUD 99 
Marlin Games. £2.95 
Author: Linda Wright 

It's (he middle of the night and 
a strange light is coming 
through the window; a 

mysterious voice is calling your 
name. One of the weirdest 
adventures suburbia has ever 
encountered is about to begin. 
Jack Frost has been messing up 
the weather and you've got to put 
everything right before dawn. 

Linda Wright's latest 
adventure (two have been 
published by Incentive already) 
comes in two versions. The 48K 

T I M E 
C : G 5 

S C O R E 

amount to the light-hearted 
atmosphere conjured up by 
descriptions. Still, with opening 
doors and running water, they're 
an added bonus. 

The havoc Jack has created in 
the weather halls is rather like the 
disorder in your own home. A 
fire is melting the ice hall, the rain 
dispenser is blocked up and the 
thunder machines have lost their 
drumsticks. Initially the player 
has limited resources; judicious 
interaction with some of the city's 
characters, who respond in 
various ways to pleas for help, 
are necessary. In most cases 
they'll help you if you help them; 
it's just a matter of working out 

E x i t C s ) * S . E . S W . U . 
T H E H A L L . 
Or. e n t e r i n g t h t h e l l , y o u o r 
i i r . f f t d i f l t c l v i a w a r t © f t h e r n b 
r i a n t l e e r i n g c u t c> f t h e s h a 
c o m e r n e x t i t y o u r f r o n t d c 
w h i c h i s p r e s e n t l y c l o s e d . 
Y o u r c a t f q c J s i n , t h e n c u r l s 
c r. t h t f l e e r . 

t h e h a i l 
t © f 
t c f 

, l i d a r e 
t h e r u b b e r 
t h e a d o w ^ 

f r c n t cJ e e< r , 

>KXCK THE 
• A taste of the home comforts before the frost bites 

adventure is text only while the 
I28K version has graphics, more 
detailed location descriptions 
and one or two extra commands. 

The weather quest begins in 
the comparative comfort of your 
own home. Like all the best 
homes, it's in a terrible mess, and 
the text docs its best to bring you 
all the gory details; there's 'junk 
littering your desk and covering 
the floor', and as you stumble 
into the kitchen, rubbing the 
sleep from your eyes, you notice 
'crockery that's piled in the sink 
and on the units, as well as the 
sticky finger marks which cover 
the cupboard and taps'. Further 
exploration leads you to the 
weather city of Cloud 99 (it's 
outside your front door, of 
course), with three levels of 
sabotaged weather halls and all 
the trappings (including theatre 
and tourist office) of a wealthy 
tourist town. 

The 128K version has different 
graphics for every location from 
hen house to art gallery, theatre 
to bam. The small, clearly 
defined pictures, which take up 
about a quarter of the screen, 
don't contribute a tremendous 

what an American tourist, a 
crestfallen angel, or an anxious 
baker want most in the world. 

The puzzles are light-hearted 
and logical: common sense 
generally provides the answer, 
although in one or two cases 
some extra lateral thinking may 
be required. Linguistic jokes 
should not be overlooked. Only 
some solutions are 
interdependent, with the 
advantage that getting stuck on 
one area of the game doesn't 
necessarily bring progress to a 
complete and grinding halt. As 
you restore order in each of the 
halls a congratulatory message 
flashes up to commemorate your 
success; it's very satisfying to get 
a pat on the back early on in the 
game. 

All these user-friendly 
features make Cloud 99 an ideal 
adventure for beginners, 
although experienced 
adventurers shouldn't be put off. 
Some of the problems require 
alert, logical thinking and the 
time limit (the clock ticks away 
even between turns) gives the 
challenge that extra edge. 

The game, which was written 

using Gilsoft's PAW, accepts 
fairly long, complex sentences. It 
may take a little time to discover 
the necessary wording to carry 
out a particular action but usually 
there arc strong hints in the 
descriptive text. Additional 
commands include R A M S A V E 
and SAVE and. in the 128K 
version only, HELP and 
PAUSE. The latter stops the 
game temporarily should you 
want to make a cup of tea or get 
on with something else. 

Cloud 99 is another example 
of the high quality home-grown 
software that can be produced 
using a facility like the PAW. It's 
not one of the toughest 
adventures around but the 
humorous tone and the ingenuity 
of the puzzles make it one of the 
more enjoyable to play. At £2.95 
for both versions, you can't lose. 
Marlin Games can be contacted 
at: 19 Briar Close, Sailsea, 
Bristol BSI9 IQG. 
OVERALL 75% 

COUNTDOWN 
TO DOOM 
Topologika, £9.95 disk only 

Topologika, the 

Peterborough software 
house, prides itself on 

producing British adventure 
games. Countdown to Doom, a 
text-only adventure which was 
first released by Acornsoft, could 
hardly be set further away from 
the land of Stilton and budding 
British businesses . . . 

Travelling through space on a 
routine mission you're in orbit 
around the long-deserted planet 
of Doom, blissfully unaware of 
its efficient automatic defence 
system. Moments later your craft 
crashlands on the inhospitable 
planet surface. Shaken, but 
otherwise unhurt, you examine 
the wreckage and realise that 
unless you can locate the 
necessary parts, collecting as 
much bonus treasure as you can 
in the process, your shin will 
corrode away in a mere 400 time 
units. 

At close quarters the planet 
looks even more forbidding than 
ii did from the sky. Its hostile 
terrain is characterised by 
extreme changes of climate; 
murky swamps border leafy 
jungles, mountain paths lead up 
to icy glaciers and down into the 
exhausting heat of a sandy, 
disorientating desert. The 
locations are extensive, 
atmospherically described and, 
for the most part, extremely 
hazardous. Striding boldly into 
the unknown is likely to lead to 
an early death at the hands of the 
planet's exotic creatures. Slugs, 
allodilcs, electrically charged 
blobs, hungry mctatermites and 
rampaging decapods would be 
easy to avoid if only you knew 
where they lived . . . As there's 
no R A M S A V E option, saving to 
disk is essential. 

A large part of the extensive 
environment is immediately 
accessible so success depends 
much more on wandering around 
and discovering what you have to 
do than performing a series of 
specified tasks. Topologika 
describes the difficulty level as 

standard; I would venture to say 
that beginners would find some 
of the problems, which aren't 
always logical, harder than that 
to solve. Timing isof the essence, 
false moves early on can cripple 
progress later and no clues, 
however cryptic, should be 
ignored. You may find yourself 
succumbing to the on-line help 
system (which is very careful not 
to give too much away) more 
often than usual. 

The process is made all the 
tougher by the absencc of an 
E X A M I N E command; most 
Topologika games assume that 
you take in everything at first 
glance. This is more realistic than 
a laborious search for something 
you arc more than capable of 
seeing, but it also means that it's 
impossible to hide clues (o the 
use of a particular object in its 
description. In some cases, 
notably a rod which can only be 
used once, you have to activate 
the object to find out what it does, 
then stan again to make proper 
use of it. 

£9.95 buys you a fairly complex 
parser which comprehends most 
complex commands. It is rather 
choosy, however, about the 
precise input needed to complete 
certain actions. This is one area 
in which ihc hint system could be 
more helpful. The wording of a 
hint itself doesn't always 
correspond with the phrase the 
program will accept. I still 
naven't worked out how to pick 
up an object with a fishing net. 
I n c obvious commands G E T X 
W I T H NET and C A T C H X 
W I T H N E T have no visible 
cffect. 

Still, these aren't typical 
hiccups and the obvious 
complexity of Countdown to 
Doom makes up for the 
occasional limitations of ihc 
parser. Certainly, if you enjoy 
the sort of game which involves 
hours of careful exploration, 
Peter Kilworth has added enough 
puzzles, hidden pitfalls and 
encrypted conundrums to make 
the fong and hazardous journey 
more than just worthwhile. To 
begin the countdown contact 
Topologika at FREEPOST. PO 
Box 39, Stilton, Peterborough, 
Cambridgeshire PE73BR 

| OVERALL 85% 
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THE PAWN 

'[ have amassed 205 points and 
have reached a halt" writes 
SIMON G O O D C H I L D from 
Harlow in Essex. 

To kill Kronos try using the ther-
monuclear device. 

THE HOBBIT 
D A V I D L L O Y D writes to ask: 
1 How do you avoid the pale 
bulbous eyes in the forest? 
2 How do you float down the river 
in the barrel without getting 
swept against the portcullis? 

I Move once in the direction that 
you moved prior to meeting the 
eyes. For instance, if you had just 
moved west when the eyes 
appeared, then move west again. 
Wait two turns and mov 
the same direction. Thei 
other ways of coping wit 
this solution should wot 

turns and move twice in 
the same direction. There are 

ilh this but 
work. 

2 Get off the barrel when you 
reach the Long Lake. 

THE HELM 
T O N Y GRIST is tearing his hair 
out again in his attempts toenter 
the fortress. How can he avoid 
premature baldness? 

Drop the stones on the river bank 
to form stepping stones north. 
Find the spectacles to hum the 
haystack and use ihe needle found 
there (where else?) to pick the 
lock. 

THE BIG 
SLEAZE 

Yet more problems with this New 
York adventure are being 
encountered by S ENGLISH 
who wants to know how to open 
the medicine cabinet (you don't 
need to) and whal to do with the 
200W flashlight. 

Use the flashlight in 21st Street to 
explore what lies behind the grille. 
Don't forget to take the battery 
with you (courtesy of I JONES). 

RIGEL'S 
REVENGE 

KEV and PETE from R A F St 
Eval in Cornwall. PAUL 
BUSCOW from Liverpool and 
BARRY SWINSCOE from 
Plymouth are just some of the 
many people hopelessly stuck in 
Smartegg Software's excellent 
adventure. Hints regarding the 
most frequently asked questions 
follow: 

1 In the hotel untie the wire and 
push the bed twice to find the gun. 
(Always carry the gun for 
protection in Suburbia.) 
2 To get out of I he basement flat 
pull the bar firmly, then push it 
hard. 
3 Don't get tost in the desert. 
FOLLOW TRACKS from the 
location of the bone. 
4 To get the screwdriver, climb a 
lamp post and continue east. 
5 To avoid getting caught at the 
porch THROW RUBBLE AT 
LIGHT and then keep moving. 

Whatever you do, don't get 
caught in the net - it's the end of 
the game. 

NEVER-
ENDING 
STORY 

ROBIN CHAMBERS wants to 
know what the leather is for and 
how to get out of part L 

Use the leather to carry the broken 
glass from the smashed box. Gel 
Falkor to help you cross the desert 
and go south when you reach ihe 
sphinx. 

N O R M A N POWELL from 
Edmonton isn't stuck on 
anything specific-he just wants a 
few hints for part 2. 

1 Don't get too close to the 
Nothing and don 7 go east from 
the church unless you're carrying 
the Glowglohe. 
2 In the ruined building 
REMOVE PLANKS to reveal 
the stairway. 
3 Carry ihe Glowelobe when you 
go underground (once there you 
can just arop it). 
4 CUT WEB when carrying small 
knife. 

Forgotten to take a rowing 
implement up the creek? 
Send your tips and queries 
on adventures old and new 
to S A M A R A ' S 
SIGNSTUMPS, CRASH, 

PO BOX 10, LVD LOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB. 

The most interesting are 
published but I'm afraid 
that personal replies aren't 
possible. 

THE INVASION 6th JUNE 1944 

BY KEN WRIGHT 

Overlord simulates the Allied invasion of Normandy on 6th June 1944. The game covers the period 
from the initial invasion to the destruction of the German army in France 
GAME FEATURES: You command the British, American and Canadian armies by a system of 
3 cursors which enables you to set up a line of advance for each army. 
The German armies are commanded by a very sophisticated and complex computer opponent. 
Large scrolling map on varied t e r r a i n - 7 screens in size. The game also includes hidden 
movement, supply, unit details and 3 levels of difficulty. For 1 player. 
Spectrum 4 8 / 1 2 8 K - £ 9 . 9 5 
Available from CCS Ltd. 14 Langton Way. London SE3 7TL Tel: 01-985 7232 
And at W H Smith a n d John M e n z i e s 



GET INTO CRIME! 
In the late 1990's the streets of New York are a Jungle. 
You are the Ice cool leader of a gang of drug crazed 
terrorists. Your main goal Is to become the richest, 

toughest and most notorious gang In the city. 

SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TODAY FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL OF 
IT'S A CRIME THE WORLDS MOST POPULAR PLAY-BY-MAIL GAME 

Write to:-
KJC GAMES, PO BOX 11, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL, LANCS FYS 2UL. 



LOADSA MONEY 
PAUL EVANS forgoes the SHADES article (yet 
again) to take a stroll round Telemap's Hotel 
California 

ANOTHER MONTH, another 
exam to worry about That's the 
way it's going down here 
Group (Micronet's parent 
company) have been very busy 
improving its service to the humble 
modem user m and out of 
Micronet The results9 Wen 

Oh dear, oh dear' Have Telemap 
inherited Loadsa Money's 
fortune'* tf they have then they>e 
certainly havng a good go at 
losmg rt' I'm retemng to their new 
database. Hotel California It's one 
of the first to start using the 
dreaded 0898 numbers. You've 
probably seen these numbers tn 
the papers, or even The Sun1 They 
connect you to normally taped 
messages from Sexy Sarah and 
her Wild Ferrets', badly recorded 
shaft music or chatlines. including 
the now expred Ta'kabouf These 
numbers are leased by British 
Telecom and they pay the owner 
some of the money gained for 
each call Of course, for both 
parties to make a decent profit. the 
calls are very expensive. They cost 
38p a mmute between Bam and 
6pm during a weekday or 25p a 
mmute any other time. It doesn't 
need much mathematical 
knowledge to realise that you 
would need a very flexible bank 
account to cope with that' 
Ta kabout was closed after reports 
came m of teenagers running up 
biHs of £500 or more' However, 
despite all of this. Telemap have 
pined another company. Dentse. 
in opening viewdata databases on 
the 0898 numbers As t have no 
information on Dentse. I'm taking 
a look at Hotel California 

Hotel California has been 
designed around (surprise, 
surprise) a hotel. The database has 
not been written with computer 
buffs in mind, but is meant to 
appeal to a wider audience of 
public. At the time of writing it 
naraiy compares with Prestei or 
Micronet tor size, but promises 
that it wrtl expand The hotel is 
divided into eight sections, plus a 
reception area that provides a 
guide to what is new and how to 
Cse the service All areas are 
accessible via a hotel elevator; I'll 
take a look at them all. 
RENDEZVOUS: This area you 
could call a dating agency' It s a 
database containing names of 
people who want to meet with 
others. You can add your own 
name to the list or look at the 
others available. At this time it's 
quite small; I spotted one entry! 
CASINO Here s an area for all you 
quiz-masters. In real terms it 
comes nowhere near a real casino: 
it's just a collection of games that 
you can play for cash prizes or fun! 
Most of the games are quizzes and 
very hard ones too. The roulette is 
a weekly set of questions that had 
me stumped from the first one1 

However, the prizes are quite 
generous and this particular one 

was worth £25. 
SHOPS This section has two 
shops' the newsagents and the 

Kays catalogue shop. The 
newsagents is a classified ads 
section where you can read 
adverts from other users tor 
anything they want to buy. sell or 
say It you want, you can add your 
Own advert which will remain for 
three working days on the system 

Kays has a database containing 
the details ot every product they 
sell. You can search for an article 
by stating what product, make and 
cash limit you have, or just browse 
and examme the special otters 
You can order a catalogue or, it 
you spot something you like, 
exercise your plastic and buy it' 
Kays are offering the chance of 
winning a personal stereo with 
every first purchase. The flaw that 
occurs to me is that it you already 
have a catalogue, then you can 
phone Kays direct and save 
money on your bill. 
CAFE SOCIETY: There's not much 
to say about this. It's just a normal 
Micronet-style chatline for people 
with nothing better to do It's 
similar to Ouickchat but it also has 
a database of previous messages 
to look through. There's no privacy 
so your messages are revealed to 
all watching. It's a bit slow and 
boring - as is the case with most 
chatimes. 
CONFERENCE SUITE: This is just 
a gateway to Teletalk. You can 
create your own persona but it you 
go and try using on your own 
account, it won't work See last 
month's issue for a review of 
Teletalk. and an update later on. 
NIGHT PORTER I was expecting 
this section. It's a database of 
horoscopes and a problem page. 
You can read the horoscopes or 
the various problems and it you 
have one, send your own' Can't 
really decide why they called it the 
Night Porter though 
TRAVEL; This was the area that 
impressed me the most. It's a 
massive collection of information 
on 157 countries and an amazing 
35.000 hotels, The database gives 
information on what each hotel 
provides and flights to and from it. 
You can. for example, find out it 
there's a Ludlow hotel with 35 
room conference centre, luxury 
penthouse, 500 rooms all with 
colour TV and video and a large 
green monster in the basement 
(Lloyd7). It's certainly a huge 
database that could be useful to 
non-prestel members needing to 
know about flights at the last 
minute. 
THE CINEMA: If you're looking for 
a bit of a giggle, then this is your 
department. It's a weekly-updated 
story for you to read. At the 
moment it's James Glond in 'Go 
On. Say Never Again". If you enjoy 
that sort of thing, you're welcome 
to it! 

That's all the areas currently 

available on Hotel California. It's 
quite small and reminds me of The 
Midnight Micronetter's Club (* 
TMMCS) too much. I wouldn't be 
surprised if the same people wrote 
it. 

Overall. I am very critical ot Hotel 
California A lol of people run 
better bulletin boards using 
normal phone lines. There is no 
way it could stand up to systems 
like The Gnome At Ho.ne (01 888 
8894). It could succeed if the price 
was slashed to a London number, 
but at 25p a minute, its very usage 
i s a joke When researching it, I had 
to run through it as quickly as 
possible as I did not want to be 
charged £1.00 for every lour 
minutes. It could only prove useful 
for the travel section or maybe the 
quiz section. Using the chatline 
would prove to be far too 
expensive. This is highlighted in 
the case of using TeleTalk. On 
Micronet. the average usage time 
for each caller is around an hour. If 
you stayed around that long on 
Hotel California, it would cost you 
C15 at cheap rate! It you weigh up 
the pros and cons, you realise 
Telemap have got a real loser. 
Unless Loadsa Money stays on 24 
hours a day' 
Hotel California: For Viewdata 
Systems 0898 100890. 

TELETALK 
PRISE 

SUR-

Here's an update on TeleTalk, 
following the article last month. 
Then, I said that the expected 
price would be around 1.5p per 
minute tor using the TeleTalk 
gateway. I couldn't be more 
wrong when it opened, the price 
set was the surprisingly large sum 
of 3p per minute. That works out at 
£1.80 an hour' Micronet users 
reacted angrily to this, many 
deliberating avoiding the service in 
the hope that Micronet might 
lower the price. I phoned Micronet 
and revealed this to them. David 
Rosembaum. their PR man. said 
he had been unaware of this and 
would look into it. He explained 
that the gateway it uses is very 
expensive to operate and the 
lower priced Shades only just 
makes a profit. This is true, but if 
the price was lowered, a lot more 
people would use the system and 
the lost money would easily be 
recuperated! 

Despite the problems |usl 
mentioned, Micronet's TeleTalk (* 
TELETALKS) has become a 
marvellous success tor them. 
Many people have started using 
the system for private and open 
discussions ranging from how 
much alcohol they could consume 
to the ancient Greek language! The 
private rooms have been used 
quite a lot. as well as the bar for 
open talks. Some of the personas 
created are quite remarkable: 
Aardvark, Cocquette, Socrates, 
Squiggle and Hell are some of the 
regular users. The funniest names 
often provide the funniest chat on 
the system. One command I forgot 
to mention last month has been 
put to a lot of use. This Is EMOTE. 
By using the EMOTE command 
you can apparently become more 
real' and create things that aren't 

there. Here's an example: 

Typing, 'EMOTE gets a drink from 
the bar' would produce: 
Paul gets a dnnk trom the bar 

Using this has great 
possibilities. From "Paul beats up 
the nearest foghorn' to 'Paul plays 
Des O'Connor on the jukebox". It 
any ot you TeleTalk users out there 
can think up a good EMOTE, then 
MBX me H on 219995412, 

Also, a range ot commands 
have been discovered that 
perform actions similar to what 
EMOTE produces. 
KISS (Name) produces (You) 
kisses (Name) slowly and sexily! 
BOOGIE produce (You) boogies 
on down I 
BOP produces something very 
long and complicated1 

BLUSH produces (You) blushes 
GRIN produces (You) grins 
infectiously! 
LAUGH produces (You) roars with 
laughter 

And my favourite of all 
POGO produces (You) pogos 
violently, doing the Siddance, 
yeah! 

If you know any commands. 
MBX them to me1 

Another hidden secret in 
TeleTalk's conference centre is 
the new annexe. Typing GOTO 
BAC takes you to Forum 2. and 
area designed for talks by users to 
an audience. It has many seats 
and a podium for speakers to 
stand. Also there are private party 
rooms, but I haven't found them 
yet! It you have any further 
information, please MBX rnei 

Betore I leave this subject, a big 
Hi! to Jazmine, who claims to be a 
games reviewer for CRASH! After 
a little conversation, I still couldn't 
get her full name!l 

AND FINALLY, THE 
HARDWARE MAR-
KET! 

IF ANY SPECTRUM owners who 
use different computers tor 
communications are reading, 
Dataphone have launched their 
brand new modem. 

Dataphone have long been 
famous tor their brilliant Demon 
modem. Now ihey have launched 
the Designer Modem. It's based 
on the Demon II but has full BABT 
approval. Among it's many 
features it has an auto answer, 
auto dial, handles 1200/1200 half-
duplex and 300/300, as well as 
viewdata, ot course If your 
software does not have auto dial 
built in, you can dial manually by 
pressing the override switch. 

It fits to any computer with an 
RS232 or RS423 and has a 25-way 
D-style connector. It comes with a 
power supply, mains plug and a 
three metre telephone cable 
There's a power switch mounted 
on it (Which I always find useful) 
and six LEDs to show full status. 

Dataphone say the modem will 
retail "For less than £100' which, 
as we all know, means £99.95 or 
similar, tt looks like a very good 
deal at the price, especially with 
the auto-dial facility. If you need 
an approved, low-cost modem, 
then this is the one to go lor. For 
more details, contact Dataphone 
Ltd at 22 Alfric Square. 
Woodstone, Peterborough. PE2 
0JP or phone (0733) 230240 
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SCUMVILLES'S inhabitants, source of 
all the hero's troubles in Imagme's 
Smashed Target Renegade are less lhan 
keen to do anyone a favour. Ask them for 
directions and they'll give you a kick in 
the teeth. Go out of your way to avenge 
the death of your brother and you've 
really got your work cut out; skinheads, 
Beastie Boys fans and manic 
motorcyclists are just the start of one long 
round of trouble. The only way to get your 
own back is to fist-fight, wrestle, spar and 
box your way to the final level and the 
ultimate confrontation with underworld 
leader Mr Big . . . 

Or is it? CRASH is giving you a much 
less strenuous chance of getting back at 
the Scumville urban bandits. Just design 
the meanest, nastiest, most malicious, 
callous and contemptible city crook, 
equip him with whatever you think a 
streetwise scoundrel is likely to be 
carrying, stick your idea on a piece of 
paper and send it off to us. Remember 
that a city thug isn't going to have too 
much money to buy fancy weapons, so 
no bazookas or mega blasting machine 
guns please. You'll be judged on the 
basis of your idea, not the quality of your 
materials, so an original pencil drawing is 
just as likely to win as an elaborate 
airbrushed offering which in any case we 
can't return. 

The most exciting, imaginative and 
resourceful effort will be rewarded with 
brand new Spectrum • 3 and a shiny, 
gleaming 14-inch portable TV. As if that 
isn't enough Imagine are also throwing in 
a copy of Target Renegade as well as 
nine other disk-based games and a 
Target Renegade T-shirt. A single second 
prize winner receives ten Ocean/Imagine 
games on cassette (Target Renegade, 
Firefly, Renegade, Revenge of Doh, 
Rastan, Platoon, Combat School. Head 
over Heels. Matchday / /and Wizball) plus 
a T-shirt and there are five cassette 
versions of the sports compilation We are 
the Champions awaiting further runners-
up. 

Entries, on one sheet of paper with your 
name and address, should be sent to: 
IMAGINE RIGHT ON TARGET COMP, 
CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1DB and must be 
received by June 7. The decision of the 
appointed CRASH judges is final and 
binding in all respects. 
NOTE TV MAV Dll f t R I ROM THAT SHOWN 
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TOP GAMES 
MAY 

The three charts compiled from the votes of CRASH readers is the 
most realistic chart for gauging the popular ity of Spectrum games -
it is the games that are being played that get the votes, not the 
games that are m the shops this week or month. 

And the votes are important it's up to you to let us know what you 
feel, so fill in the voting forms which live on the results pages and 
m FRONTLINE to make your voice heard 

If you don't want tocarveup your issue of CRASH, we understand 
Use a photocopy if you like, or copy the details from the voiing forms 
onto a postcard, or the back of a sealed envelope, and send that to 
us instead 

Apart from the satisfaction of registering your vote, there's always 
I the chance of winning a prize. Each month we draw 15 winners from 

all the voting forms received - five for the HOTUNE, five for the 
ADVENTURE and five for the STRATEGY chart 

A top prize of £40 worth of software (your choice, not ours) and a 
CRASH T-shirt is awarded to the first slip drawn from the HOTLINE 
votes, and another £40 of goodies and a shirt goes to the 
ADVENTURE and £20 of goodies and a shirt goes to the STRATEGY 

Four runners up from each ballot box collect a CFtASH T-shirt and 
a CRASH Hat. So get those votes m tothe CRASH HOTLINE CHART. 
CRASH ADVENTURE CHART and CRASH STRATEGY CHART 
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SYS 1DB 

Read last month's chart box for a description of this month's 
Strategy Chart-it 's, yet again, practically the same. Either it'sthe 
same people voting many times or there's a distinct lack ofstrat-
egy games on the market. 

For Colin Brickwood of Brandon in Sussex there's nothing better 
in the strategy world than Lords Of Midnight - that went top of his 
list, along with Doomdark's Revenge and The Sentinel, gaining 10 
out of 10. His £40 worth of software - Firefly, ATF etc should be in 
his hands now. The four CRASH T-shirt winners this month are 
Paul Rooke in Fatfield, Tyne & Wear; Douggie Farqhuarson of Dun-
dee; Wayne Morledge from the fair city of Ilkeston and Sebastian 
Sampson who lives in the Surrey town of Weybridge 

I 
Match Day II and Exolon again swap places - this time the sports 
simulation gains the coverted Number One position. Imagine's 
Renegade stubbornly stays at Number Two with Out Run moving 
rapidly up the charts at Number Five. New entries this month 
include the film tie-in from Ocean, Platoon, and Digital Integra-
tion's ATF, 

Little ol' pie's only size 30) Stuart Highley from Keyworth in Nottin-
ghamshire scoops this month's £40 worth of software. He 
doesn '1 mind what he has, so long as it includes Northstar by 
Gremlin Graphics. He also receives a CRASH cap and, like these 
four runners up, a CRASH T-shirt. The lucky second-placers are: 
Simon Milledge hailing from Holmer near Hereford; Anthony Han-
nah from Irlam in Manchester, Mike Byford from down In Romford. 
Essex and Dave Martin who lives In Ipswich. 

Strategy Top 10 

• 

1 (1) V U L C A N CCS 
2 (2) L O R D S O F M I D N I G H T BEYOND 
3 (3) A R N H E M CCS 
4 (4) D O O M D A R K ' S R E V E N G E BEYOND 
5 (6) D E S E R T R A T S CCS 
6 (7) T O B R U K PSS 
7 (9) B A T T L E O F B R I T A I N PSS 
8 (8) T H E A T R E E U R O P E PSS 
9 (5) R E B E L S T A R R A I D E R S FIREBIRD 

10 (10) T H E I R F I N E S T H O U R CENTURYH 

i 
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Hotline Top 20 
1 (3) M A T C H D A Y II OCEAN 
2 (2) R E N E G A D E IMAGINE 
3 (1) E X O L O N HEWSON 
4 (8) C O M M A N D O ELITE 
5 (13) O U T R U N US GOLD 
6 (7) E L I T E FIREBIRD 
7 (8) E N D U R O R A C E R ACTIVISION 
8 (12) D R I L L E R INCENTIVE 
9 (4) Z Y N A P S HEWSON 

10 (5) H E A D O V E R H E E L S OCEAN 
11 (9) M A T C H D A Y OCEAN 
12 (6) G A U N T L E T US GOLD 
13 P L A T O O N OCEAN 
14 (-) T H U N D E R C A T S ELITE 
15 (11) B U B B L E B O B B L I E FIREBIRD 
16 (14) F L Y I N G S H A R K FIREBIRD 
17 (15) S T A R G L I D E R RAINBIRD 
18 (20) P A P E R B O Y ELITE 
19(17) COBRA OCEAN 
20(*>) ATF DIGITAL INTEGRATION 

I wish someone would knock The Hobbit off the Number One pos-
ition - now that would be something to talk about] Killed Until 
Dead enters the Top Ten for the first time this month and fligel's 
Revenge, along with The Pnce Of Magik, make reappearances in 
the May Adventure Chart. 

A not-very-Scotlish sounding Stephen Kasiewicz from Glasgow 
receives the winner's prize of £40 worth of software (not neces-
sarily adventure games) this month - along with the obligatory 
CRASH hat and T-shirt. He requests The Hobbit and Dracula 
amongst his choice, but also votes for them! Surety some mis-
take Stephen. May runners up are David Lane in West Bridgford, 
Nottingham; Andrew Robinson form the popular holiday resort of 
Bournemouth; David Marshall of Aiderley Edge in Cheshire and 
Kevin Johnson from Grand National Aintre 

Adventure Top 20 
1 (1) T H E H O B B I T MELBOURNE HOUSE 
2 (4) S T O R M B R I N G E R M A D . 
3 (2) S P E L L B O U N D M.A.D. 
4 (5) L O R D S O F M I D N I G H T BEYOND 
5 (6) K N I G H T T Y M E M A D . 
6 (10) R E D M O O N LEVEL 9 
7 (4) T H E B O G G I T CRL 
8 (11) T H E P A W N RAINBIRD 
9 (9) D O O M D A R K ' S R E V E N G E E BEYOND 

10 (18) K I L L E D U N T I L D E A D US GOLD 
11 (8) H E A V Y O N T H E M A G I C K GARGOYLE 
12 (14) T H E B I G S L E A Z E PIRANHA 
13 (12) G R E M L I N S ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
14 (7) L O R D O F T H E R I N G S MELBOURNE H 
15 (16) D R A C U L A CRL 
16 (-) T H E P R I C E O F M A G I K LEVEL 9 
17f-J R I G E L ' S R E V E N G E MASTERTRONIC 
18 (17) B O R E D O F T H E R I N G S CRL 
19 (19) F A I R L I G H T 2 THE EDGE 
20 (13) D U N D A R A C H GARGOYLE GAMES 
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GET THROUGH THE MOST CHALLENGING GAMES - CRASH SHOWS YOU 
THE WAY WITH A BONANZA TIPS SPECIAL - PAGES AND PAGES OF TIPS, 
CHEATS, POKES AND MAPS! 

TIPS FOR SOMETHING! 
Whenever you sit back and think 
you've finished the tips for 
another month, something 
always crops up. Yes you've 
guessed what I'm building up 
to . . . tips for Players's new 
budget game, THING! I have 
used the best bits out of letters 
from Andrew (Noddy) Wardman 
from Keighley, Nick Gitsham of 
Bracknell, Peter King of Yeovil 
and la st but not least Simon M iles 
also from Yeovil. 

Use telephone book in telephone 
box to teleport. Teleport to T. Go 
left and get the red megaherring 
Use twice. Teleport to K. Go right 
and get the hat. Use twice. 
Teleport to J. Go right and get the 
American Express card and use. 
Teleport to H. Go left and get the 
Lobotomy kit and use. Teleport to 

L. Go left and get the can opener 
and go to C. Go left and get the can 
of food. Use can opener. Teleport 
to Y. Go nght and get the bottle of 
Milk. Now teleport to B. Go right 
and get bottle opener. Use bottle 
opener. Teleport to A. Go right and 
get the Dtngaburger. Then teleport 
to W. Now go left and get the 
Crazee Mustard. Use the mustard. 
Teleport to F. Go left and get the 
video player. Teleport to N. Go 
right and get the Bruce Lee video. 
Use the video player. You will now 
have a headache. Teleport to S. 
Go nght and get the headache 
tablet. Use the tablet. Go to G. Go 
right and get the Virgin T Shirt. 
Teleport to O. Go left and get the 
packet of Mates and use (it makes 
sense!). Finally teleport to E. Now 
go left to meet the Overlord. 

The CRASH reviewer doesn't do 
anything (surprise, surprise!) 

MEKON MILD? 
At last it's the complete 
solution to Dan Dare II sent in 
by Simon Brown of 
Portsmouth. Welt done Simon, 
you win this month's £30 of 
software. Don't forget that the 
competition to produce 
working POKEs for the game 
is still open. 

LEVEL ONE 
L, D. D, L, L. L, L, U, R, U. U, L, L. 
D, L, D, shoot computer, R, R, D, 
D. shoot supertreen, U, R, R, R, 
R, D, shoot supertreen, D, shoot 
supertreens, D, R, pick up extra 
energy, L, D, wait for crusher to 
crush two times, down into 
crusher, L, shoot supertreen, D, 
L, D, shoot supertreen, D, L. L, L, 
U, R. U. U, L, L. D. R. shoot blast 
doors, go in, wait for them to 
close, level one complete. 

LEVEL TWO 
R, R, D, L, D, D, L, shoot 
computer and supertreen, D, 
lose a life, get extra fire power, 0, 
D, D, D, shoot supertreen, L. L, L, 
shoot supertreens, R, R, R, U, U, 
R, 0, D. shoot supertreen. D, L, 
shoot supertreens, R, U, U. R, D, 
D, R, get radio behind door, U, 
shoot supertreen. D, L, L, U, U. 

U, U. R. D, R. 0, R, get behind 
blast doors, level two complete. 

LEVELTHREE 
R, U, U, U, R, R, D, shoot 
computer, U, l_ L, U. L, replenish 
energy, R. U. R. through fake 
blast doors. R. U, U, L, shoot 
supertreen, R, D, D, L, through 
fake blast doors, L, D. L, 
replenish energy, R, D, D, L, 
shoot supertreen, D, L. U, L, D. L, 
shoot supertreens, U, L, L, shoot 
supertreen, R, U, collect screen 
behind door, D, R, R, D, D, U, R, 
U, R. R. R, get behind blast 
doors, level three complete. 

LEVEL FOUR 
R, R. R, R, U, R, get extra energy, 
L, U.U.R, R.U.R.D.R.U, U, U, 
L, shoot computer and 
supertreen. R. D. D. D, L. shoot 
supertreen, U, U, shoot 
supertreen, D. L, L„ shoot 
supertreen, R. D, D, L, L, D, L, 
shoot supertreen, R, D, D, D, D, 
shoot supertreen. D, D, L, shoot 
supertreen. R, U, U, U, U, L, L, D, 
L, get treen disguise. R, R. D, 
shoot supertreens, U, U, R, U, U, 
U. R, R, U.U.R, D.R.U.R.R, R, 
R, R, R, U, R, R, get in escape 
pod, wait for timer to reach zero, 
level four and game complete! 

NORTHSTAR 
It's the Tefal Men again with an infinite lives routine for Gremlin's 
Northstar. 

REM THE TEFAL MEN (MEL + 

1988 
PAPER O'.BORDER 0:lNK 0:CLS 
LOAD" "CODE 
FOR F=65448 TO 65455 
READ A:POKE F, A.NEXT F 
RANDOMIZE USR 65428 
DATA 62, 36, 50, 243.188 
DATA 195,191,183 

STE) 
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PAC - the world's most 
famous computer character 
is back* There are many 
imitations but only one 
original PAC-LAND. 
This superb conversion of 
the internationally famous 
coin-op is not to be missed. 
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Th«y don't say w>» 
are alt infinite lives. 

Straight in at NUMBER 10 Is the routine for 

LETT=0:LET W=1 
20 FOR F=23306 TO 23379 
30 READ A:POKE F.A 
40 LETT=T+W * A:LET W=W+1 
50 NEXT F 
60 IFT<>271385THEN PRINT" ERROR 

IN DATA"".STOP 
70 RANDOMIZE USR 23306 
100 DATA 221, 33, 0, 0.17,17,0,175 
110 DATA 55, 205, 86, 5, 221.33, 203 
120 DATA 92, 17,213,0.62,255,55 
130 DATA 205, 86. 5, 33, 44. 91, 34 
140 DATA 13, 93,195, 232, 92, 33. 53 
150 DATA 91, 34, 38. 228,195, 99 
160 DATA 215, 33, 35, 91. 34, 239 
170 DATA 186.175, 50, 77, 167, 50 
180 DATA 79,167, 50, 114.168, 50 
190 DATA 144, 175, 33, 0. 0, 34, 88 
200 DATA 162. 34.13. 177,195, 0 
210 DATA 148 

No move for Votf, he's still at NUMBER 9 (cue printer noise!, 

YOGI B E A R 

S m I ? R 7 0 t 0 t H e t 0 p « » Machine Simulator" 

FRUfT MACHINE SIMULA TOR 

10 BORDER 1 

50 NEXT F * 

80 D a I A ^ ' ? ^ 1 ^ ? ! 17 
90 DATA205 flfi V ? ^ 5 ? ' 5 5 

DATA ooa 175- 50 DATA 234,192, 205, 27.207 

NO hassle up this street because this one's still at NUMBER 6. 

S T R E E T H A S S L E 

10 CLEAR 65535 
20 LET T=0:LET W=0 
25 FOR F=64000 TO 64015 
30 READ A:POKE F,A 
40 LETT=T+W * A:LET W=W+1 
50 NEXT F _ 
60 IF T O 1 8 0 0 4 THEN PRINT" ERROR 

IN DATA":STOP 
70 DATA 62, 201, 50, 52. 242.205 
80 DATA 3. 242. 62, 36, 50,253 
90 DATA 1 4 3 , 1 9 5 , 1 5 2 , 1 8 4 
100 LOAD" "CODE 
110 RANDOMIZE USR 64000 

CLEAR 65535 
FOR F=65200 TO 65220 
READ A:POKE F,A 
NEXT F 
LOAD" "CODE 
POKE 65072, 176 
POKE 65073,254 
RANDOMIZE USR 58112 
DATA 33,0, 0, 34,18,137, 34 
DATA 20, 137.62. 24, 50,226 
DATA 175, 175.50, 84, 136 
DATA 105, 0. 132 

NUMBER 5 e t t i n 9 h a r d 6 r e v e r y d a * ' ^ n g to retain his place at 

F R E D D Y H A R D E S T (PART I) 

Moving up two places at NUMBER 8 i t ' s . . . 

J E T BIKE S I M U L A T O R 

10 LOAD" "CODE 23?Qfi 
20 POKE23372 104 6 

30 POKE 23373, 91 
40 FOR F=23400 TO 23407 
50 READ A.POKE FA 
60 NEXT F ' 
70 DATA 62, 201 50 20 m« 
30 DATA 195, 198 92 

RANDOMIZE USR 23296 

10 CLEAR 45000 
20 LET T=0:LET W=0 
30 FOR F=32768 TO 32919 
40 READ A: POKE F, A 
50 LETT=T+W * A:LET W=W+1 
60 NEXT F 
70 IF T o 1360867 THEN 

PRINT" ERROR IN DATA":STOP 
80 LOAD" "CODE 
90 RANDOMIZE USR 32768 
100 DATA 221, 33,134.128,217,6 
110 DATA 6. 217, 221,110, 0,221 
120 DATA 102,1.221.78,2,6,0,17 
130 DATA0. 125,237, 176,33,107 
140 DATA 128,1,7,0,237.176,30 
150 DATA 231,145, 0.125. 221. 35 
160 DATA 231, 35, 221, 35,217, 16 
170 DATA 217, 217,33.119.232.17 
180 DATA 167. 251,1,30,3,237,176 
190 DATA 33, 0. 200, 34, 189, 254 
200 DATA 62,195, 50, 197, 254,33 
210 DATA 78.128, 34,148, 254,195 
220 DATA 169, 254. 33, 0, 200,17 

( 



FREDDY HAADE 

2 3 0 D A T A 197 , 2 5 4 , 1, 11 , 1, 2 3 7 , 1 7 6 
2 4 0 D A T A 175 , 50 , 6 4 , 2 5 5 , 3 3 , 1 1 3 
2 5 0 D A T A 1 2 8 , 1 7 , 2 1 7 , 62 , 2 4 , 5 0 
2 6 0 D A T A 2 3 7 , 1 7 6 , 1 9 5 , 197 , 2 5 4 
2 7 0 D A T A 4 9 , 1 7 7 , 1 7 5 , 195 , 3 7 , 1 2 8 
2 8 0 D A T A 2 5 3 , 3 3 , 5 8 , 9 2 , 2 3 7 , 8 6 
2 9 0 D A T A 3 3 , 88 , 3 9 , 2 1 7 , 6 2 , 2 4 , 5 0 
3 0 0 D A T A 5, 2 4 4 , 4 9 , 2 2 3 , 96 , 195 , 0 
3 1 0 D A T A 9 1 , 1 8 , 2 2 4 , 1 6 , 3 4 , 2 2 4 , 3 6 
3 2 0 D A T A 114 , 2 2 4 , 1 2 , 1 2 6 , 2 2 4 , 14 
3 3 0 D A T A 1 4 0 , 2 2 4 , 2 5 , 1 7 6 , 2 2 4 , 1 3 

I ^ S ^ ^ ^ v 
• I 10 CLEAR 270f)n 

Is is 'CODE 

NUMBEFM. 8 t O P P i n 9 F r e d d y 3 8 h« *'*> holds his ground at 

FREDDY HARDES1 / P A D T H i Mi l I ||> 

'•J 

'I 

•I 
H 
I 

>1 
LI 

1 0 C L E A R 4 5 0 0 0 

N E X T F * A . L E T W = W + 

C L E A R 4 5 0 0 0 
L E T T = 0 : L E T W = 0 

EES?oTF°A™19 
L | T T = T + W A : L E T W = W + 

p r ^ . L I 7 ® 4 3 8 t h e n 

L ™ D T . E C R O D ° E
R ' N D A T A , ' S T O 

1 0 0 3 2 7 6 8 

1 1 0 D A T A 6 ^ 2 1 7 2 2 ? 1 7 8 

on r.A-r» ; l f 110, 0,221 

3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
60 
10 
20 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
60 
7 0 

80 
9 0 

1 5 0 D A T A 2 3 1 1 0 5 n I t k ' l ? ' 3 0 

• I 160 D A T A 2 2 1 3 5 o o \ 1 ? f ' 2 2 1 - 3 5 

I • ' 1 7 0 D A T A oil• ir;2?i. 3 5 , 2 1 7 , 16 

• ! 2 0 0 D A T A 62 iQR cn ' 5 4 

2 1 0 D A T A 7 8 2 8 ^ ' H ' 2 5 4 ' 3 3 

K ' 2 2 0 D A T A 6 9 2 5 4 1 9 5 

2 3 0 D A T A 197 p ^ ' ? 3 ; 0 - 2 0 0 ' 1 7 
! 2 4 0 D A T A 75 5 o V ' ^ 1 ' 2 3 7 ' r 7 6 

• 2 5 0 D A T A 1 2 8 1 7 ^ 3 3 ' 1 1 3 

h i 2 6 0 D A T A 2 3 7 1 7 c 2 5 4 • 22 , 0 
, # l 2 7 0 D A T A 4 9 ; 7 7 6 ; ^ 9 5 - 1 9 7 - 2 5 4 
l ! ! 2 8 0 D A T A 2 5 3 3 , ' c f t

7 5 ^ 9 5 ' 3 7 - 1 2 8 

330 DATA 139, 224, 25," 175, 224. 1 3 

40 gSg* 5 0 

l-i ™ 

At NUMBER 2 ft's the game of the TV series 

10 C L E A R 3 2 7 6 7 
2 0 L O A D " " C O D E 6 5 0 8 8 
30 POKE 65108, 194 
4 0 P O K E 6 5 0 9 2 , 21 
5 0 L E T T = 0 : L E T W = 1 
6 0 F O R F = 6 5 3 8 4 T O 6 5 4 3 0 
7 0 R E A D A : P O K E F.A 
8 0 L E T B = T + W * A:LET W = W + 1 
9 0 N E X T F 
1 0 0 I F T < > 1 2 8 7 1 5 T H E N P R I N T " E R R O R 

IN D A T A " : S T O P 
1 1 0 R A N D O M I Z E U S R 6 5 4 0 9 
1 2 0 D A T A 6 2 , 1 9 5 , 5 0 , 2 3 5 , 1 4 5 , 3 3 
1 3 0 D A T A 0 , 9 1 , 3 4 , 2 3 6 , 1 4 5 , 3 3 
1 4 0 D A T A 2 4 4 , 9 3 , 1 7 , 0 , 9 1 , 1 , 1 5 
150 D A T A 0, 2 3 7 , 1 7 6 , 195 , 0 , 1 0 5 
1 6 0 D A T A 2 0 5 , 64 , 2 5 4 , 62 , 100 , 5 0 
1 7 0 D A T A 8 1 , 2 5 5 , 1 ^ 5 , 4 4 , 2 5 5 , 6 2 
180 D A T A 16, 50 , 3 0 , 151 , 58 , 3 7 
1 9 0 D A T A 1 5 1 , 1 9 5 , 2 3 8 , 1 4 5 

- the 

DRILLER 

1 0 C L E A R 3 2 7 6 5 
2 0 LET T = 0 : L E T W = 0 
3 0 F O R F = 6 5 0 0 0 T O 6 5 0 2 9 
4 0 R E A D A : P O K E F, A 
5 0 L E T T = T + W * A: LET W = W + A 
6 0 N E X T F 
7 0 IF T < > 7 6 9 8 9 5 0 T H E N 

P R I N T " E R R O R IN D A T A " : S T O P 
8 0 L O A D " " C O D E 6 5 0 8 8 
9 0 P O K E 6 5 1 0 8 , 194 
1 0 0 R A N D O M I Z E U S R 6 5 0 0 0 
1 1 0 D A T A 2 0 5 , 6 4 , 2 5 4 , 3 3 , 2 4 9 , 2 5 3 
1 2 0 D A T A 1 7 , 1 0 0 , 2 5 5 , 1 , 1 3 , 0 , 2 3 7 
1 3 0 D A T A 1 7 6 , 1 9 5 , 4 9 , 2 5 5 , 1 7 5 , 5 0 
1 4 0 D A T A 1 1 8 , 1 8 8 , 5 0 , 1 7 , 1 4 3 , 5 0 
1 5 0 D A T A 1 2 6 , 1 9 1 , 1 9 5 , 1 6 4 , 151 

1 



To go along with the map, here 
are a few tips from the 
cartographer himself, Steven 
Heppingstall of Earlshilton. 

• To pick up a weapon, hold 
down fire and jump or drop 
onto it, 

• Always take the underground 
route whenever possible 
because there are less of the 
bad guys. 
To kill the baddie at the end 
ol round 1 crouch down 
because he cannot hurt you 
when you are in this position. 
To kill him you must stand up 
and hit him as he walks 

towards you. 
On round 2 you will get pillars 
that rise up and down over 
water, to do this, jump onto 
the first one, wait until the 
next has disappeared under 
the water and then jump 
towards it, the pillar should 
rise out of the water in time 
tor you to land on. Repeat this 
procedure for each pillar. 
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0 
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Yes Mr Mengram, that'll be £20.00 including VAT, and I'D have 
your grated-carrot and coconut milk breakfast up as soon as 
poss . . . oh hello, I didn't see you there. This month the Motel 
has a superb selection of seductive cheats, for the 
complimentary use of the guests . . . 

When you die, you start kicking 
and hitting the floor. If you press 
L while on the floor you are asked 
if you want to skip a few levels. 
Press N for no and you are 
returned to the kicking, but with 
all your energy and lives 
(occupant Paul Eynstone) 

On the menu screen type In 
JIM80 and you hear a beep. 
Now when you start the game 
you have infinite lives and 
energy, but not ammo. Now 
press I in the game to skip the 
level you are on. If you want to 
Qet rid of your infinite energy, just 
press CAPS SHIFT and N 
together. 
(occupant: Simon Stone) 

For unlimited shield, proceed to 
Obsidian and laser the southern 

end of the ground, 
(occupants: Incentive!) 

FF 
After Level 1. when you die it 
says REWIND TO START OF 
LEVEU. Ignore the request and 
Just press play on the tape, You 
now start on the next level with 
all your ammo, lives and energy 
full. 
(occupant: James O'Reilly) 

First pause the game by pressing 
9 Now hold down 0 (zero), P, 
ENTER and C. When you 
unpause it you will have 5999 
units of W and infinite smart 
bombs. If you pause it again and 
hold down 0 (zero). P. ENTER, C 
and Z. unpause it. and when you 
die you will get 244 lives. N! 
isn't it? 
(occupant: Dean Gorie) 

Ice 

POKER POKE 
Yes, It's the one all Hollywood Poker owners have been waiting fori 
These instructions will give you extra lives AND make you start with 
£245 and a skint opponent, making the game a bit more interesting. 
Thanks to The Master Hacker (Tim Calladene) of Leamington Spa for 
them. 
1 CLEAR28024: LOAD "st2" 
2 Play tape from start 
3 POKE 36081 ,n (where n is the number of lives you want, up to 255) 
4 To start with £245, POKE 36100,255: POKE 36678,255: 

POKE 36699,255 
5 To make the girl start with no money, POKE 36101,10: 

POKE 36679,10: POKE 36700,10 
8 To start the game POKE 16384,255: RANDOMIZE USR 28025 

NEBULUS 
MULTIHACK 
This is the idiot-proof (there's enough of them around here . . . ) 
Multiface hack for Infinite lives In Hewson's Nebulus. 

To cancel the hack's effect, do It again but POKE 32921,53 Instead 
of POKE 32921,0. 

ANYONE FOR MASH? 
The POKEs tray on my freshly-tidied desk seems to have been 
taken over by a potato person! The first sheet I picked up was 
packed with POKEs from someone called Mashy - and no 
address attached. So thanks for these POKEs, Mashy, whoever 
you are! 

SCUMBALL 

10 REM SCUMBAG POKES 

s 
7 0 L O A ° ' ^ n ? f i

D 0 R E M INFINITE L IVES 

100PWNTGUSR 49048 
B M X K I D Z 

• i 

• i 

i 

• i 

• i 

10 REM BMX KIDZ POKES 
20 REM BY MASHY 
30 PRINT"START BMX KIDZ TAPE 

FROM THE START" 
40 CLEAR 24099 
50 LOAD" "CODE:LOAD" "CODE 
60 POKE 37392,0:REM INFINITE 

ENERGY 
70 RUN USR 38526 

DECIPHERING DEVIANTS 
That brilliant Players game 
Deviants had quite a few puzzles 
and codes to be found, but don't 
fret If you cant find them 
because Eric Rogers of 
Wolverhampton and Lindsay 
Abery of Bradfield, Nr Reading 
have come up with the goods. 

1 Load Nebulus 
2 Press the tittle red button on top of the Multiface 
3 Press T 
4 Press SPACE 
5 Type 32921.0 
6 Press 0 
7 Press R 
8 Press FIRE to start game 

TELEPORT CODES 
CERBURUS GUZZLOtD 
AURIGIUS EXCELSOR 
XANTHIUS DEVIANTS CYBERNIA 
ELECTRiX 

BOMB ACTIVATION 
KEY VALVES TOGGLED 

1 and 4 
2 and 5 
1 and 3 
4 and 6 
3 and 5 
2 and 6 

HINTS AND TIPS 

•Cr If you have a Multiface or similar 
device, stop the program on the 
bomb screen to work out what 
keys to press. 

ir The aliens take four hits to 
destroy so don't waste ammo. 

£ Devices that look like bombs 
but have a different top are just 
there to get in your way - don't j 
bother with them. 

•ir Use the roll to get under low 
obstacles, but remember that 
you can't shoot from the floor. 

<r If you enter the green and yellow 
archways they will replenish 
your energy. 

it To replenish your ammo just 
pick up the capsules off the 
floor. 

-
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p ) Gives energy and 40 points 

B 

RAMPAGE 
These drawings from Ian J Morrison show the items that appear 
behind the windows in Activision's monster game Rampage. 

S 

Gives energy and 40 points 

Gives energy and 40 points 

Gives variable amount of points 

Gives variable amount of points 

Gives 240 points 

Gives 440 points 

& - Armed guards give 140 points 

Unarmed guards give 120 points 

Hitting any vehicle or helicopter gives 500 points 

J 'if O H * ! H i n i n 9 t h e t r a t n 9 ' w e s 200point s 

I Reduces energy and gives 40 points 
j> 

Reduces energy and gives 40 points 

Reduces energy and gives 40 points 

Reduces energy and gives 40 points 

Annoyingly, the Rampage instruction booklet doesn't mention 
anything about pause and abort keys, but Ian has discovered them. 
They are: 

CAPS SHIFT 1: PAUSE ON 
CAPS SHIFT 2: PAUSE OFF 
CAPS SHIFT 3: ABORT 

MINITIP: on later stages it's best to smash any open windows first so the 
guards don't have time to stick their heads out. 

Thanks for the fantastic response to the plea for older POKEs 
for this new section - there have been all of four letters! The 
section has somewhat grown this month with POKEs for Chiller 
and Devils Crown from Mastertronic, Ultimata's Jetpec and 
Harrier Attack from Durell. All of these were sent by Dave Stone 
of Bridgwater. 

CHILLER 

10 CLEAR o d E . l 0 A D " "CODE 

20 s a 0 ^ ^ 
B5S83S» — 30 

DEVILS CROWN 

20 
30 

50 

60 

J E T P A C 

1 
10 

[ • \ 2 0 

u STONE 
•SCREENS: 

CODl 

H A R R I E R ATTACK 

1 S l r o H N E R ' E R A T T A C K H A C K B y 

1 0 P ^ R 2 4 5 7 5 : L O A D " "CODE-LOAD" "CODE 
20 POKE 27048. 201 :REM NO FUK 

REM DEVILS CROWN HACK BY 
D STONE 
FOR N=23296 TO 1e9:READA:IF 
A=999 THEN RANDOMIZE USR 
23296 
POKE N,A:NEXT N 
DATA 62,255,17,0,27,221,33,0,64, 
55, 205, 86, 5, 62, 255, 17, 192, 158 
221.33, 0.93,55, 205,86,5 

40 DATA62,201,50,106,230:REM INFI-
NITE AIR 
DATA 62, 195, 50, 38, 205:REM NO 
DARK ROOMS 
DATA 195, 118, 204. 999:REM DATA 
END MARKER 
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REM FLYING SHARK HACK 
REM HOWDON HACKERS '88 
REM INFINITE LIVES 
LET T=403509: LET W=85 
FOR F=45000 TO 45083 
READ A: POKE F.A 
LET T=T-W*A: LET W=W-1 
NEXT F 
IF T O O THEN PRINT "DATA ERROR!": 
STOP 

100 LOAD ""CODE 
110 RANDOMIZE USR 45000 
120 DATA 195.252,175.50,21,255 
130 DATA 122,254,46.192.62.50 
140 DATA 50,84,205,33,21.255 
150 DATA 34,85,205,62,195.50 
160 DATA 58,91,33,235,175,34 
170 DATA 59,91,195,0,91,50,107 
180 DATA 92,33,13,176,17,172 
190 DATA 91.1,15.0.237.176 
200 DATA 195.61,91,49,112,148 
210 DATA 62,205,50,84,205,33 
220 DATA 203,175,34,85,205.195 
230 DATA0.205,33,0,0,34,14 
240 DATA 236,34,191.212,195 
250 DATA 58,158,127,72,72 



ROLLAROUND AND AROUND . . . 
Yes, now you can roll on forever with the help of this routine 
which gives you infinite time and lives in the cute budget game 
Rollaround. Kevin Edwards is the man responsible. 

REM ROLLAROUND HACK 

15 L ^ S L 0 A D ' " C 0 D E 

Is S n ?65030 T0 65043 

RENTAKILL TIPA 
As the instructions on the inlay 
of Mastertronic's Rentakill Rita 
aren't all that helpful, it's just as 
well that Robin Thompson of 
Southampton sent in these tips 
to make playing the game a bit 
easier. 

First of all, killing spiders is fairly 
straightforward: all you do is guide 
them to where they can be 
squashed. Getting rid of flies is 
more complicated, and it's here 
that the food and aerosol sprays 
come in. When you find a room 
with a fty in it. you can drop a por-
tion of food by pressing the 
appropriate key. The fly than starts 
to home in on it - as most flies do 
- and if you hang around until the 
last moment, you should be able 
to zap it with the spray before get-
ting out of the way. It you're suc-
cessful, you'll find the fly is now 
paralysed and can be picked up or 
pushed and taken to a place where 
it can be squashed. 

The object of the game is to kill 
enough spiders and flies to be able 
to get through to the end-game 
and confront the villain who 
infested the mansion in the first 
place. In the end-game, play is 
slightly different: here you no 
longer need to squash anything, 
instead you find your energy is 
draining away and you need to eat 
the food you carry to survive. So, 
it's a race against time to keep 
your food supplies up and get 
though to the criminal master-
mind. 

There are 19 insects to be got in 
all, although you can get through 
to the end-game after killing only 
12. Beware though, the rate that 

Eur food goes down depends on 

w many things got squashed. 
The more insects you get. the 
longer your food lasts . . . To get 
into it, go back to the start room 
and jump on the teleport pad. 

If you want to do a bit a cheating 
with a Multiface POKE 61170,1 
(after killing just one insect) gets 
you to the end-game and you find 
your food lasts an incredibly long 
time. 
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GUIDING 
GAR FIELD 
In issue 511 printed a small cheat 
for The Edge's GarfteldUom The 
Heavy Mob. But I didn't print 
what keys take you where. But 
never fret because Robin' Blumf' 
Balmforth has sent in the whole 
lot 

1 = Start Screen 
2 = Left of Jon's table 
3 = Fridge 
A = Left of starting screen 
5 + any single number^ Different 
places in the cellar 
1 + 2 = Jon's screen 
1 + 3 = Inside TV 
1 + 4 = Bouncing rubber bone 
2 + 3 = Menu Screen 
2 + 4 = Mailbox next to Jon's 
house 
3 + 4 » Outside TV 
1 + 2 + 3 = Left of screen with 
aniseed balls 
1 + 2 +4=Chair, stool and warm 

blanket 
2+ 3 + 4 = Above cellar in the 

house 
3+ 4 + 5 = Left of shed 
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = Cellar with rat 
and chest 
1 + 3 + 4 + 5 = Shed 
1 + 2 + 4 + 5 = Bin and tin can 
2+ 3 + 4 + 5 = In back of Jon's 
house 
Y = Park 
Y + 1 - Mailbox near back of 
Jon's house 
Y + 2 = Outside back of Jon's 
house 
Y + 3 = Outside butchers 
Y + 4 = Left of health food shop 
Y + 5 = Left of butchers 
Y + 2 + 5 =» Outside city pound 
Y + 2 + 1 - Outside health food 
shop 
Y + 2 + 3 = Right of health food 
shop 
Y + I + 2 + 3 = Inside butchers 
Y + 5 + I = COMPLETES THE 
GAMEI 

RUNNING THE ROAD 
This is the only POKE routine from Caimpoke which I haven't 
printed, but I'm sure they will soon swamp me with another 
load. This one gives infinite energy and stops the clock in Road 
Runner. 

10 
15 

• t 
40 

50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

CLEAR 49151 
PR 'NT AT 10 4 - P O k f q 
CAIRNPOKE ' 

CAJRNPOK.0:LETPOK= 9 8 7 " : l 

r 2 ? d
C = 4 7

a
8 7 2 TO 47999 

HEAD A:POKE r A , 
P r ! ! o = ? K = CAIRNPOK' + A ^ 
P O K 1 E T P O K = P O K L N E x T r 

C H U M ! - S T O P N D A T A 

LOAD" "CODE 
RANDOMIZE USR 47872 

P&vfh197 

• i 
_ i 

100 DATA 237" 76235 M o n ' J 
110 DATA mn one '? 3 ?!? 4 ' 2 01. 30 

sags* 
170 DATA 176, 33 85 737' 17 >0 180 DATA 251,1250 2(7 n f 
190 d a t a . ° L U ' 2 3 7 . 176 190 DATA 195, 244 250 62 i a * 200 DATA205 42 251 sn 7i9!c 
210 DATA 33 ko oe? ~ 7 ° ' 7 5 ' 2 5 1 

220 DATA ^f51, 3 4 1 76 '251 230 58, 92, 62 
2 5 0 D A T T A ? 6 : i 0

5 ' 2 ° 2 8
9 ^ 9 ^ 2 8 

260 DATA » I ° ; . i ? 8 ' 2 4 . '6 .229 260 DATA 12, S S ^ U ^ V J 

,o, n 

GETTING 
EDITORIAL 
Remember Paul Wells, the man 
behind the Motos editor in 
Issue 46? Well, this time he's got 
an editor for Atlantis's Survivors 
(70% in Issue 37). 

For your copy, write to: Paul 
Wells, Survivors Editor, 14 
Whiteways Drive, Sheffield S4 

8ET. And don't forget to enclose 
a nice shiny £1 coin to cover the 
tape and postage. 

What I want to know Is: when 
are we going to receive a good 
CRASH editor for you to make 
your own pages in CRASH? 

I hope you enjoyed this extra special Tips Bonanza because it 
took ages to put together and I'd be upset W you didnl. Don't 
forget that all the competitions are still open, so if you're 
designing a map or hacking a game at this very moment, dont 
stop. Playing Tips will be back next month with more POKEs. tips 
and maps than you can possibly cope with in one go - so send all 
your work to: NICHOLAS 'Cheeky' ROBERTS, PLAYING TIPS, 
CRASH, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW. SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 
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On a hostile world, 
tan run, butyou can't hide, 

^ ^ . .TTeladon is waiting 

Commodore 64/128 Cassette E E 1 
& Disk KM&I) 
ZX Spectrum 48K/128K/ rV.-g.-M. 

Mailorder: Activision (UK) Ltd. 
Units 3 & 4 Lloyds Close. Finedon Road 
Industrial Estate. Wellingborough. 
Northampton NN8 4SR 71 (0933) 76768 



The National Computer 
Games Championships 

f are organised by 
NEWSFIELD 

PUBLICATIONS 
in association with THE 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF BOYS CLUBS and sponsored 

by US GOLD on behalf of the 
PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW 

THE CRASH MOB 
SAY4GET AMOVE OHV 

THE NATIONAL COMPUTER 
GAMES CHAMPIONSHIPS 

ARE ALMOST UPOH US'. 
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BOYS'CLUBS/ 

Arranged by the publishers of CRASH, the 
National Computer Games Championships 

are the first of their kind to be held in Britain. 
Compete in the region of your choice for the 
first round - and if you make it through the 
semi-finals you can fight it out, expenses 

paid, at the exciting finals at this year's Earls 
Court Personal Computer Show! Fame 

before the whole world and big prizes for the 
champion! 

Fill in the coupon now - loads of ZZAP! read-
ers are doing the same! Closing date for 

entries is May 23. 
VENUES 
For alt the fine print detailing entry rules and control!! ng regulations of this 
exciting championship, see last month's ZZAP! We now have details of 
the six first-round venues: 

(Scotland) 

(Midlands) 

(SW/Wales) 

(N. Ireland) 

BIRMINGHAM SPORTS CENTRE 
201 Baisall Heath Road 
Highgate 
Birmingham B29 90L 
NAILSWORTH BOYS CLUB 
Bath Road 
Nailsworth, Nr Stroud 
Gloucestershire 
SEALINK FERRY 'ST DAVID' 
LARNE- STRANRAER 
(full details will be supplied to selected 
contestants) 

FETTE-LORRE BOYS CLUB 
Orchard Brae 
Edinburgh 

HUNSLET BOYS CLUB 
Hillidge Road 
Leeds LS101 BP 

ST ANDREWS BOYS CLUB 
12 Old Pye Street 
Westminster 
London SW1 

All days are Saturdays - start times are 10.00am except I he Sealink Ferry' St David 
Selected competitors will be notified in plenty of time. 

(North) 

(London/SE) 

NATIONAL COMPUTER GAMES CHAMPIONSHIP ENTRY FORM 
Please write clearty, using block capitals. 

I wish to put my name forward to qualify as a competitor. If 
selected to compete, I agree to abide by the championship 
regulations. 

Name .... 
Address 

Postcode 
Telephone 

Please tick the appropriate box: 
I wish to compete on the Spectrum: • 
I wish to compete on the Commodore. • 
I am aged 18 or over: • 
I am aged under 18: Q If you are under 18, your parent or legal 
guardian must sign here and print their name below: 
Parent's Signature 
Parent's Name 
Please tick the regional heat venue you would like to attend 
• Birmingham 
• Gloucester 
•Belfast (Larne-Stranraer Ferry) 
• Edinburgh 
• Leeds 
• London 

In case for any reason you are asked to attend a venue other than the 
one you have already selected, please tick the next best alternative 
for you: 
Q Birmingham 
• Gloucester 
• Belfast 
• Edinburgh 
• Leeds 
Q London 

In order to help us determine whether you should qualify to enter, please 
give EITHER your high score on two of the following five US Gold 
games: 
OUT RUN high score is: 
INDIANA JONES high score is: 
720:> high score is; 
GAUNTLET 11 high score is: 
RYGAR high score Is: 

OR your best score on two of your favourite arcade coin-op machines: 

1 Coin-op name is: 
2 Coin-op name is: 

high score is: 
.... high score is: 

Complete the form and send it to THE ORGAHISER, NATIONAL 
COMPUTER GAMES CHAMPIONSHIP, NEWSFIELD LIMITED, 
PO BOX 20, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB. Successful appii-
cants will be contacted in plenty of time. Please do not ring or write to 
ask, it only blocks uo the ohone lines! And good luck! 



VISA NOW 
TAKEN 

DEPT CR 
CASTLE HOUSE 

11 NEWCASTLE STREET 
BURSLEM 

STOKE ON TRENT 

TEL: 0782 575043 

3 SALE SAL E SALE SAL E 
SPECTRUM SPECIAL 

OFFERS 
hail Wamori 150 
Predator . 6.99 
Cytwmoid ISO 
RrttN 5-50 
Bards Tale .7^0 
AoMig Thunder 6 JO 
Adv Tac Fighter 6.99 
Ac« 2 If„ 6.50 
Bedlam 1129k only) ,._ — 6.50 
Target Renagade SJO 
Black Lamp „ . .«0 
Magnetron 5 50 
Hattan 5.50 
720= 6 JO 
tagel M Grind Pm ... 7 JO 
Outnii ,, (JO 
Ratoon 6.99 
North Star 6.50 
DanDarei .. 5JO 
Cra/y Can ... 6.50 
Scalertnc 6.99 
ArcofYesod 199 
Arntwn 150 
Mask 1 _ 2 99 
Mask 2 2.99 
Mask 3 (Venom SB 1 5J0 
AulWsehen Monty 2 99 
Jack The Mpper I 2.19 
Death Wtah 3 2.99 
TNng Bounces Back 2.99 
ZOKJS 1.99 
Order 10.50 
Yankee 6.95 
Combat Sand 5J0 
Gary Un Super Sotxai ... ISO 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Barbarian 6J0 
Brtde of Frankensttm 1.99 
Btumrk 6J9 
Overlord U t 
SM/kre^ 6.99 
V\Acan 6.99 
Desert Hats „... 6.99 
NapoleonAlWar 6.50 
Gallipot M i 
World War I 4.95 
ZlAiWw 6.99 
But** BoM* ,.„5J0 
Legions 01 Death 496 
CtueOo _ 6J0 
Challenge of Gobota 2.99 
Gaurllet 2.99 
Gaiinoet u 199 
Guottp 699 
Guadalcanal 6.99 
Sorcerar Lord 9 50 
Cosmic Shock Absorber 1.70 
Dan Owe 1.70 
Masters Un The M m 2.99 
Supertycle 2 99 
Druid 2.99 
Otagons la* Pt 2 2.99 
ttplorw 1.99 
future K*gM 1.99 
Evening Star S i t 
Fis Smke Eagle ...... 6 99 
Winter C r̂rpwd '88 6.99 
Football Manager 6 99 
Xarw „.„ 2.50 
RampaftJ 6-50 
Charrpwwup Spnnl 6.99 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Fredtfy Hardest ." .. .. * AJtPm 0 uamea 
Grywr Mj 
Terramei 
Gwmr 
Greylell .. 
Hive ... 
HyOnd ... 
Hot Runestone 
Hysteria n 
I.C.UP.S 
hied Unit Dead 
KungFu Master 
Koronflftm 

5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
199 
1.99 
1.99 
1J0 
1.96 
5JS 
1J0 
6.50 

Out of Tte Work) 
Rasputin „ _ 
Bugsy 
Dantff 
ASraclone ... 
Yes Prime Mnistet 

Booh of ms Dead 
Nwija Hamoste' 
Or* 13 Games; 
leviathan 
Lonb at Midngtn 
OoomarM Rewmge ._ 
Stir RaaJers I ... 
Grand Prt« Tenna 
Day m the Life of Thing 
CroHwue .... 
10, (Hretwd) 
Fkrt lor Red October 

US 
1.99 
3.99 
1.99 
1 99 
1.99 
199 
1.99 
2.99 
2.91 
2.99 
2.9S 
2.9S 
2 99 
2 99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.50 
1.70 
5.50 
5.50 

10.50 

* * * * * * * * 
JUST 

ARRIVED 
CHOLO 

RRP £14.95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
CLEVER & SMART 

RRP £9.95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
O.F.L 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
BASEBALL 
RRP £8.95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
NINJA 

HAMSTER 
RRP £9.95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
MYSTERY OF THE 

NILE 
RRP £7.95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
NODES OF YESOD 

NOW ONLY £ 1 . 9 9 
RRP C9.95 * * * * * * * * 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Mad Nine 
•tether farm 
The Living Daylights 
OarkScepW 
Elite 
Blood Vaney 
Armageddon Man 
Rebel 

1.25 
2.99 
3.95 
uo 
7JO 
5.96 
4.95 
2.99 
3.95 
2.99 
2.99 
1.99 
2J9 
1.99 
1.99 
2.99 
1.99 
199 
2.99 
ISO 

Mag Man 5 2} 
Mana Jones 6.25 
Nebula 5.50 
Otbta the Terrorbaii 1.50 
PS15 Trading Co 1.99 
Puttator 1.75 
PegasusBndge 950 
NMBIM — 2.99 
Teladon 6J0 
Gunsmoke 150 
live Ammo 6 99 
Man Sport .... 1.70 
TrNsNog t.70 

Indoor Sports 
Knuckledusters 
Hacker I 
F A Cup Football 
Grange Hill 
Ertc Phantom o! Open 
lot the Ma^ 
Doc <rf He Destroyer 
Butch Han) Guy 
The Big Steue 
Growing Pains A Mole 
Star Paws r _ . 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Roundwada 5.96 
ftygar 6.50 
RastanSaga 5.50 
Strangdoop 0.99 
Sorcery 0.99 
Sky Runner .,.„. _ 1.99 
SiaaHesa Steel 1.99 
Sorodons Shadow 2 JO 
Shocxway Ader 1,75 
Star Wan _ _ 6,95 
StarjMer 10.50 
World Clatt I Soars 6.50 
Xarq 1.99 
Rocky Horror Show ..... 1.99 
Through the Trapdoor 5 .25 
TlwMrcats 550 
SuperHangon 699 
Trtaxos 1.99 
They Stole a MMon 1.99 
Tartar — 1.99 
Where Time Stood StP 5.50 
M M n 6J9 
Trod 199 
Mega Apocafypse 6.75 
Ring Wars 
Wuard War; 
Matchdeyi 
Th® FUotstoncs 
ArUnod 2 
vet . 
Vbten 

WE NOW OFFER AN EVEN FASTER SERVICE THAN EVER BEFORE! 
TRY US, YOU WONT BE DISAPPOINTED. 
P&P 50p on all order under £5. Over £5 P&P is free. Overseas £2 per tape. 
Please state SPECTRUM when ordering — Please state CRASH when ordering 

H SAL E SALE SALE SALE SALE 

JUST 
ARRIVED 

HARDBALL 
RRP £7.95 

OUR PRICE £3.95 
SHADOWS OF 

MORDOR 
(Melbourne House) 

RRP £8.96 

OUR PRICE £3.95 
COMPUTER 
SCRABBLE 
RRP £8 95 

OUR PRICE £3.95 
SLAJNE 

RRP £9.95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
MUST OO HENCE 
THE SILLY PRICE!! 

HEARTLAND 
RRP £9.95 

• O U R PRICE £ 1 . 9 9 

TO 
CLEAR 

SIDEWtZE 
RRP £7 96 
NOWC2.99 

DRUID II 
THE 

ENLIGHTENMENT 
RRP C9.95 

LAST FEW AT C2.99 
RED LED 
RRP £8.95 

SELLING FAST AT 
ONLY £2.99 

NOW REDUCED TO CI .TO 
ARE ALL THE 
FOLLOWING 

POPEYE 
S.WAT. 
AGENT X 

NOSFERATU 
ATV 

LEAGUE CHALLENGE 
SOCCER BOSS 

DEVIENCE 
SEA SURFER 

PARK PATHOL 
STWKE FORCE COBRA 

WCKSTARTIL 
AGENT XH 

PRO SKI SIMULATOR 
FOOTBALL FREN7Y 

JOE BLADE 
INDOOR SOCCER 

GRAND PRIX 
SIMULATOR 

RED ARROWS 
NINJA MASTER 

COMPILATIONS TO 
CLEAR 

WE A M THE CHAMPIONS Suwriprnt FfervgwM. Rvroga «t«m»ton»: Karate • SdrtMnv. 
SUPER VALUE AT t » 94 

HIT PACK S VOL 3 
P»p»rtX.y GtcoU A GoOlnt. Erexno Racer Tfn uxng Davits Ongcrt* Let. Eicacw Sngat Can* THE BEST YET At t7.» 

ARCADE FORCE FOUR 
GiLrit i i f . D n p c r Dutgeora Ftoed Runnel. Matrccrciu kuMru Jon« A Ttniple Ot 

Doom ALL THEM FOR CA M 

TEN GREAT GAMES 
VOLS 3lnwi Tntogy. TNngBouncn Sack. Corwoy Radr Jack th« N«tw li. Dawrmtn 3. Bw Graal Mouse D»1oĉvc Auf WiahenMonty ThiOicl. The fmm MJ- . ALL THESE FOR ONLY C7 JS 

PACK OF ACES Who Owe* Wis a. Nnu> BoutXra»»n mtemfCona Karat* FOUR (MEAT GAMES U K 

COMPILATIONS 
4 SMASH HITS 

(Exoton. Zynaps. Ranarama. 
Undum+l 
£6.95 

SPORTS PACK 
Olympics. Snooker. Golf. On 

m«Ocr». Oertjy Day, 
World Cup 

REDUCED TO 
ONLY £3.99 

CLASSIC COLLECTION 
(Aliens, Dynamite Dan. Exalon. 

CauWW 2. Into the Eagles 
Nest 

SPECIAL PRICE £4.99 
H0W6AMS4 

(Mission Omega. Hacker. Dan 
Dare. Back to the Future. J. 

Bamngton'e Squash) 
- Pocket Money Price -

£3.95 
MAGNIFICENT 7 

(Head Over Hee<s. Wlzbtfl. 
AAarxxl. Great Escaoe. 

Frankie, Cobra. Short Circuit. 
YieArKung Fu) 

£6.95 

+ NEW RELEASE * 

• PREDITOR * 
* SPECIAL PRICE £6 .75 + 

COMPILATIONS 
TO CLEAR 

COIN-OP CONNECTION 
Breakthrough. Express 
Ftaxier, Metro Cross, 

Crystal Castles 
For only £2.99 

10 GREAT GAMES 
Avenger, Krakout, Future 

Krught, Bounder. 
Footballer ot the year, 

Traifclazer. Hiway 
Encounter, Monty on the 
Run. Westbank. Jack the 

Nipper 
All these games for only 

£6.95 
L e u than T0pp*r same 

UNBELIEVABLE 
ULTIMATE 

Trans Am, Jet Pack. Lunar 
Jet Man. Pssss 

To clear now onty 
£1.99 

126K GAMES 
Spitfire 40 B.9S 
The Pawn ... 10.99 
Little Computer People 4.95 
Elite 7.50 
Ghost Buster 2.90 
Bali Blazer 2.99 
MAIL ORDER PRICES OMIT 

SPECTRUM 
+3 DISCS 

Action Force 10,96 
Acs II 10.95 
CaHfoma Games . 9.50 
Deluxe Scrattrte 12.25 
Duller 13.95 
Eye 10.96 
Football Manager 6.95 
Game, Set and Match 12.96 
Gauntlet 9.50 
Gunship - 9.50 
International Karate 6.95 
UttAmmo - 10.95 
Magnificent 7 12.95 
ThePawtt 12.25 
Renegade 10.96 
Ttiundercats ta95 
World Class Lboard 9.50 
Tomahawk 9.50 
Tai Pan 10.96 
30 Game Maker 12.96 
Dracula 12.96 
Phantom of the Opera 6.96 
SorcerorLord 13.95 
TheBoggrt 12J6 
Outcasl 12.96 
BalKveaker 12.95 
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k%t 

IN A DARKENE 
CORNER of the Bates 
Motel of f ice!** 
tottering pile of 
letters. Yes, it's| I 
time for ft^yto 
answer 
mai l . . . 

MUSIC FROI 

MANY iNWRfrte you. 
tunes and cassettes.'I 
played, but you stand a betjj 
chance of getting them he 
you send in a data cassette 
not a listing as it's rather ti.-rse 
consuming to type in harid:'"' *"i 

programs - you'll also sta '̂ 
better chance of getting a I 
with an SAE. If you didn't gef; 
reply then more than likely yoi 
dtdn'lpdf one in or you got th« 
envelopes the wrong way roi 
and mailed the letter to.yours 

OK, so you didn't sendtfne i 
letter; some of this coutd wei! 1 
refevant to you anyway, if you i 
in a letter some time ago lhenl 
reason for the lack of resfcons 
thfct some of the articles were| 
back owing the Tech 
in March. Enough ex 
the tips - Foreign Def 
And a warm welcomed 

overseas readers', as the 
First off is Paul Skinner < 

s (well, New 2 
having a major | 

ils Cheetah Midi ( 
progra>; it seems ftaflEjjjjl 

-fc bar tn step; 

at atl. then it adds a defeay whichisT 

the visual equivalent of one pixel 
spaceonthe screen to the step-? J 
time editor- This is not much fun as 
it renders a fair amount of the & 
fac itftieftrKjit antf void as regards 
cresting rifts and patterns that will 
repeat and synchronise i tried the 
out and fa and behold I found the 
same probfem. This is probably 
down to boih of us having very 
early version? of the software. 1 
found that you can get round it by 
avoiding the Copy and Append 

1 He's thinking^ buying a tow 
et tone modubB when he 

as to England, and has 1250 
jend. OK; i guess It's a straight 
ice of a Yamaha FB01 vytfh 
• MIDI chanoefs to oo a f •v 

rediniss(Je<t2}andtf 
01 synth^Sfeue^tob 
rous tomenttQn";. Btit y'x: II 

•flsea ml 
• and change lha vi 
appi-^riatjjdNiini 

etty 

. . J l M p 
W ^ m H H 

kg on 

Martin 
f^tfc thi f is a 
: dromond 

mw& 
of 

Kogrammatl 

numbered i to Sfrom teft to ssriimmmm 
that mmmtm 
issue Number 28, • 

Nowth«MfD!oui fe^ 
baud rale to ihe'?&232Jj 
as l am aware there is I 
for the 128 to convert Mi 
to something that makes sense to 
the Spectrum. So this explains 
why there aren't tots of MtDf 
software packages using this port. 

, and so on. 
I through the VO f 

J P U - . choose a voice (or .. 
the four channels The oniv 
limitation is that the MIOl channefs 
are always next door to oria 

software plus 
jnse to your 

yes; I'Jf be assessing att 
the tunes you've sent in and 
maybe hava some sort of pri2e-
gtving for the best one. You send 
em ;r> - nifeten and read between 
cleaning up the shower . 
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NICHEOTECHON J-

This month SIMON N 
GOODWIN delves 
into the +3 ROM and 
disk system, reveals 
secret machine-code 
instructions, and 
reports on the 
CRASH Tech Tape 
and MGT's SAM. 

ZAP 
+3ZIPZAP 

THE promised version ol CP/M for 
the Spectrum +• 3 is still apparently 
watting in the wings at Locomotive 
Software. They keep saying 
'soon*, so 1 hope to be able to 
review it next month. 

In the meantime I've spent a 
while looking at ZipZap. a +3 disk 
utility that should appeal to 
hackers and regular disk users, 

ZipZap, from Omega Software, 
is a disk sector editor - a program 
that lets you read and edit the raw 
information recorded on a +3 disk. 
This is useful if you want to edit 
programs or header information 
without loading files into memory 
- perhaps to change the starling 
line number on a BASIC file, or to 
patch text or code. 

ZipZap can be even more useful 
if something goes wrong with a 
disk - should you erase a file 
accidentally, or a mechanical fault 
wipes out part of a file, for 
instance. In the first case, as long 
as you have not written anything 
new to the disk you can retrieve the 
data by just changing a few 
characters rn the index or 
'directory' the disk uses to keep 
track of files. 

In the second case you've 
probably lost the data that's on the 
physically damaged part of the 
disk, but you can usually retrieve 
most of the file by changing the 
directory entry so that the 
computer skips over the damaged 
part. 

DISK ORGANISA-
TION 

ZipZap can read any part of any 
disk produced by +3 DOS. It 
doesn't load or save files in the 
usual way. but instead works with 
the individual lumps of information 
on the disk, known as sectors. 

The data on a + 3 disk is spread 
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apparent order when you load a 
file, although it's rare for a f ile to be 

over 40 rings, or 'tracks', each a 
fraction of a millimetre wide. The 
disk head - the part that reads and 
wri tes data - steps back and forth 
from track to track, so that any ring 
on the disk can be accessed. 

Each track is divided up into 
nine sectors, each of 512 
characters, and sectors are 
allocated in pairs to each file. As 
files grow they are allocated new 
sectors, and a 'directory' is written 
on the outside of the disk to keep 
track of which sectors belong to 
each file. 

There's no necessary 
connection between the order of 
sectors on the disk and their 

SI 
scattered all over a disk - the 
Amstrad software, +3 DOS, just 
doles out sectors from the unused 
ones as required, and re-uses 
sectors when a file has been 
deleted and Its space is needed. 

The system reads a particular 
sector by moving to the 
appropnate track and reading the 
sector numbers, recorded before 
each lump of data, until it finds the 
sector it wants. The disk turns at 
300 RPM. so there's not usually 
long to wait. 

ZipZap lets you drive the disk 
head around and grab sectors by 
number or at random as they come 
off a particular track. You can then 
print, display, edit or replace the 
sector. Standard disks use sector 
numbers from 0 to 8. but 
protected' disks tend to use 

higher numbers that can only be 
read with special software. 

Other protection schemes use a 
mixture of single and double-
density recording. ZipZap can 
read and write these, although it 
takes a fair amount of fiddling 
around to write single-density 
tracks. 

You can read most types of 
protected disk with ZipZap, but 
the utility relies on the +3 DOS 
ROM routines, so it can't read ail 

recordings generated by 
programs that manipulate the disk 
controller directly. ZipZap itself 
was protected when it was 
launched, but I've smce 
persuaded Omega Software to 
remove the protection. 

At the moment, commercial 
programs use + 3 DOS routines 
because direct control Is a fiddly 
and error-prone business. It's fair 
to assume that ZipZap will read the 
vast majority of +3 disks, 
including anything you format 
yourself, but it'snot guaranteed to 
read absolutely everything. 

GET DIRECT 
ZipZap uses a fixed display 
format. The top part of the screen 
shows the current quarter sector, 
with 128 bytes of dat a arranged in 
two sections. The left side shows 
hexadecimal data values, and the 
right side shows text. 

You can edit either part by 
moving a cursor over the data. 
There's no shortage of commands 
to move around tne screen, 
memory or disk surface - you'll 
probably end up using just a sub-
set of the available commands. 

The lower third of the screen 
shows the current drive, track, 
sector, memory address and 
cursor position. It's also the place 
where messages appear 

ZipZap is controlled with single 
keys, sometimes used in 
conjuction with Symbol shift. The 
* Z' key gi ves a t hree page list of the 
49 controls, with single-line 
explanations of their effects, 

Numeric values must be entered 
in hex - base 16, Most machine 
code programmers will be happy 
with hex input - personally. 1 hate 
it - but the rest of us just have to 
get used to 1F being one less than 
20, or 32 as we know it in decimal! 
ZipZap includes a command to 
convert hex values to decimal, but 
not vice versa 

Hex makes for a neat display, as 
every value can be written in two 
digits", 00-FF, rather than three 

(000-255) in decimal, so perhaps 
it's worth the hassle. Nonetheless, 
the Spectrum cannot display 
enough standard-sized 
characters to show a complete 
sector on the screen at one time, 
so each sector Is shown in four 
quarters, with a code letter A to D 
to identify each part 

ZipZap can read and wnte 
sectors into a' buffer' of 512 bytes 
of memory. The top 32 K of RAM is 
reserved for 64 of these buffers, so 
you can build up tiles in RAM and 
edit them with POKEs from BASIC, 
if that's what turns you on - you 
can leave ZipZap at any time 
without losing data, although 
there's only about 2K left for ZX 
BASIC. 

You can change buffers by 
pressing' B' followed by the buffer 
number in hex, or just use 'E' to 
Exchange between an odd and 
even numbered sector -
convenient when editing one 
buffer and keeping Ihe directory in 
another Buffer contents can be 
edited just like disk sectors. 

The' P* key sends the sector on 
the screen to a senal or Centronics 
printer, using a double-width 
format to save paper. 

Key' S' controls a useful search 
option which scans the disk or 
memory for a given sequence of 
up to six characters. Unfortunately 
you have to enter these by 
character code, in hex. Searches 
in RAM are very fast, but disk 
access is slowed by +3 DOS. It 
takes about three minutes to 
search through an entire 180K 
disk, but you can stop the search 
at any time by pressing BREAK. 

DISK PACK 
ZipZap costs £12.95 on 3 inch 
disk, with an A4 manual and a 
'bonus' in the shape of a 
rudimentary but useful utility 
program: SuperCattetsivou check 
the exact size and SAVE 
parameters of files, rather like the 
tape command CAT "T:". 

The ZipZap documentation is 
well written as far as it goes, but 
that's not really as far as I would 
like. It's heavy going for a 
beginner, as it assumes you've 
read and understood most of the 
disk information In the +3 DOS 
manual, but it contains enough 
examples to get you started. 

The program is fairly easy to use 
once you've worked out how to 
read the directory and track files 
down on the disk, but it works 
more like a hexadecimal 
spreadsheet than a friendly, 
menu-driven utility. The first 
version I was sent for review 
reported errors by number, but the 
latest one prints Kill messages, 
using the normal Amstrad text. 

ZipZap is a very useful tool, but 
it takes a while to get used to it 
unless you've used a disk sector 
editor before. You may find using 
it an uphill struggle if you're easily 
phased by screenfuls of numbers, 
but it's worth persevering. Omega 
Software can be contracted on 
0932 228649, or by post at PO Box 
21, Sheppedon, Middlesex TW17 
8BY 

Z80 SECRETS 
Over the years I've had several 
letters from readers asking about 
the 'undocumented' instructions 
rumoured to be recognised by the 
Z80 processor in ail models of the 
Spectrum. 

Microprocessors work by 
reading numbers from memory 
and performing different actions 
depending upon the exact values, 
known as 'op-codes', which they 
find. 'Op' is short for 'operation*. 
Each code causes the chip to 
perform a distinct operation on 
values in memory or inside the 
processor. 

According to Zilog, the firm that 
frrst made the Z80, the Spectrum 
processor can recognise 696 
different op-codes After some 
research I've identified about a 
hundred extra operations that the 
processor will recognise, but 
which Zilog chose to keep secret' 
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There are various possible 
explanations for the secrecy. 
Some of the' new * msiructions are 
not very useful. Others conlhct 
with the way Zilog expected the 
Z80 to be used - they work fine, 
but make the processor even more 
fiddly to program than it normally 
is. A few op-codes appear to work 
by accident - they're recognised 
by all genuine Z80 processors, but 
they only work as side-effect of 
other instructions. 

To understand more you need 
to do some detective work, and 
examine the actual instruction 
code. At this point I'm afraid I'll 
have to wave goodbye to anyone 
who does not already have a 
reasonable knowledge of 
machine-code - it would take 
most of this issue of CRASH to 
explain this from first principles. If 
you want to learn about machine 
code, try Toni Baker's book 
Mastering Machine Code on the 
ZX Spectrum, published by 
Interface. 

Z80 DESIGN 
The Z80 instruction set is a 
souped-up version of the set 
recognised by the Intel 8080, one 
of the earliest useful 
microprocessors. The 8080 
recognised 250 instruction, as it 
used most of the possible values 
for a single-byte op-code. 

Zilog designers left Intel and 
added hundreds of extra 
instructions by making special use 
of the unused 8080 op-code203 -
CB is hexadecimal. This code was 
declared to be a marker, indicating 
that the next byte was the op-code 
Of a special Z80 instruction. 

The new instructions required 
two bytes of op-code, unlike the 
8080 instructions which could get 
by with one byte. All the short 6080 
instructions still worked, and Zilog 
got lots of extra op-codes to play 
with, at the cost of longer, slower 
instructions 

in theory this trick should have 
given Zilog an extra 256 op-codes. 
In fact, when you look through the 
itst of instructions and character 
codes printed in all Spectrum 
manuals apart from the trashy 
Spectrum + booklet, you'll see a 
curious gap in the second column 
of instructions. 

According to the manual, you 

St a valid Z80 instruction if you 

low a 203 byte with any value 
EXCEPT a byte in the range from 
48 to 55. There's no hint of what 
happens if you use these eight 
combinations. 

MISSING IN ACTION 
When you examine the other 
instructions listed you soon notice 
that they're arranged in groups of 
eight. Each group of instructions 
works similarly, but individual 
instructions in each group affect 
different registers The first in each 
group handles register B. then C, 
D, E. H. L. (HL) and finally A. So It's 
a good bet that the missing codes 
follow the same pattern. 

Before the missing instructions 
come various op-codes that shift 
binary values sideways. There's 
an arithmetic shift left, then an 
arithmetic shift right. then the gap, 
followed by a logical shift right. It 
seems very likely that the missing 
instructions were meant to 
perform a logical shift left. 

When you try it, you discover 
that the Instructions DO shift 
binary values to the left, in the 
registers you'd expect. But the 
rightmost bit is always SET after 
the shift, whereas you'd expect a 
logical shift to leave it clear. This is 
not the conventional result, and 
presumably that's why Zilog 
chose to keep the Instructions 
secret 

Now that you know what the 
instructions do. you can use them 
«n your own programs. They have 
the effect of doubling the value in 
a particular register and adding 
one to the answer. It's unlikely that 
you'll often find this uselul. except 
perhaps in serial data-handling 
routines, but at least now you 
know that you can do it! 

There are a couple more 
inst ructions in the same vein. Zilog 
use two more marker values, 221 
and 253, to indicate that the 
following instruction, which would 
normally use the HL register pair, 
should use the new Z80 registers 
IX or IY instead 

Zilog markers sometimes work 
fn combination, so if you put the 
sequence of bytes: 221.203,54 in 
your program you can Shift Left 
Logical the byte pointed to by IX. 
This is an indexed operation, so a 
single byte offset from IX should 
come at theend of the instruction, 
after the 54 

The offset is stored just as in the 
instruction LD B,{IY >34), which 
uses 70, the code for LD B.(HL), 
with a 253 in front to select IY. and 
the offset 34 at theend, making the 
whole instruction. 253, 70.34 

MARK 2 EXTRAS 
Now you know about the markers 
for IX and IY, another idea may 
cross your mind. If these values tell 
the processor to use IX or IY 
instead of HL. what do they do if 
you put them in front of the 8080 
instructions which don't use HL? 

Before the Spectrum was 
invented I used to wnte for a 
magazine called Computing 
Today, now defunct. One of the 
contnbutors, D S Peckett, 
discovered that the 221 and 253 
markers for IX and IY could be 
used in front of instructions meant 
to work on the eight-bit registers H 
and L, 

In February 1981 Peckett 
reported that the op-code 124, 
normally used to load A with H. 
would load A with the top eight bits 
from register IX instead, if it was 
proceeded by a 221 byte. 
Similarly, the byles 253,124 
loaded A with the high byte of IY. 

According to Zilog, IX and IY are 
fixed-purpose 16-bit registers. In 
fact they're just duplicates of HL, 
and each index register can be 
used in two eight bit halves, as well 

as a 16 bit pointer. That means you 
can have an extra pair of eight bit 
registers instead of each index 
register, If you want them - and 
most assembler programmers 
want as many registers as they can 
get! 

You can generate 88 
undocumented but reliable 
instructions by prefixing singte-
byte 8080 op-codes with 221 or 
253. This only works with 8080 
codes - not with the eight-bit 
register instructions unique to the 
Z80, like BIT, SET, SLA and so on. 

You can't mix index registers 
with HL in the same instruction, so 
221 (select IX) followed by 108 (LD 
L, H) loads IXL with IXH, rather than 
L with IXH or IXL with H. This isn't 
much of a surprise, as the prefix 
seems to switch HL off and 
replace it with IX for the duration of 
the next instruction, 

I'm sure there are other secret 
and useful instructions in the Z80, 
but those are the only ones I've 
come across. Most assemblers 
will reject the non-standard 
mnemonics I've used - you'll have 
to enter the Instructions as byte 
values. 

The Picturesque Editor 
Assembler, recently repackaged 
as The Code Machine by 
Discovery (0742 753423) lets you 
use all these instructions in your 
programs. It uses the mnemonic 
SLL for the new shift instructions, 
and calls the index register 
sections IXL. IXH, IYL and IYH, 

Unfortunately The Code 
Machine monitor program doesn't 
disassemble the instructions 
correctly You may come across 
some of these op-codes in 
routines like Speedlok, which are 
designed to be hard to hack. 

OPERAND BYTES 
CODE 

The Z80 has a few other secrets. 
Almost a decade ago a hacker 
called Adrian Kennard realised 
that it's possible to write Z80 
instructions that execute their own 
Operands, making them very hard 
to disassemble! * 

The four conditional relative 
lumps test the flags and then treat 
the values of the next byte as an 
offset to the next instruction to be 
executed if the condition is true. 
"The offset Is relative to the address 
after the conditional jump. So an 
offset of minus one has the logical 
but bizarre effect of sending the 
computer back one byte, so that It 
re-reads the offset, this time 
treating it as an instruction. 

It just so happens that the value 
minus one is the op-code of a 
single byte instruction, RST 56 -
so this special case of the 
conditional jump creates a new 
two-byte instruction, a conditional 
restart! On the Spectrum. RST 56 
is used to scan the keyboard and 
update the software clock. 

MORE PORT? 
The In A,(C) instruction actually 
works as IN A,(BC), and is used as 

such by the Spectrum ROM. In 
other words, the value of B is 
written to the top eight bits of the 
address bus during IN instructions 
that use a port number in register 
C. Similarly. IN A,(N) puts the old 
value of A on lines A8 to A15, while 
the eight-bit port number appears 
on AO to A7. 

+3 PORT FAULT 
Graeme Walton has written in with 
further information about quirks 
and incompatibilities of the 
Spectrum -t-3, and at last I've got 
hold of some detailed technical 
information about the design 
changes in the machine. 

In the Christmas Special I listed 
some of the bugs in the +3 ROM, 
The problems were serious, and 
explained why some programs 
lack sound and others fail when 
the COPY command is used. 
However they didn't explain why 
some games 'lock up' when you 
run them on a * 3, even though 
they work fine on any earlier model 
of the Spectrum. 

Graeme has discovered that 
Arkanold, Short Circuit and Top 
Gun all use code which reads 
Information from an 
undocumented port in the 
Spectrum's logic array. The 
programs contain loops which 
read from port 10495 - part of the 
original Spectrum ULA - and wait 
for particular values. In fact you 
can get the same effect by reading 
port 255. as the top eight bits of the 
port number are ignored. 

The Sinclair-designed 
Spectrums - includi ng the ongmal 
Amstrad +2, which was 
essentially a Sinclair 128 in a new 
box - have regularly changing 
values at port 10495. 

The value is the current attribute 
being written to the TV. and 
corresponds exactly to the 
number you'd read with the ATTR 
function Programmers use this 
value to divide up the frame time 
evenly between several different 
tasks. and soak up time by waiting 
for it to change. The value is 255 
while the border is drawn. 

Unfortunately, Amstrad didn't 
know about this port, and the value 
sticks at 255 on a +3. Switching 
into 48K BASIC doesn't help, 
because it doesn't change the 
hardware. 

I have never seen the workings 
of this port documented, so I'm not 
surprised that Amstrad missed it 
out from the t-3. Even so, it's 
another important incompatibility 
in a computer with a lot of 
problems, and it's hard to see how 
software producers wilt be able to 
get some programs working 
without such a facility to 
synchronise the code and the 
display. 
I haven't got any of the games 
affected by the +3 fault, so I can't 
try commenting out the loop, tn 
theory that will make the games 
work, but it is likely to give a 
flickering display and an 
unpredictable running speed. A 
delay loop may be better, but will 
probably still cause a lot of flicker 
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If you know or can find out mora, 
please write in. 

I've discussed this quirk with 
MGT, developers of the SAM 
SuperSpectrum, and they assure 
me that their machine lets you read 
the current attribute value from the 
port, just as on a Sinclair 
Spectrum. 

They've just tied up a deal with a 
large semiconductor 
manufacturer which will produce 
their logic array and ensure 
supplies of scarce RAM chips later 
in the year - so the SAM 
development should not be hit by 
the chip shortages which have 
affected other manufacturers. 

HIDDEN UTILITIES 
When the +3 came out last year I 
explai ned ho w you could access a 
'hidden' self-test program. 
Graeme Walton has discovered 
another couple of hidden options, 
also accessible from the 'test 
card' which you get by holding 
down the BREAK key and pressing 
Reset. 

Once the TV test card is 
displayed, press the keys 'Q\ 'A', 
' Z \ ' P , ' L ' and' M' for the self-test 
program. The version number is 
shown when the program starts up 
- the +3 I've borrowed from 
Editonal contains version 4-0 of 
the test surte. 

Graeme has discovered you can 
return to the initial menu from the 
test card by holding down keys 'V' 
and 'B' at the same time. That 
menu used to contain a 'tape 
tester' option on earlier Spectrum 
128s, but the +3 misses it off -
presumably because of Amstrad's 
low-key approach to +3 
cassettes, vital though they are. 

Graeme finds that keys 'A*. 'E' 
and' U' pressed together from the 

test card call up the missing 'tape 
test' routine. On our + 3 it gives a 
completely blank screen until you 
play a tape, at which polrrl 
animated blocks of colour appear, 
rather like a colour sound-to-light 
display, or the loading pattern on a 
ZX- 81. The pattern vanes to reflect 
rhythms in the input signal, so you 
can get entertaining results by 
playing music into the cassette 
port and watching the screen 
pulse m sympathy. 

it may be that there are several 
different versions of the +3 
internal software, because 
Graeme says that on his + 3 the 
combination of keys calls up a bar-
graph tape tester, more like the 
one on the old 128. 

In any case the old bar-graph 
tester can be called from + 3 
BASIC, using a snippet of code 
that Graeme has sent in. The 
relocatable code in Listing 1 calls 

TECH TIPS LISTING 

10 CLEAR 65499 
2 0 F O R N = 6 5 5 0 0 T O 

40 NEXT N POKE N,X 
2 2 65500 
60 DATA 245, 175, 50,29, 

70 DATA 205, 0. 91,205, 

g ^ T A 5 3 . 6 2 , 2 5 1 , 5 0 , 

90 DATA 205,0,91,241, 

Please send me a CRASH Tech Tape. 
I enclose • cheque or postal order for £5.95 (£7.95 if my address 

is outside the mainland UK) made payable to NEWSFIELD LTD, or 
I am paying by VISA or Access with the special form below. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £ 
(delete as applicable) 

EXPIRY DATE 

CARDHOLDER'S ADDRESS (if different from above) 

ADDRESS 
POSTCODE 

SEND THIS FORM AND YOUR PAYMENT TO: TECH 
TAPE, CRASH, PO BOX 20, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE 
SY81DB 
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up ROM routines that work just like 
the old 128 tester, with the added 
bonus of on-screen instructions. 

If you wanttousethis code to re-
align your tape heads you'll need a 
correctly recorded test-tape, 
made on a reference machine. 
There's no point using one of your 
own tapes, as the machine that 
recorded it may not have been 
aligned properly. 

Graeme Walton wins this 
months' Tech Tips prize, £40 
worth of software of his 
choice , . . Yep. that's right, the 
serene and benevolent 
management here have boosted 
the prize yet agal n - it was only £20 
last year! 

JOIN THE TIPSTERS 

If you come up with a new tip that 
can be explained in CRASH, or an 

improvement to one of the Tech 
Tape routines, please write to 
Tech Tips and tell the world what 
you've done. 

Tech Tips is your colum n - your 
chance to share expertise with the 
Top Spectrum techsters. There's 
a prize of £40 of software of your 
choice for the best Tip published 
every month. 

I'm keen to hear from you, but 
PLEASE don't expect - or 
demand! - a personal reply to your 
letters; there are hundreds of 
thousands of you and only one of 
me. Write to: 

Lud/ow, Shropshire SY8 
1DB 

TECH TASTER 
As I write it's near the end of March, 
and at last the CRASH Tech Tape is 
finished; this is the definitive 
summary o( its contents. 

The Tech Tape is a compendium 
of useful BASIC and machine code 
routines, put together by CRASH 
readers and writers, aimed ai 
everyone interested in Spectrum 
technicalities - there's lots of 
interest, whether you're a 
programmer, musician or user. 

comments in the source code and 
20 pages of detailed 
documentation supplied with each 

it you've got one of the cheap 
Serial 8056 printers IBM dumped 
onto the UK market a year or so ago, 
you need our relocatable screen 
COPY routine, which produces 
small or large (full-width) graphics 
screen shots from any Spectrum. 

Mulliface 1 owners can use 

Programmers get Z1P2. a 
machine code BASIC compiler that 
can translate ZX BASIC to make it 
200 times faster, and easy-to-use 
Turbo tape routines that let you 
LOAD AND SAVE headerless files 
at your choice of speed The tape 
Includes STAR BASE FOUR, a 
demonstration game that shows 
the speed of compiled code 

Also on the tape there's ZIP 
BREAK, which lets you break into 
machine code programs, a clear 
new character set. and a routine 
that redirects BREAK and all ZX 
BASIC errors to your own error-
trapping routine, helping you to 
produce reliable, professional 48K 
or 128K programs, 

Apart from ZIP, alt the routines 
can be stored anywhere in memory 
and easily configured to suit your 
system. Files are unprotected, with 

three in One'to runt 
16K BASIC or machine code 
programs on one 48K Spectrum, 
swapping between them at the 
press of the mage button! 

The Tech Tape music routines 
are ideal for anyone with a Sampler 
or Spec Drum The tape includes 
four excellent new percussion 
sounds, contributed by Cheetah 
Marketing, plus utilities to edit, hear 
and graph sampled sounds and 
convert SpecDrum samples to 
work with the RAM Music Machine. 

There's lull source and object 
code for ZX-FX, a utility that turns 
ANY Spectrum sampler into a real-
time sound processor, with on-
screen metering and three distinct 
effects 

The Tech Tape is only available 
from CRASH, and supplies are 
limited - so order yours today! 

I 
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tons of the arch enemy COBRA hove earned Virgin Gomes's 
Action Force llo CRASH Smash rating of 90%. 

To complete each of their daunling missions, members of 
the Action Force team hove to be trained to a high level of I 

fitness and mental stamina. Each successful foray into unknown 
territory is preceded by months of physical and psychological! 

preparalion Fortunately no such gruelling groundwork is 
necessary to participate m Vi rgin Games' exating competition 

You don't even have to leave the comforting folds of your 
armchair - if you haven't got a pen, get someone to throw you 
one Just activate one or two of those l<tt1e grey cells and outline 
each of the 16 words hidden in this meticulously designed wora 
diamond All the words are connected with the Acton Force 
team and ther game, and ifs so easy peasy, it shouldn't take 
you more than a couple of seconds to find them all (NOTE, con-

nected words appear as one string) 
New comes the hard bit - toss your entry into an envelope, 

together with a list of the words found Sea! it up and send it to 
FORCEFUL COMP, CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 

JDS by June 7 
. The lucky winner will receive a Sony Watchman (just right for 
savouring all those future episodes of Acton Force) and a copy 
of the gome Runner up prizes include three Drogon fly helicop-
ter toys, ten Airtight figures grid ten copies ot Acton Foroe II. The 
winners will be drown from the correct entries at random and 

the decision of the CRASH judges is final in all respects 
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THE CANDY MAN 
CAN 
THINKS 
Just as it looked as if CRASH was to become 
the laughing stock of the gaming world, 
KATHARINA HAMZA reports on the turning of 
the tide . . . 

T 

OR SO HE 

HE day of the challenge 
dawns. As Ludlow 
awakes from yet 
another uneventful 

• night, the lights go on all 
over town and the CRASH office is 
buzzing with anticipation - or is it 
fear? Every challenge so far has 
ended in tears, recriminations and 
boundless humiliation. Mention 
the subject casually and most 
reviewers, their faces wild and 
harrowed, suddenly recall an 
urgent appointment several miles 
away. Not so streetwise Robin 
Candy, who's finally decided to 
come out from behind his dark 
glasses to take pari in one last 
ditch attempt to save the 
dwindling honour of CRASH. 

As he saunters casually into the 
office, five fashionable minutes 
late, his eyes meet the 

challenger's gaze. Andrew Males 
from Stevenage (via Wembley and 
another competition win) has been 
ready and waiting efficiently for 
about an hour. They agree to play 
three ten minute bouts, each 
commencing on level five. 

Following a brief exchange of 
tactics. Robin plugs in his joystick 
and his Saga Emperor keyboard 
{' Sometimes the joystick doesn't 
work', he explains, trying not to 
look paranoid) switches on a 
Smiths recording, and the 
challenge begins. 

CRUMBLING 
CANDY 

Andrew steams ahead with a 
score of 11924 in just one minute. 
Robin, following a slight hiccup at 

A * £ 
W 

the selection screen (too busy 
looking cool to press the right key) 
is only just behind. The crunch 
comes as they approach the 
towers; Andrew shoots them all 
and scoops up his 50,000 bonus. 
Despite the musical 
accompaniment, which is 
beginning to sound like a funeral 
dirge, smooth dude Candy has 
one tower left and a lot less points. 
Andrew plays on in silent 
concentration; Candy's Image is 
visibly crumbling. 'I'm losing' he 
mutters as his frantic wrist action 
becomes more and more 
desperate. 

At the 6th wave they are both 
one tower short of the bonus; 
Andrew score, at 1075739, Is still 
some way ahead of Robin's 
respectable 1020980. Half-way 
through the 7th wave the bout 
comes to an end. Robin tries to 
look as if he expected the 
outcome: 

ROBIN: 1168135 
ANDREW: 1288587 

Andrew looks serious - he knows 

it's not all over yet. As they begin 
the second match, his 
concentration remains 
unimpaired. Unlike Robin, who 
utters a stream of unpunishable 
oaths. Andrew doesn't let a 
syllable pass his lips. Instead he 
surges ahead and reaches the 
Death Star with a massive score of 
22957 compared with Robin's 
13429. Both players reach the 
third stage with three towers left; 
at the 6th wave both have four 
towers remaining. The scores are 
evening out. Robin Candy's 
fingers begin to relax and his 
flamboyant wnst action becomes 
more subdued. Andrew looks 
tense but otherwise unmoved. As 
they hurtle to the end of the round, 
the scores took close. 

ROBIN: 1210564 
ANDREW: 1202288 

It's a moment of utter disbel ief. It's 
a break with CRASH tradition so 
complete that no-one is quite 
capable of comprehending it. The 
scores are checked but they 
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> A force to be reckoned with: Domark's Star Wars 

remain the same; for the first time 
in the history of the CRASH 
challenge a CRASH reviewer has 
avoicied total defeat. Even if 
Andrew goes on to win. Robin has 
upheld a little of the magazine's 
collective honour. 

SWEET 
DISAS TER 

As they move into the third match. , 
Robin looks confident and begins 
to sing, then stops as he realises 
he's distracting no-one other than 
himself. Andrew plays as 
efficiently as ever and the 
challenge progresses neck and 
neck. 

At ihe 5th wave they both have 
three towers left. Andrew is just 
ahead with a score of 32382 to 
Robin's 30590. Again the towers 
prove the turning point: Robin 
clinches the 50,000 bonus and is 
ahead as they enter the 6th wave 

• Konix In hand, Robin storms ahead 
to dear CRASH'S bad name . . . 

• A silent Andrew sits transfixed by 
the on-screen action. 

trench. They're minutes away from 
the end of the match, when 
suddenly . . . Disaster strikes: 
Andrew misses the exhaust port 
and has to re-enter the trench. 
Meanwhile. Robin pushes ahead 
to a final score 30.000 points 
ahead of Andrew. 

ROBIN: 1209587 
ANDREW: 1179552 

Incredible but true! A CRASH 
reviewer has finally won a 
challenge (even though the total 
scores tell a different story . . . ). 
After four defeats, a fifth would 
have been a crushing blow. Robin 
Candy, who has averted the 
seemingly inevitable, looks as if 
he's wondering whether it really is 
better to look cool in triumph 
rather than cool In defeat. He's still 
making up his mind as the 
challengers slope off to lunch, 
leaving the office dazzled and 
dazed. 

As the victor and vanquished 
melt into the sunset what better 
note to finish on, than Andrew's 

final greeting to Mrs Hall's Englisf-

set and everyone else who knows 
him. 

See you next time (Issue 54, a 
Tips Editor and a small ship called 
Cybernoid . . . ) . 

FORCEFUL 
STAR 
WARS 
CONVERTED by Domark from the 
superb vector graphic Atari coin-
op, Star Wars gained a worthy 
84% in Issue 48 of CRASH. 

Following the storyline of the 
film, the player is sent on a do-or-
die mission against Imperial 
forces, battling TIE fighters in deep 
space before traversing the 
surface of the Death Star, to finally 
negotiate the equatorial trench. 
Here, some seat-of-the-pants 
flying is necessary to avoid 
catwalks and enemy flak, in order 
to reach the end where two photon 
torpedoes down an exhaust port 
secures the destruction of the 
Empire's enormous battle station. 

Comparisons to Realtime's Star 
Strike were inevitable, but the 
team generally regarded 
Domark's efforts with some 
respect, saying it was as good a 
conversion of the original that you 
are likely to get on the Spectrum. 
One or two niggling faults halted a 
Smash rating - most notably from 
Robin himserf! - but the fast 
(although totally silent) vector 
grapnic action is still worth a look. 

Domark also have the licenses 
for Atan's two other Star Wars 
games, The Empire Strikes Back 
and Return of the Jedi, These have 
been promised for '88 but whether 
they will ever appear on the 
Spectrum, we'll just have to wait 

5O0 • « • 

CHALLENGE NICK 
ROBERTS! 

Flushed with the success of his colleague, Nick Roberts has 
agreed to proffer his butt-kicking services to the next reader 
who dares enter the CRASH challenge, if you think you're 
any good at Hewson's Cybernoid (CRASH Smashed in Issue 
51) then fill in the form and w a i t . . . 

Maybe you'll have to travel to Ludlow sometime in May. 
Then again, maybe you w o n ' t Who can tell? Either way, 
you've no chance at all with this form just sitting here; fill It 
in and return It to: CRASH Challenge, CRASH, POBox 10, 
Ludlow, Shropshire SYB 1DB. 

Dear Nick Roberts 

I challenge you to play Cybernoid in the plush offices of 
CRASH magazine. My high score is already this big: 
And it'll probably be even higher by May . . . 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 
AGE 

If you're lucky(?) enough to be selected for the Challenge, 
we'll pay your fare to Ludlow and home again, keep you 
entertained and nourished white you're here, and promise 
that there'll be hell to pay if you win. 



DEAD AGAIN? LOST THAT LAST LIFE ON THE FIRST 
LEVEL? WELL, DONT DESPAIR - EVEN LOSERS CAN 
BE WINNERS WITH ROBIN CANDY'S 

SCORES is a monthly game-by-game list showing a whole 
range of scores on the very LATEST games (no more Jet Set 
IM^recordsi 

Each month there's the top score received jo far, plus a 
couple of others so you can measure yourself against mere 
mortals as wHI as the million-point mob 

From ail the entries - inespecbve of whether they're 
printed or not - there are flw winners picked at random The 
ftret prize winner receives £40 of software plus a CRASH cap 
and T-shirt while few rimers-up receive CRASH caps and 
T-shirts, So don't forget to tefl us on the torn what software 
and T-siwt you'd like - tfyou're one of the kx*y ones! 

Robin Cattani Tenbuty Welts 
Glenn Connie. Forfar 

498765 Stuart Walker Widnes 
365042 Anthony Greenfield. Axford 

150750 
37260 

SCORES is a monthly game-by-game list showing a whole 
range of scores on the very LATEST games (no more Jet Set 
IM^recordsi 

Each month there's the top score received jo far, plus a 
couple of others so you can measure yourself against mere 
mortals as wHI as the million-point mob 

From ail the entries - inespecbve of whether they're 
printed or not - there are flw winners picked at random The 
ftret prize winner receives £40 of software plus a CRASH cap 
and T-shirt while few rimers-up receive CRASH caps and 
T-shirts, So don't forget to tefl us on the torn what software 
and T-siwt you'd like - tfyou're one of the kx*y ones! 

EXOLON 
Ben Powell. Kettering 
James Spilling. Oxford 
Telford Clarke. Belfast 

Hewson RENEGADE 
1544400 Mark Harris. Boreham Wood 
668200 Malcolm Walls Dollar, Clacks 

43100 Gregory Duddy. Kilferaun 

Imagine 
332t052 

112072 
54850 

SCORES is a monthly game-by-game list showing a whole 
range of scores on the very LATEST games (no more Jet Set 
IM^recordsi 

Each month there's the top score received jo far, plus a 
couple of others so you can measure yourself against mere 
mortals as wHI as the million-point mob 

From ail the entries - inespecbve of whether they're 
printed or not - there are flw winners picked at random The 
ftret prize winner receives £40 of software plus a CRASH cap 
and T-shirt while few rimers-up receive CRASH caps and 
T-shirts, So don't forget to tefl us on the torn what software 
and T-siwt you'd like - tfyou're one of the kx*y ones! 

FIREFLY 
Richard Heath. East Dereham 
Andy Taylor. Woonton 
Andrew Seagrave. Bromwich 

Ocean/Special FX RYGAR 
419200 Gareth Griffiths. Caernarfon 
312600 Richard Bates Pontyped 
263810 Jonathan Rldehalgh MarkfieM 

USGold 
2438200 
395500 
371420 

ARKANOID - REVENGE OF OOH 
Andrew Levtne. Leeds 
Tlmo Partita Tampere, FINLAND 
DOperehaw Welling 

Ocean 
763900 
132750 

10130 

FLYING SHARK 
Alan Lothian Wallasey 
David Routtedge. Seaham 
Daniel Schlosberg Raanana, ISRAEL 

Firetxrd STAR WARS 
482640 Paul Hadfteld Solum 
213610 Barry Qulnn Hartlepool 
41700 Steven Budge Kilmarnock 

Domark 
100570050 

1263400 
1176750 

ATF 
Scan O Donnell Mabletnorpe 
Philip White Brocicworth 
Simon AspJnall, Cawood 

Digital Integration 
14800 
9520 
5815 

GAUNTLET 
Paul Ratdlffe. Bamsley 
Tony King. Steyrang 
Adam Saye. Devizes 

USGold 
1691)194 

119383 
111000 

SUPER HANG-ON 
Robin Cavlll, Dewsbury 
Jonathan Abraham. Ludlow 
Willy Franklin. Ledbury 

Electnc Dreams 
12001760 
3717000 
302300 

BASKET MASTER 
Steven Cooper, Cleveland 
Alasdalr Macintosh. Behopcon 
David Brewster London NW9 

Imagine 
83-0 

44-12 
36-23 

GRYZOR 
Gerald McCay Belfast 
Alexander Verm Clevedon 
Craig Rublnson. Leicester 

Imagne 
240100 
158900 
120200 

THUNDERCATS 
Justin Fisher. Gedfcng 
M Oswald, Stamford 
Kathryn Waldock Bishop Auckland 

EMe 
283150 
240900 
90070 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 
Oamlan Collier. Leeds 
Antony Britten. Peterborough 
Jon Hopkins. Neath 

Firebird 
10253530 
1107210 
497120 

1K+ 
John Hleks. Wamngton 
Guy Rowland. Bishop's Stortford 
Jamie Russell. Beckenham 

System 3 
164500 
58600 
29100 

ZYNAPS 
Alan Lothian Wallasey 
Alex Young*. Came 
Mehrin Whltehouse, Mappertey 

Hewson 
232470 
63750 
48350 

COBRA Ocean NEBULUS Hewson 
Dave Alexander Eastleigh 
Martin Plane, Great Yarmouth 
Paul Taylor Oakham 

501450 
165050 
48400 

David Bradford Sutton-m-Ashfield 
W Wong. Comanig Town 
Julie Juggs. FVnthome 

82810 
28700 
21050 

WINNERS 
Lucky old Mark Julllon of Garston near Watford was 
first out of the skip this month He gets E40 worth of 
software, a CRASH cap and an Evil Emperor T-shirt (his 
choice, not oursi) His choice of software contains such 
high-flyers as Atohstir. Hying Shirk and Firelty The 
following four folks will each receive a CRASH cap and a 
CRASH T-Shrt Stewart Saint (he of the dodgyjoystickl 
from Little America (how quaint | near Plymouth. Ross 
Edwards from Kenley in Surrey (who'd like a Red Moon 
T-shw|. Clayton Satchel) from the fine town of 
Stourbridge and Steven Ellis of Stoke-on-Trent 

COMBAT SCHOOL 
Gary Boardman, Liverpool 
Scott Heary. Penicuik 
Michael Santos. Amble 

Ocean 
171500 
156790 
60290 

OUTRUN 
Timothy Goodchlld Ipswich 
Stephen Sadler. UchfteW 
Daniel BHce. Kingswood 

USGold 
94120600 
17946830 
1598700 

WINNERS 
Lucky old Mark Julllon of Garston near Watford was 
first out of the skip this month He gets E40 worth of 
software, a CRASH cap and an Evil Emperor T-shirt (his 
choice, not oursi) His choice of software contains such 
high-flyers as Atohstir. Hying Shirk and Firelty The 
following four folks will each receive a CRASH cap and a 
CRASH T-Shrt Stewart Saint (he of the dodgyjoystickl 
from Little America (how quaint | near Plymouth. Ross 
Edwards from Kenley in Surrey (who'd like a Red Moon 
T-shw|. Clayton Satchel) from the fine town of 
Stourbridge and Steven Ellis of Stoke-on-Trent 

DRILLER 
Simon Towerzey Wamngton 
Andrew Hayes, Weston-super-Mare 
Paul Tyrrell. Woolacombe 

Incentive 
6190101 
1876321 
117600 

PLATOON 
Alex Higham South sea 
Gordon McMullan. Leigh-on-Sea 
Hayden Morris, Chaneris 

Ocean 
129800 
72900 
8600 

WINNERS 
Lucky old Mark Julllon of Garston near Watford was 
first out of the skip this month He gets E40 worth of 
software, a CRASH cap and an Evil Emperor T-shirt (his 
choice, not oursi) His choice of software contains such 
high-flyers as Atohstir. Hying Shirk and Firelty The 
following four folks will each receive a CRASH cap and a 
CRASH T-Shrt Stewart Saint (he of the dodgyjoystickl 
from Little America (how quaint | near Plymouth. Ross 
Edwards from Kenley in Surrey (who'd like a Red Moon 
T-shw|. Clayton Satchel) from the fine town of 
Stourbridge and Steven Ellis of Stoke-on-Trent 

ENDURO RACER 
M Needs. Telford 

Activisiori 
6602523 

RAMPAGE 
Jeremy Scott Inverurie 

Actrvision 
159654 

Remember - any score sent in to SCORES can wtn 
you a prize 

SEND ME YOUR 
SCORES 
SerxJ this form a copyl with your scores for up to three 
games to ROBIN CANDY1 SCORES, CRASH, PO 
BOM 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SYB 1DB Only 
genuine scores will be accepted: any improbably huge 
scores will tie imrwfatety anned and the sender wifl be 
forced to share a desk with Marie Caswell - a fate worse 
than listening to Rick Astley 

IF A WIN TOP PRIZE I WOULD LIKE THIS £40 WORTH OF 
SOFTWARE: 

MY SCORES ARE 
GAME 

l • HIH4IH4M4*M*IIM»Hf«HIIIMHIH»M 

2 

3 — 

AND IF I WIN ANY PRIZE I WOULD LIKE THIS CRASH T-SHIRT, 
CHOSEN FROM THOSE ADVERTISED IN THE CRASH 
HYPERMARKET: 

SCORE DATE ACHIEVED 

IIIHHt»*»•!• H4MW *4 < 

The decision of CRASH'S omnipotent, all-seeing judges is absolutely final in 
all respects; so don't even think about cheating -you don' t stand a chancel 
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CRAZY ABOUT 
TITUS 
Issue 50 
You went crazy over Titus, the French 
software house, in the Golden Issue ot CRASH 
- It was our most popular competition oi that 
issue. You hadlotraoa the route ot the Ferran 
Testarossa usmg our puzzling ptcioyam - the 
answer was. of course, route C. The first tan 
boy racers out of the boot of Uoyd s clappod-
out Morris Minor each receive a N*ko radio-
controlled Ferran and a copy of Crazy Cars. 
They are 
Gregory Fron^ham. London CI 9 2BQ; 
Patrick Dowries Pontypridd CF3 71S; 
Spencer Hartoard. Kent ME2 2YN; Pater 
Rhodes. Wares DY11 SNO; John Davkes, W 
Yorks HX3 9PD: Mark Slack. Derbyshire 
DE5S 1AA: Paul Cooper, Essex RMS 1JH; 
Gavin Austin, Herts CM21 9CS; Scott and 
Chrt* Reece, West Sussex RH1S1PH; John 
Gilmerttn, Derby DE2 DPS. 

DESTINY'S BEST 
COMPETITION YETI 
Issue SO 

Amongst the numerous Margaret Thatcher. 
Nick Roberts and Eddie Edwards entries (an 
very gruesome) tor Destiny's Yefi competition 
came a few well drawn and ongnal entries 
The best of a very good bunch came from 
Wayne BritclMe of South Humberside DN15 
8£B He receives the first pare of both the Yen 
and Teladon prints of the original mlay artwork 
- a n d very good they are loo1 Like the 25 
runners-up he also gets a Destiny sweatshirt 
and mug. The artistic many are . . 
George A Toth, Middx TW3 4HX; James 
Shepherd. Essex COS 18J; CHve Jenner, 
Norfolk NR31 9NZ; John Kant, S Yorks SB 
8GM, Emma Sharp, Lanes PR2 4NS; Simon 
Brookes. Powys LD1 SLD; Stephen Martin, 
London N13 SOT; A O Szymanskl, London 
SW12 8SF. Dave Basaom, Kent DA£ JEN, 
Neu Howell, Chester CHI SAY; Stephen 
Grant, Sussex BN1 6LR; Bob Hillery, Avon 
BS17 2SS; Martin Lawless, Lanes BLB 4GA; 
Glenn Taylor, N.Wales: Mr Paul Harris, 
Cornwall PL2S 7NZ; Edward Gillespie, Beds 
LU3 2TG; Master M Z Uoam, 
Nottinghamshire NOIS 20T; Tony Shirley, 
London SE22 9ES, N J Palmer, Norfolk NR4 
SAG: Mark Robs on. Northumberland NE42 
SOY; D R Stonners, Birmingham 88 3RQ; N 
Bauer, Lanes OL12 8SJ; Stephen Ward, 
Co.Clare, Eke; Matthew Kaye, Cambs PE17 
2AS; Spencer Wakelam. Wirral L61 4XF. 

PLATOON 
COMPETITION 
Issue 50 
The kicky wmner of the fantastic original 
storyboards for the Pis toon computer game -
drawn by Ocean's Smon Butler - is Sean 
Ftatley ot London N6 9SE. He knew all the 
answers to the him related questions posed in 
Issue 50. The five runners-up who each get a 

of the Smash Ocean game are Steven 
from the West Midlands B63 4QZ: 

Richard Shaw from down in Somerset TA5 
2QX Michael 'James' Brown of Wesl 
Yorkshire WF5 OQO, Jake Barayet commg 
from London N16 6NJ and French-sounding 
Pierre Scotney of Enghsh-sotndmg Bristol 
BSJO 8BA A further five runners-up will each 
receive a copy of the labutous Platoon movie 
soundtrack. They reveal themselves as 
be>ng... 
Mr Ramon W Russell. Edinbtvgh EH7 SPL; 
Stephen Lincoln, Essex CMO SET; Kevin 
Smith. Durham DL3 ONL; Jason Naylor. 
Leeds LS14 2DJ; G Howling, Tyne 4 Wear 
NE28SUD. 

copy oi 
Lakinl 

DIGITAL 
INTEGRATION 
COMPETITION 
Issue 50 
The Digital Integration-based questions may 
have been hard for some but the entries sti l 
came flooding m. The five top winners each 
get a personalcasaette wakman stereottnogy 
and a copy of the nearty-Smashed game A7F 
The tearless five are Christopher G Scott 
from Lincolnshire PE11 3UE: Thomas Ball 
who lives in Oxon 0X14 IOC PhU Jones of 
Gwynedd LL65 3LL; K Graham from 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE3 4TS and G 
Farrow down in Devon PL7 3PF The five 
second prize winners, who each get a copy of 
I he game and an A7F sweatshirt. are Barry 
Gorman of Northern Ireland BT2B 1SU, 
Edward Robinson Irom Sussex RH17 6SO. 
Andrew McGregor 141 m South Yorkshire 
DN9 3ES: David Banks ot Lancaslwe PR4 
1HT and J L Thompson of North Yorkshire 
LS24 SOW. The twenty rumers-up who get a 
copy of A7F are . . . 
John Clifton, Kent OA3 SOY; Jason Mann, 
Herts WD6 4TF; Adam Hold, Herts ALIO 
8EZ; Mark Voas. Merseyside L4S 8LU; 
Steven Styger. Holland; Sean Drury, 
Nr.Wakefield WF3 1SS; D A Tate. Norfolk 
NR31 7PO; Gary Ouigley, Dublin 11 Eire; 
Miles Wlllmott, Derbyshire DE4 2JJ; Roger 
Judd, Tyne « Wear NE10 ORfi; Keith 
Roberts, Devon PL5 4ET; lain Champion, 
S.Humbs DN19 7 JG: Dean Morris, Gwent 
NP6 4LB: Daniel Schtosberg, ISRAEL; C K 
Lewis. Surrey KT21 2JO; Paul Hutchinson, 
Cleveland TS17 OEW; R Harwood. 
W.Sussex RH13 BBX, Mark Clabbum, 
Norwich NR2 2HD; S Brownlee, Scotland 
TDl 2EL; Jason Maasey. Notts NG17 8HX. 

BEARD AND 
WONDERFUL 
Issue 48 

Rod Tregale from Berkshire SL2 1LB may not 
be bearded but he's certainly wonderfully able 
at matching the name 10 the lace - as 
questioned n the Christmas Issue. He gets the 
whole CRASH T-shirt range and any game 
reviewedmissue48 Theten runners-up.who 
also have the choice of any game reviewed in 
Issue 48, are . . . 
Mike Cooney, Roscommon Eire; Stephen 
Ward, Co.Ctare Eire; Frasar Hardie. 
Glasgow G44 4RB; Gervase Lam. Bucks 
HP21 8NW; Jorgen Jacobsen. Denmark; 
Khaltd Jamil. London NW2 SLA Mr DA Lee-
Keow, Coventry, CV3 3GB; Martin Lewis, 
Shropshire TF2 7ST; Philip Wynn, Beds 
MK4S 4BE: Oliver Crttchley. Inverness-
shire PH31 4AN 

GOLDEN 
CAPTIONS 
Issue 50 

AH you had to do to wtn a golden £50 worth of 
software In our fiftieth issue was 10 think of a 
caption suitable for the movie still of The 
Mission. Ignoring the constant references to 
cutting off people's power supply and giving 
Alan Sugar a new hair cut (or Sir Ckve some 
hair) was pretty easy. But when it came down 
to choosaig the best of hundreds ot entries it 
was much harder. For originality and hwnour 
the CSO worth of software ol her choice goes 
10 Carolina Haines of Bedfordshire LU7 ODH 
who came up with. Hey. will you feel this. 
There's enough static running through thrs guy 
lo power my Spoccy for a decade' He realty 
1 ingles1'. Nice one 

All winners, please allow 28 days for the delivery of your prizes. All queries 
regarding competitions run in CRASH should be sent to Frances Mable, 
CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB Please don't ring 
Frances as she has enough trouble reading through all your entries as it 
is. 



Feel you deserve another piece of the action? Bothered about having to travel 
far for software? Bored by the limited choice available on the high street? Fed 
up with being charged full retail price? Well, don't! Whether top games soft-
ware, high-tech joysticks or designer T-Shirts or just simply dustprotective 
keyboard covers, CRASH HYPERMARKET will despatch at special discount 
prices, efficiently and fast. The incredibly low deals include VAT, postage & 
packing. 

The Great Cover Up! 
Stop running around naked! CRASH-cover yourself with our Medium and XX Large T-
Shirts (50% cotton and 50% polyester). Choose from SURFER (Issue 19), RED MOON 
(Issue 20) and EVIL EMPEROR (Issue 39). Go for that undercover look! 

CfUOH SURFER MEDIUM T-SHIRT OFFER 3.50 C005M 
CRASH R I O MOON MEDIUM T-SHIRT OFFER 5.00 COOOM 
CRASH EVIL EMPEROR MEDIUM T-SHIRT OFFER 5.50. C007M 

CRASH SURFER XX LAROI T-SHIRT OFFER 5.SO C005X 
CRASH RED MOON XX LARGE T-SHIRT OFFER 5.50. C006X 
CRASH EVIL EMPEROR XX LAROI T-SHIRT OFFER 5.50 C007X 

If you don't consider yourself to 
be cover material... 
Hide behind the vast expanse of KING GRUB! Experience the SplaL 
Slob and Slime. Yes, we've fitted KING GRUB on a Medium sized 
shirt, and no problems with XX Large, of course. The T-Shirts are 
50% cotton and 50% polyester. 

Steve does it, 
he protects his thinkdrome from the glaring heat and bitter cofd wind 
with our'baseball' style CAP with white embossed CRASH logo. The 
adjustable strap makes it fit any head, big or small. 

CRASH CAR OFFER 3.95 COIOH 

KONtX SPUDK1NO 

The KtysiKk trot actuafty tits your hand, 
with a fir* button angled tar your trigger 
••now to enjme accurst* t .- jr «>oo<j 
action Solid stael braakproof snaft with 
neat chckng sotxvJ for every precision 
move you mak* 
KONIX SPEEDKINO 
OFFER 10.98 HftP 11.99, C01 tH 

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL 

High durability, mpd response and ultra 
sans'tive movement accuracy from Ihcs 
advanced ergonomic design ideal for left 
or right hand play l 5m cord 
EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL 
OFFER 19.86 GDI 2H 

DYNAMICS COHHT1TION PRO 
SOOO (Normal) 

Features arcade quatlty micros wrtches. 
dual Ore buttons, robust steel Shalt and 
rubber return lor smooth control and 
longer Me Extra tang VSm cord 
DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO MOO 
(Normal) 
OFFER 1330 Rf tPU 95. C013H 

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 
5000 (Clear) 

The designer royittcx has amvedl All the 
•natures of the Normal PRO 5000but with 
the added thrill of its unique sea-through 
casing which offers a lantahaing pee* <U 
ma high lac* innards end guarantees no 
aliens in the worVs 
DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO SOOO 
(dear) 

OFFER 14.00.RRP IS 86. C014H 

RAM DELTA 
The unusual 'delta' shape allows lor 
either tableiQp or handheld alien zapping. 
Smooth, accurate action, two Are buttons 
and Auto-Fire should prevent any alien 
lore* from talung over the urtrvme. RAM 
<a so mx* eased wit h its rafcab*ty, ihay wM 
provide a two year warranty (alien force 
damage eiciucJed . ) 
WARNING Auto-Fve requires special 
joystick tniert*c« 
RAM DELTA OFFER COIW 

IF . . . you feel 
under-equipped, grab 
the order form at the 
end of the HYPER-
MARKET section, fill out 
the details and send off 
with remittance 
(cheque/P/O), 
or with your credit 
card details. 



I 
CRASH 
COMPUTER 

| COVERS 
PROUD . . . of your untouched, virgin-
new keyboard? Don't let it bite the 
dust, protect it from coffee. biscuit nib-
bles, screen fall-out or lust simple plain 
home-variety dual 
ASHAMED . , . ol your grotty, coffee-
stained, dust-cloaked keyboard? 
Cover the mesa up arvd protect your 
Habitat environment with a CRASH 
keyboard cover. 

RUBBER-KEYED SPECTRUM 
COVER 
OFFER 3.00 C 0 0 1 H 
SPECTRUM + COVER 
OFFER 3.28. C0Q2H 
SPECTRUM 1 20 COVER 
OFFER 3.70, C003H 
SPECTRUM 4 2 COVER 
OFFER 4 .00 C004H 

favourite mag1 Strap those twelve 
CRASHes into our de^oous looking blue 
binder with silver logos. Each binder 
comes with plastic year slickers. 
CRASH BINDER 
OFFER 4 3 0 . C009H 

HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED 
SOFTWARE 
Order any of the highly recommended 
games below or any other fabulous, cur-
rent software with our MEGACHOICE 
special offer facility (details in box!). 

brilliant action-packed game. 
ACTION FORCE II casa 
OFFER 6.40. RRP 7.95, C017C 
ACTION FORCE II disk 
OFFER 10.40. RRP 12 36. C017D 

CRAZY C A M caaa Titus 
OFFER 7.69. RRP 9.95. C019C 
RAMPARTS caaa. GO" 
OFFER 7.24. RRP 8 99, C020C 
RAMPARTS disk. GO1 

OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99. C020D 
GEEBEE AIR RALLY case. Aclftiision 
OFFER 8.44. RRP 7.99, C021C 
KARNOV caaa Electric Dreams 
OFFER 7.99. RRP 9.99, COtSC 

BALL BREAKER II caaa. CftL 
OFFER 6.40, RRP 7.95. C022C 
LEE ENFIELD IS 
SPACE ACK caaa. Infogrames 
OFFER 5.40 RRP 7 95. C023C 
IKARI WARRIORS caaa. Bite 
OFFER 7.24 RRP 8 99. C024C 
IKARI WARRIORS disk. Elite 
OFFER 10.44, RHP 12.99, C0240 
BLACKLAMP caaa. Firebird 
OFFER e.40, RRP 7 95. C025C 
CYBERNOIO caaa Hewson 
OFFER 6.44. RRP 7 99. C026C 
CYBERNOID dish Hewson 
OFFER 11.99. RRP 14.99, C026D 
SHACKLED caaa US Gold 
OFFER 7.24. RRP 8.99. C087C 
SHACKLED disk US Gold 
OFFER 10.44. RRP 12.99. C027D 
PREDATOR casa. Aclivifuor, 
OFFER 7.99, RRP 9 99. C028C 
BEDLAM (12BK ONLY) casa GO! 
OFFER 7.24. RRP 6.99, C029C 
BEDLAM (128K ONLY) disk. GCH 
OFFER 10.44. RRP 12.99. C029D 
BASKET MASTER caaa Imagine 
OFFER 6.40. RRP 7.95, C030C 

SOPHISTRY CRI. 
SOPHISTRY is not just another puzzle 
gamo Your Utile pod-hko craft hops over 
the 30 playing board and every block pro-
vides a new challenge. 'SOPHISTRY is 
complex, compelling and original With 
such a wide combination ol things thai 
o n happen on each of the screens it Is 
impossible not to be enthralled by <L' 
SOPHISTRY cess 
OFFER 6.40. RRP 7 95. C0I6C 

ACTIONFORCE H. Virgin Games 
Terrorists have taken a number of hos-
tages in derelict downtown buildings. 
Your two member ACTION FORCE team 
has lo penetrate enemy territory, locale 
the hostages and rendezvous wiih ihe air 
support chopper. 'ACTION FORCE lies a 

BUDGET 
RANGE 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE £1.99 
RANGE AND PA Y FOR THREE (CS.97 
PAYMENT TOTAL)-A SAVING OF 
CI. 991 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE £2.09 
RANGE ANO PAY FOR THREE (1*97 
PAYMENT TOTAL)-A SAVING OF 
C2.99-
JUST FILL IN THE NAME AND PUB-
USHER OF THE FOUR GAMES 
REQUIRED AND THE PAYMENT 
TOTAL OF C5.97/T&97 (DONT USE 
THE OFFER PRICE TA UL I: 

THE MEGA 
CHOICE: 
APAR T FROM OUR HIGHL Y RECOM-
MENDED GAMES LIST. YOU CAN 
ORDER ANY GAME RELEASED BY 
THE MAJOR SOFTWARE HOUSES TO 
DA TE ON CASSETTE OR DISK 

OUR OFFER PRICES ARE VALID FOR 
ANY FULL-PRICED GAMES AND 
INCLUDE FIRST CLASS POSTAGE 
AND PACKING - NO OTHER EXTRA 
CHARGES 
L OOK UP THE PRICE OF EACH GAME 
IN THE OFFER TABLE. ENTER THE 
OFFER PRICES ON THE ORDER 
COUPON, THEN ADD THEM UP. 
ORDERS FOR TITLES WHICH ARE NO 
LONGER IN DISTRIBUTION WILL BE 
RETURNED. 
YOU WILL BE REGULARLY NOTIFIED 
OF ANY DELA YS CAUSED BY LATE 
RELEASES. 

SOFTWARE OFFER 
PRICE TABLE 

RRP OFFER SAVE 

4.99 
5.95 
7.95 
7.99 
8.95 
8.99 
9.95 
9.99 

11.99 
12.95 
12.99 
14.95 
14.99 
19.95 
19.99 
23.00 
24.95 
28.95 
29.95 
3495 

3.99 
4.74 
6.40 
6.44 
7.20 
7.24 
7.95 
7.99 
9.99 

10.40 
10.44 
11.95 
11.99 
15.95 
15.99 
18.40 
19.95 
23.15 
23.95 
27.95 

HOW TO ORDER: 
WRITE REQUIRED GAME(S) ON 
ORDER LIST, INCLUDING MEDIA 
TYPE AND ORDER CODE (WHERE 
LISTED) 
IF OFFER PRICE NOT INOI 
CA TED.CHECK IN AD OR REVIEW FOR 
CORRECT RECOMMENDED RETAIL 
PRICE (RRP). 
L OOK UP SPECIAL OFFER PRICE AND 
WRITE ON ORDER FORM. 
ADO UP TOTAL AND ENCLOSE 
CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER OR 
AL TERNATIVELY USE ACCESSMSA 
FACILITY (DON'T FORGET TO INDI 
CATE EXPIRY DATED. 
RI M MfJER 
GAMES ORDERS REQUIRE ORDER 
CODE OR MEDIA TYPE AND COM 
PUTER. GARMENT ORDERS ORDER 
CODE OR GARMENT SIZE. HARD-
WARE ORDERS ORDER CODE 
INCOMPLETE ORDER FORMS WILL 
BE RETURNED. 

PLEASE RING IO304) B020 IF IN 
DOUBT! 

PRICES VALID FOR UK/EIRE/ 
EUROPE ONLY. 
FOR OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE 
ADO C2.00 PER ITEM FOR AIR MAIL 
DELIVERY 

DELIVERY: 
NOT ALL LISTED PRODUCTS WILL 
HA VE BEEN RELEASED A T PRESS 
TIME 
GOODS WILL BE DESPATCHED AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE CUSTOMERS 
WILL BE INFORMED OF ANY LONG 
DELAYS. 
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SUBS OFFER THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN nomntly 
£9.95 
Magnificent vaiu« is represented hers in 
this collection of outstanding OCEAN 
games WIZBALL. HEAD OVER HEELS. 
ARKANCMD. COBRA, FRANKIE GOES TO 
HOLLYWOOD, THE GREAT ESCAPE, 
SHORT CIRCUIT and YIE AR KUNG-FU 
provide more film lie-Ins. more CRASH 
smashes, mare aodtcirvoness, more 
arcade action and. tor anyone who can 
count, more than seven games in one 
single package. Even it you have got the 
odd title, it's SMI worthwhile 

AN OCEAN OF SOFTWARE . . . 
There may be an OCEAN of software out there for 
you, but we've fished the choiciest catches for the 
endangered species of CRASH addicts suffering 
from CRASH abstinence. Not only can we give you 
exactly a dozen printed reasons for ordering a 
good helping of CRASH rations, the OCEAN fishing 
crew have prepared a bait which would attract any 
expert including Jacques Cousteau. Sign up now 
for a 12 months subscription to CRASH and 
choose your free cassette copy of TARGET 
RENEGADE, PLATOON, FIREFLY, ARKANOID II 
(REVENGE OF DOH), RASTAN or last but not least 
THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN compilation. There's 
no catch, fill out the coupon and watch the actionl 

by flights of Steep steps and ropes swing-
ing perilously over lakes of fire 'Anyone 
remotely interested in the barbarian 
cause and those new to the sport have 
nothing at an to lose'. 

TAROET RENEGADE normely £7.95 
Make your way through the seedy streets 
of Scumwie and meet the charming 
inhabitants: Motorcyclists, skinheads. 
Beast® Boys lans and ladies of the night 
The action shifts from a dangerous mul-
tistorey car park 10 seedy night time 
streets via a seemingly harmless aty park 
and an over populated shopping mal, 
finally climaxing in Mr Big's headquarters 
ma sleazy bar. Beat the crime and avenge 
your murdered brother. You'll have a 
scum of a lime. 

RASTAN. normally £7.95 
Coin-op hero Rastan hacks ha way 
•cross a horizontally scrolling landscape 
of underground passages, gum citadels 
and rocky cliffs to liberate his kingdom 
from the evil wizard Kaig Unexplored 
parts ol this hostile terras ere connected 

FIREFLY, normally C7.9S 
' Mix together a shoot- 'em-up. a collect-
'em-up and a maze game, add sundry 
reaction tests to taste and you've got a 
tasty game indeed".'And FIREFLY'S 
addiciiveness Is deceptive: once you 
start playing, it drags you <n and that 's it. 
you're hooked' The visual patterns can 
start to get hypnotic if you're not care-
f u l . . . 

SBACK NUMBERS 
S 
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BA CKISSUES *BACKISSUES *BAC(I£ 
BACKISSUES *BACKISSUES*BAC(I£ 
BACKISSUES *BACKISSUES *BAC(I£ 

No 3 April 1 M 4 
Sinclair talks to CRASH! Stack Light Rifle! 
Run it Again Missile command games' 
CRASHtiormaire results' The earliest surviv-
ing back number* 

Ho 4 May t * M 
The QmH analysed! The fabled ZX Micro-
drive appears1 Run 11 Again: Pengo games! 
Graphics utilities! Living Guide: 
boardgames, simulations, strategy, adven-
ture1 the second-eartest 
sirvrvwg back numbW' 

N s l T J u i N l W f 
Denton Designs' Sinclair Story 3> Maps-
Knight Lore, Underwuride! Leonardo 
graphics' Dalei souid sampler' Mist: David 
Thorpe1 

Ho 18 July 1988 
Gremlin Graphics profile' Artist Bob wake-
IW Map: Gyron Alnuml 

Ho ISAuguat 1 H I 
CRL prolile' OUpostef Round-up of Basic 
compilers! Artnt Rich Shenfteld! Maps. 
Dynamite Dan. Shadowtire! 

Ho 2 0 September 19B5 
Electronic Pencil Company proMe' Maps. 
Alien 8, Dun Darach! 

Ho 21 October I M S 
Hoiograta profile' Hoiopams! Map Nodes 
Of Yesotf Platinum Productions profile! 

Ho 2 2 Hovotnbor 1 M 8 
Fanzine File! Mtcrocfrive tips! Artist Susan 
Rowe! Fantasy gamesbooks! 

Ho 24 Xmaa 1988 /86 
Artist: Oliver Frey' Gargoyle Games profile1 

Lloyd's Lookback! Hewson profile' 

No 25 February 1986 
Durefl profile! Microsphere* FORTH and 
extensions to ZX BASIC' 

Ho 20 March 1086 
SI Bride's profile! Spectrum 1281 Micronet 
BOO' Muttiface 11 

Ho 27 April I S H 
Playing Tips supplement! Mel Croucher" 
Imagine profile! PBM convention! 

No 2 8 May 198S 
Fanzines! Martech profile' CompositeVideo 
Interface! Spec Drum' 

Ho 2 * June I M S 
Frsl PBM Ma«»x! Homegrown software' 
Realtime profile1 Maps: Cyu, Sir Fred. 
Saboteur. Tantalus' 

Ho 30 July I M S 
Birth Of A Game! Laser Genua! Maps Tan-
talus, Movie' 

Ho S I August 1986 
SoftwareProiectst Word Processng! Maps 
Pentagram, Heavy On The Magick' 

Ho 32 September I M S 
Programmer. Dave Perry GAC' Maps 
Core. Ghosts 'n' Goblins. Bobby Bearing* 
Echo Synthesizer' 

Ho 2 3 December 1 M S 
Melbourne House! Computer graphics'Art-
ist: Dave Beeson' 

Ho 33 October I M S 
Programmers: Jon Ritman. Costa Panayi' 
Maps: Dan Dare. Cauldron II' SpecDrum-
ming' 

Ho 34 Hovember 1986 
Programmer: Don Priestley' Genesis 
Update! Maps: Dynamite Dan II. Equinox. 
Universal Hero! Music Machine1 

Ho »S December 1 M S 
Designer: Dan Malone1 Computer Advertis-
ing' Maps: Glider Rider, Thrust. Lightforoe' 
MIDI! 

Ho 3 8 Xmaa 1 M S / 8 7 
Lloyd's Lookback' Spectrum Music* Maps 
Scooby Doo. Heartland. Druid! 

Ho 37 February 1987 
John Richardson Jetman' CRASH Review-
ers revealed' Match Day Challenge! Maps 
Falrtight il. Freiord. Avenger, Dandy! 

Ho 38 March 1 M 7 
Fanzines' Designer Bemie Drummond! 
Maps: cobra. Impossabal. UridHim' MIDI' 

No » April 1 M 7 
Arcades Update! The 288' Programmer. 
Steve Taylor" Maps Nosferatu. Double 
Take Future Knlgfit, Feud' 

No 40 May 1 M 7 
Termmal Man returns' Playtng Tips supple-
merit' Maps Short Ocmt. Antiriad. Con-
quest. into The Eagle's Nest, Sceptre Of 
Bagdad. Dragon's Lair II, Thrust II. Fat Worm 
Blows A Sparky, Tarzan. Ahenst 

Ho 41 June 1987 
Programmer Mike Singleton! Industry 
Today! Adventure Trail supplement! Maps 
Saboteur II, Hoad Over Heels' Multitrackers' 
128 Bugs' 

No 42 July 1 M 7 
16-page 01NK' pt*-out' Uvmg Daylights 
film FX' Programmer: Pete Cooke! Maps 
Auf Wledoraehn Monty. Hydrofool, Ras 
teracan! 

Ho 4 3 Auguat 1987 
The 4 3 arrives! Run It Again runs the 
Gauntlet clones' Big trouble at THE BUG" 
CRASHIronnairo results' CRL't 3D 
Gamemakeri Maps: Enduro Racer. Flash 
Gordon! 

Ho 44 September 1987 
Programmer: David Aubrey-Jones on 
Mercenary! The Sega Master System! Is 
Homegrown Software Healthy?' Tech Tips: 
that Swift Dsc' Forum: Barbanan backlash 
continues! The CRASH Chaftengel Maps 
Vampire. The Curse Of Sherwood! Tips 
galore for Killed Until Dead' 

Ho 4 8 October 1 M 7 
Run II Again: the kick-'em-ups' The CRASH 
History Part Onef In The Arcades' The 
Budget Boooooom' How stars are bom: sel-
ling your game' O The Screen logo win-
ners' Maps: Game Over. Wonder Boy' 

H o 4 S Hovember 1 M 7 
16-page 3D section and glasses' The 3D 
Story The CRASH History Pan Two' News 
from me PCWShowi The CRASH Chal-
lenge! Graphics and SomdSpeciaksW The 
Fanzine F*e' Maps Exolon, Panzadrome. 
Mutants' 

Ho 47 December 1 M 7 
16-page Judge Death puH-outl 2000AD's 
Odyssey! Every Tie-In Ever Made! Copying 
games the legal way! Bin it Again: Those 
Racing Games' The Christmas List' Maps: 
Indiana Jones, Dizzy* 

HO 4 8 Xrnea 1987 /88 (January I S M ) 
Pull-Out poster* A Sally Down Arcade Alley 
- Arcade Achon' T« Mo In - Part Two of the 
Tie-ins feature' The CRASH History Part 
Three & Four! Uoyd Mangram's Lookback! 
The CRASH Directory Going To Bed With 
CRASH! The CRASH Challenge1 CRUNCH 
-The CRASH Fanzine'Asecond helping of 
30' Maps: Yogi Bear, Mercenary. Tai-Pan! 

X 



ORDER FORM 
I want to subscribe to 12 issues of CRASH and receive 
my free OCEAN game. 
If I've already got a CRASH subscription, and it is run-
ning out soon 1 extend it for a further twelve issues- and 
still get a free cassette. 
If I am a current subscriber, but do not wish to extend 
my subscription, I can still get a cassette for an amaz-
ing £ 4 . 9 5 - a special subscribers discount price. 

Please tick the appropriate box: 
Q I enclose £18.00 for a new CRASH subscription 

mainland UK 
• I enclose £25.00for a new CRASH subscription out-

side mainland UK - surface mail 
I enclose £38.00 for a new CRASH subscription out-
side Europe - Air mail 
I enclose £4.95 for the special subscriber cassette 
offer. 
j am a new subscriber 
I am an existing subscriber. My subscription 
number is 

• 
• 
B 

No 49 F •brumry 1 M S 
level 9 profile' Last Pan of CRASH History' 
F^ng Tonight - British Airways' Bight 
vmUators1 More On The Screen' Maps 
VWztoa*. Thundercats. Athena' 

Ho SO March 1 M * 
16-page Tech Niche supplement focusing 
on hardware and utilities1 The CRASH Chal-
lenge" Write Your Own Adventures - GAC 
versus PAWI Famine File1 Maps Platoon. 
Andy Capp Handy. Garfield. OriNer* 

No 91 Apr i l 1088 
The Best 01 British - Ultimate! Strategy 
Special1 CRASH 1987 Reader Awards 
resets' Run It Again — the world of 30 
games' Mape: Dart Sceptre. Platoon (levels 
2 & 3)' More MIDI' 

Moe 1, S and 9-10 now out of stock. 
Sorry) 

NORMAL BACK ISSUES £1.45 (Inclusive PAP) 
XMAS ISSUES £2.16 (Inclusive P&P) 

OVERSEAS PLEASE ADD £0.80 TO ABOVE PRICES 

SPECIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNT: 
Order FOUR Issues and pay for THREE. 

Please supply the following BACK NUMBERS (Circle required 
Item*): 

3 4 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
36 37 33 39 40 41 42 
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
50 

The Special Software Discount Offer Prices only apply to 
recommended retail prices for software, not to already high-
lighted, discounted special offers, hardware and other 
goodies. No other discounts may be applied. 

Please send me: 
TARGET RENEGADE 
PLATOON 
FIREFLY 
ARKANOIDII (REVENGE OF DOH) 
RASTAN 

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN 

EARLY WARNIHG: 
If you wish your sub to commence with Issue 53, we 
must receive your coupon no later than 4th May 1988. 

Please allow 28 days for your free gift. 

fSSSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKIS 
'KiSSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKIS 
'KiSSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKIS 

CODE ITEM MEDIA PRICE 

• 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

MY COMPUTER IS: 
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS 

Address —u. , . ^ 

Postcode 

Ptease maKecneques/postatodors cxiyabte to CRASH OtsbesitouvtxJBWv 
cfcno cash payments Please DO NOT endow ANY order wtir> fiw to (he 
EOTTOPRAL sida of thamagazirw as the? will result m DELAYS! Send your ordars 
to the address below 

enclose a cheque/p o !or£ 

I wish to pay by VISA/ACCESS (Delete as approprjio) 

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT C 

Pteasa charge my account No: 

Fxpiry Date Signature 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
CRASH HYPERMARKET, PO BOX 20, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 IDE 

i 
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Ploys a knockout tramtc 
k»cs In ih* classroom, 
ioc*er room and the Ngh 
school catelsrla Hlp-iap 
door attack, throw bats and 
pte«. but can you m<±e 
h*m hand his love letter to his 
gui-fnencf? 

ir» owty prison warden's 
nightmare - the Inmates 
have broken out. These men 
are hardened crtnwicti 
aimed to the hilt and went 
afraid to g in you all down. 
> * t mow la knock em 
down and rcxnd em up 
Easy! 

PESO* THE CAPUVESI Wxi 
are a hlghfy trained cotrfeal 
nxjchlne mission; 
irWirtrat© c<l b u enemy 
Strategic Defence 
U îoltotioTO - akjrm, ogcsrrf 
immeaMable odds. 

Eight more deadly 
opponents to combat as * x i 
advance to become a 
block-belt master AutDortlc 
flflf*lhg moves wllh 4 
dUereni locations 

T A 

, the challenge 
where TRSctC and BELD1 left 
CI Archery, Skest Shooting 
and Weighl Lifting cue lust 

I fhe featured events 
to led you tfcill and stamina 

>tou can atmaft feel the tendon of 
the big match breaking itvougfi I 

| me screen . . . fhe expectanl 
crowd & almost on lop of yowl \bu 
reium Ihe service wHh a lop-jptn 
Bockhond. then a forehand 
Back-spin, fhe ball botxtcea high 

I hom y o v opponent's looping, 
defensive lob SMASH! a | 
great jhol opera ihe score 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
ON DISK 

b ' I 

M! 

4 Gel Wo this and youH never get 
out The plan - codename 
JACKAL - It to drop a squad 
of 4 crock troops behind enemy 
•net. Rescue a group of prisoners 
and white! under attack, deliver 
ihem to hek pads Their tWxrf 
oblecftve is to knockout enemy 
heodquarlea Simple eh? 

N . 

~Tl£i71E5S" 

Ow hero has ftoaay 
mastered the iecret martial 
a t " 0 # f S S H A O W but Is , 
Hopped by »k*jgongs With 
kicks and other secre? _ 
powers, escape from and I 
travel SMACk*rS rood : ' 
to freedom! 

I y f i 
uwL. __ 

The planet Nemesis, is now 
under an all-out spoce 
attack beings from Ihe tub-
space oar cluster of 
Bactenon >bu wW need on 
vex* courage ond 
concentration to win. Get 
ready to blast otll 

VeArm 

. . . t h e n a m e 
s f t h e g a m e 

Become a grand-master but 
to achieve ihls you musi 
deleai o variety ol deotfy 

armed with 
' tkJIte and weapons 
i! be overcome with 

o combination of 6 different 
attack moves 

w i m v i u VT. 
oppanenfi. 
dirfarem 

• M 1 and muilfcx 

IMAGINE SOFTWARE 6 CENTRAI STUFF! MAMruFSTFD Aao *mc k i f\AA o n J T r i 



CAGE MATCH 
Producer: Entertainment 

USA 
Retail price: £1.99 
Authors: P Atkinson and 

J Brennan 

The interplanetary wrestling 
committee are staging the 
most bizarre wrestling 

match of them all. In the guise of 
six alien forms, ranging from bug-
eyed beetle to brawny barbarian, 
one or two players battle it out in 
the intergalactic championship. 

Combat takes place within a 
three-sided monochromatic cage 
under the gaze of a suitably 
intergalactic audience. 
Participants may grab. kick, hit, 
head butt, neck chop and throw 
their opponent, the objective 
being to stun him long enough to 
climb up the sides of the cage and 
win the match. Unless he fails to 
shake the climbing wrestler off the 
mesh, the unlucky fighter left in the 
ring disappears as the solid 
looking cage floor turns into a 
bottomless abyss of flashing 
lights. 

Two energy bars indicate the 
status of each player's strength; 
momentary periods of rest give 
dwindling health a chance to 

recover. Success means 
promotion to a tougher match, a 
tougher opponent and another 
shot at becoming intergalactic 
wrestler supreme. 

L CRITICISM 1 
• " Pathetic Is the first, and 
probably only printable word 
that sprang to my mind whilst 
playing Cage Match. Horribly 
deformed character sprites 
hobble woodenly around the 
bland, unattractive backdrop. 
Wrestling isnt my favourite 
sport at the best of times, and 
even this intergalactic version 
failed miserably to spark any 
sort of enthusiasm. Apart from 
the dire graphics, the gameplay 
has very limited appeal, with the 
combatants being limited to a 
few superfluous moves; your 
poor old character Is usually on 
the receiving end of the physical 
barrage, since the computer 
controlled opponent 
consistently wipes the floor with 
you. Not that the game actually 
gives you much incentive to try. 
Take my advice: steer clear of 
Cage Watch." 
MARK 

• " Why must we continue to 
endure such rubbish from some 
Spectrum programmers? Surely 
they must realise a bad game 
when they see it? Cage Match is 
nothing but utter drivel. The 
graphics are fine until they start to 
move, being jerky and inaccurate. 
The sound is similarly pathetic, 
consisting of a few meagre white 
noise effects. And as for the game 
- where is it? The only way you can 
last in a bout is to avoid your 
opponent. You've no chance of 
beating him as the moves (I 
presume there are some) are 
impossible to access. And he 
recovers so quickly that you might 
as well not have bothered in the 
first place. Spectrum computers 
need this like an eskimo needs a 
fridge. " 
PAUL 

L COMMENTS l 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: poor perspective and 
jerky animation 
Sound: a few weak white noise 
effects 
Options: choice of six different 
characters. One or two players 
General rating: a beat 'em up not 
even worthy ot a budget label 

Presentation 47% 
Graphics 28% 
Playability 12% 
Addictive qualities 14% 
OVERALL 15% 

Producer: Players 
Retail price: £1.99 
Authors: Paul Griffiths, Mike Brown, Martin Severn 

and Andy Severn 

Contact has been lost with 
the orbital plutonium 
reprocessing installation, 

and the Marine Corp top brass 
believe Jabba McGut. leader of 
alien terrorist group, Denizen, to 
be responsible. Armed only with 
the latest in technical weaponry -
the sett loading 'Quick Kill' rifle -
the player sets about destroying 
Jabba McGut and his allies. 

The terrorists are hiding in sub 
levels one, two, and three of the 
installation, and on each level 20 
explosive bolts have to be 
detonated to jettison the section 
into space. The game starts on sub 
level one and the player is 
provided with 99 rounds of 
ammunition. Extra ammo and 
energy can be collected and a 
torch used to illuminate darkened 
areas. Parts of the screen are 
blocked off by doors, but 
collection of key cards allows 
access to further sections of the 
complex. 

Once all of the bolts on a level 
have been detonated, the player 

has 20 seconds to find the lift that 
takes him to the next level, before 
being blown into the void. 

On reaching the third level, the 
player enters the lair of Jabba 

INICK 
" The quality of Players' budget games these days Is amazing -
even better than the majority of full price games. Denizen is 
packed with little extras that add to the presentation. The title 
screen bears a VCR Scroller with digitised pictures of the 
programming team and characters appearing to a brilliant sound 
track. The game itself has got some really great graphics (level 3 
especially), and colour has been used to it's full advantage with 
hardly any clash visible at all. Only the slow character movement 
irritates to any degree; another excellent game from Players, 
keep It up lads! " 

McGut. where the evil one is faced 
in a fight to the death. 

J MARK L 
" Graphically, Denizen is good, with a dependable looking Marine 
yomplng through loads of smart meanle-filled screens. My only 
real moan is the setf-loadlng 'Quick Kill' rife which is anything but 
quick. Several frantic pounds on the fire button were needed to 
elicit a response, by which point the alien hoodlums had usually 
sent my character to an early grave. The game style is looking a 
bit jaded now; you've probably seen It all before, but Denizen is a 
reasonable shoot 'em up and still worth a look. " 

, ACOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: super digitised 
pictures on title screen. Game 
graphics improve the further 
you get, and the end sequence 
is terrific. Lots of colour and 
little clash 
Sound: poor sound effects but 
good title tune 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: sadly, the 
game doesn't live up to the 
lively presentation 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Playabiiity 
Addictive qualities 
O V - H A l ! 

8 8 % 
65% 
60% 
57% 
5 9 % 
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Producer: CRL 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: TFMG and TEBS 
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I V ophistry takes place in a 
complex of 21 abstract 
levels. Each level comprises 

several interconnected 3-D game 
boards consisting of marked 
blocks. At the beginning of the 
game only 20% of the structure is 
opened up. The player's objective 
Is to obtain the 64 Keys scattered 
throughout the environment which 
will unlock the gates leading to the 
21 st level and open the construc-
tion 100%. This can be achieved 
by retrieving the keys in person or 
by amassing points to trade for 
them. 

The player takes control of small 
pod-like craft capable of moving 
m all four directions. As it jumps 
across the blocks their different 
attributes are activated; sconng 
blocks and target blocks increase 
points. Landing on blocks andjok-

" Sophistry is complex, 
compelling and original. It 
derives its tactical ele-
ments from games like 
patience and chess and 
makes ingenious use of its 
three dimensions. The 
graphics are polished; the 
pod hops smoothly from 
brick to brick and the tex-
ture of the squares is 
innovatively exploited. The 
various tracking and lock-
ing features, block sequ-
ences and restrictions add 
incredible depth to the 
basic board game princi-
ple. Flexibility is all - there 
are endless possibilities for 
complicated variations. 
Success depends on a 
wide range of skills: some 
screens require quick reac-
tions and joystick control 
as well as strategy and logi-
cal thought. Fortunately 
there are more ways than 
one of conquering the com-
plex, so if you can't see 
your way through a particu-
larly tough screen the 
game doesn't just grind to 
a halt. My only quibble 
regards the instructions 
which brim with Informa-
tive detail but lack a 
straightforward explana-
tion of the basic rules. 
Don't let this put you off: the 
indecipherable information 
sheet hides a highly addic-
tive, ingeniously devised 
game with a brain. If you've 
also got one, buy Sophis-
try. " 
MOT 

ers. in various sequences of 
ascending and descending order, 
gains bonus points. Missing a 
block or attempting to leave the 
board at an unmarked exit results 
in the loss of one of five lives. 

The basic concept of search and 
find is complicated by the proper-
ties peculiar to each block. A 
status panel to I he left of the 
screen indicates whether certain 
restrictions are in operation or not 
On some boards exits are locked 
and cannot be opened until a cer-
tain number of points have been 
scored or a specified period of 
time has been spent on the current 
board. Conversely, other boards 
must be cleared before a stop-
watch countdown reaches zero. 

Other features include mystery 
blocks (a variety of beneficial and 
adverse effects), false exits and 
seekers: contact with the latter 
means instant death. Tracking 
status determines how much 
strategic thinking is necessary to 
negotiate each board. A random 

I " It's amazing how the qual-
ity of games can vary within 
a company. CRL, not 
exactly renowned for hun-
dreds of awe-inspiring 
games, have certainly 
come up with the goods 
this time. Sophistry is not 
just another puzzle game -
it requires a great amount 
of planning and thought, 
combined with arcade 
reactions and risk. Unlike 
most puzzle games the 
object is not as simple as It 
first seems. A great amount 
of mapping is required for 
anybody hoping to have a 
chance of getting any-
where with it. The presenta-
tion is very original - as 
with most games there are 
many options, but these 
can also be accessed from 
within the game, not just on 
the title screen. With such a 
wide combination of things 
that can happen on each of 
the screens it is impossible 
not to be enthralled by 
Sophistry. With this and 
Brainstorm on offer, puz-
zler's are in for a real treat 
this month. " 
PAUL 

chain reaction which creates fatal 
low blocks, a force which keeps 
the pod moving until it hits a target 
and sudden countdowns are just a 
few of the problems to be encoun-
tered. in trickier situations one of 
the player's 50 uppers may be acti-
vated These increase the value of 
all scoring blocks by one and occa-
sionally recover blocks which have 
disappeared. 

This game is packed full 
of variety and addictive-
ness. The 3-D playing board 
is a great idea and the way 
the little pod hops from one 
block to another is very 
smooth. Each block does 
something different and 
there are almost endless 
ways of completing the 
game so you can never get 
bored. The only thing that I 
found irritated me in 
Sophistry was the way the 
game went back to the title 
screen after you have left 
each board. 1 found this 
totally unnecessary. A 
special key that took you 
back would have worked 
just as well, If not better. 
Blocks that disappear 
when you touch them add 
an element of frustration to 
the game but this makes it 
even more fun when trying 
to correct your steps next 
time round. Sophistry Is 
bursting with addictive-
ness just waiting to pounce 
out at any unsuspecting 
game buyer, watch out for 
It! " 
NICK 

In between boards, the player 
can exchange points for extra 
uppers. I he elimination of seekers, 
the opening of locks or bonus 
lives. A map and selective instruc-
tions can also be consulted. On* 
screen displays indicate current 
level, number of lives and uppers 
remaining, game time and score. 

COMMENTS. 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: great 3-D per-
spective creates an involving 
atmosphere. Despite the 
small size of the characters 
they are superbly drawn and 
animated 
Sound: no tunes, but a wide 
range of impressive spot 
effects during the game 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: a puzzling 
game, requiring quick ana 
logical thinking, as well as a 
degree of risk, its only 
infuriating fault is returning to 
the main menu after complet-
ing a screen 

Presentation 86% 
Graphics 80% 
Payabil i ty 93% 
Addictive qualities 91% 
OVERALL 90% 
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DISPOSABLE HEROES 
Producer: The Power 

House 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: Grant Jaquest 

The Mega Garbage Beings 
are on the rampage again, 
and are holed up in caverns 

beneath the city, along with their 
equally vile companions. 

It is into this dank, unfriendly 
environment that our brave hero 
travels and there are ten Garbage 
Beings to tackle throughout the 
underground labyrinth. Other 
strange creatures also wander 

around and while contact with 
them is not fatal, a chunk of the 
player's energy is lost. A stun gun 
is provided which temporarily 
paralyses them. 

Once a Garbage Being has been 
located, the hero can then 
challenge the despicable creature 
in mind-to-mind combat. The 
screen consists of four squares, 
and is played like a simplified 
version of 'Simon Says': a light 
flashes across the panel and the 
routine must be copied exactly to 
win the game. 

Success is rewarded with 

control of the Garbage Being's 
mind, who can then be forced to 
return to the garbage dump. Once 
all ot the Be<ngs have been 
rounded up in this manner, the 
world is safe once more. 

L CRITICISM j 
• '* tf there's one thing I can't 
stand in a game it's poor graphics 
AND a temble use of colour - as 
far as I'm concerned this kills a 
product stone dead. If a game isn't 
attractive then who's going to 
bother inflicting it on their eyes 
regularly ? Not me, for one. 
Disposable Heroes requires too 
much luck to be considered overly 
thought provoking; after only five 
or six games the lack of addictive 
qualities failed to entice me into 
any repeat performances. All 
things considered, the title is very 
apt. " 
PAUL 

• " I had hoped that Dervish was 
an unhappy hiccup in the system, 
but no, Disposable Heroes - the 

second Power House offering this 
month - is just as bad. It's slightly 
better, graphically, but still plays 
like a lead balloon. The main 
character sprite is an odd looking 
chap, reminiscent of a one-legged 
egg on a snow ski. After I stopped 
laughing at this unlikely hero, I 
steadily grew more and more 
annoyed at the extremely 
simplistic gameplay which had me 
bored rigid within a few sessions. 
Once a Garbage Being is located a 
simple form of the 'Simon Says' 
game is used to force it back to the 
garbage dump, tf you ask me that 
is precisely where this game 
belongs. " 
MARK 

L COMMENTS i 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: poor use ot colour with 
flickery characters 
Sound: not outstanding - but suits 
the game 
General rating: a idea with good 
potential, ruined by shoddy 
programming 

Presentation 29% 
Graphics 48% 
Payability 23% 
Addictive qualities 20% 
OVERALL 2 2 % 

DERVISH 
Producer: The Power 

House 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: John Keneally 

Treading the Dervish path to 
enlightenment involves a 
great deal of magic and 

mystique. The Power House 
provides the player with a chance 
to test magical skills as he battles 
through eight exhausting levels in 
an attempt to reach the Upward 
Path. 

The quest takes place across a 
landscape of labynnthine walls 
and vegetation. Choosing Explore 
mode allows a survey of the 
environment with no loss of 
energy, prior to embarking in 
Normal mode. The Dervish path is 
followed in the company of a 
series of hostile characters who 
attempt to hinder progress and 
drain the player's energy by bodily 
obstruction. 

These are com batted by three 
types of weapon (light, water and 

brimstone) which have varying 
effects on different creatures. 
Spells, keys and potions are also 
collected to further the quest. 

Weapon and spell supplies can 
be replenished at Alms Houses, 
represented by a diamond 
symbol. Entering one of these 
sees a cursor pass at random 
below a series of options, and 
pressing fire allows the selection 
of necessary supplies. 

A map can be called up to show 
current position, while status 
displays indicate the type and 
amount of weapons left. 

[^CRmCISM^J 

• " Treading the Dervish path, 
collecting spells and choosing 
weapons from a random selection 
- the gameplay is very similar to 
Firebird's Druid (a SMASH just 
over a year ago). There, however, 
the similarity ends. Uninspirtng 
graphics give little incentive to 
explore: one landscape of 
scribbled flowers is much like 
another and soon begins to hurt 
your eyes. The Dervish hero 
spinning round and round like a 
top (similar to the Warner Brothers 
cartoon character) incites no 
sympathy at all. Unless you 
choose the Explore option, your 
energy depletes very rapidly; 
considering the lack of payability, 
this is probably a blessing in 
disguise. " 
u r n 

• " Graphically, Dervish may look 
quite appealing from a distance 
(say five miles), but when each 
character is examined closely it 
reveals itself to be cnjdely drawn, 
out of proportion and with flickery 
animation. The sound is no better, 
limiting itself to a simple tune with 
very tew spot effects - most 
unimpressive. I will, however, 
compliment the programmer on 
the smooth scrolling - it may only 
be half the screen, but it's well 
done. You can forget any addictive 
qualities, however - it has none. It 
does have an Explore mode, 
though, allowing you to see most 
of the game without being any 
good at it! The whole product is 
very disappointing; I wish this was 
an exception to The Power 
House's rule ~ sadly it's not. " 
PAUL 

I COMMENTS | 

Joysticks: none 
Graphics: close inspection of the 
characters reveals little detail and 
flickery animation 
Sound: simple tune with similar 
spot effects 
General rating: as a freebie it 
would be disappointing 

Presentation 23% 
Graphics 24% 
Payability 18% 
Addictive qualities 15% 
OVERALL 19% 
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^Jrievry 

KARNOV 
Producer: Electric Dreams 
Retail price: £9.99 
Authors: Mr Micro, from a Data East coin-op 

Karnov's burly form has 
been a familiar figure in the 
arcades for some time, and 

now the Russian firebreather is 
making his dazzling debul on the 
Spectrum conversion of the Data 
East coin-op. His hazardous quest 
is simply to destroy the dastardly 
dragon Ryu and recover the lost 
treasures of Babylon. 

Following the selection of a one 
or two player option, there is a 
theatrical flash of lightning and the 
bulky figure of Karnov appears. 
His adventure takes place over 
nine multitoaded levels across a 
horizontally scrolling eastern 
environment of sandstone pillars, 
exotic buildings, swirling rivers 
and bubbling volcanoes. 

The unfriendly inhabitants of this 
strange and hostile land range 
from the bizarre (flying fish, 
jumping jacks, ostrich riding 
skeletons) to the more familiar 
(dinosaurs, fireflies and sabre-
swinging arabs). Contact with any 
of these means the loss of one of 
five lives. 

Kamov's basic weapon can be 
improved by collecting extra 
firepower. Other bonus icons 
include ladders, boomerangs, 
'superboots'. for extra jumping 
ability, flippers, power pills and 
wings. Once collected these are 
displayed on a panel at the base oi 
the screen and activated at will via 
the keyboard. Status displays 
indicate time remaining, current 
score and number of lives left. 

Each level can be negotiated 

An ostrich a day keeps the skeletons 
away 

Fire breathing Kamov: a bad case of halitosis really 

using a number of different routes 
which involve swimming and flying 
(using the appropriate bonus 
objects) as well as the more 
orthodox method of walking and 
jumping. A particularly large 
enemy has to be defeated at the 
end of each section before Kamov 
can move his bulky body on to the 
next. 

Having negotiated eight 
gruelling levels, the colossal 
cossack faces the final challenge 
of combat with the wizard. 
Stripped of all his bonus items and 
restricted to single fire power 
Kamov meets his greatest 
challenger yet. 

J PAUL I 
" S o this is the legendary 
Kamov - he of the hot tonsils. 
Well I can't say he's lit ony 
candles In my life. Karnov 
may well have outstanding 
graphics and colour, but it's 
what you do with them that 
counts - and Electric 
Dreams (In the form of Mr 
Micro} have done very little. 
The scrolling backgrounds 

terribly jerky and 
the action, 

game becomes, 
the whole feel of e 

taction arcade 
,_J Karnov rails to make 
impact of such arcade 

conversions as Bubble 
Bobble due to its lack of 
playabiiity - the game is 
absolutely no fun to play at 
n i l T h e ^ J 

spot 
effects and tune (only heard on 
loading) 
Options: one or two players 
(the second player didn'l work 

"ilshed version. 
. so check it out first!) 
rating: it looks lovely, 

slow and unresponsive 
kills much oi the 
lamovhad 

T I M E I | < -
1 2 6 1 Ki> 

Presentation 77% 
Graphics 84% 
Playabiiity 66% 
Addictive qualities 73% 
OVERALL 76% 
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1INIC HANDY peruses the latest amateur 
pectrum review journals 

ONLY had to mention the lack of 
a desktop-publishing package on 
the Spectrum in the last FANZINE 
RLE (Issue 50) and immediately 
in came a press release from 

Cardex Software claiming the 
existence of one for the Spectrum 
Word-Master is the core of the system 
with text editing, graphics and multiple 
file handling facilities. It's 
predominantly designed to create 
documents with incorporated graphics 
and for fanzines its capabilities can be 
increased with two extension 
programs. Typehneradds full page 
layout facilities and a variety of fonts, 
and Headliner is a graphic design 
package. 

As yet there are no versions which 
take advantage of the extra memory of 
the 128K computers, but plans which 
should allow users to upgrade are in the 
pipeline All programs are compatible 
with popular dtsk interfaces and Sinclair 
microdnves. H you already have a word 
processor, text files can be converted 
for use with Word-Master and Typeliner. 

Word-Master retails at £14.95, 
Typehner at £10.50 and Headlwer at 
£7 95. All are available direct from 
Cardex at 3 Barton Street. Barrow-in-
Furness, Cumbria LA14 2EP. A fully 
Spectrum-produced fanzine may at last 
be possible: but until then we'll just 
have to stick wrth the anthology of 
hand-typed, written and drawn zines 
currently available .. 

I first looked at Zapper m the last 
FANZINE FILE -1 onty had it s first tssue 
to hand then - and I can tell you it was 
pretty dire. However, things have 
mproved tremendously since then. 
Like most fanzines nowadays Zapper 
has decided to publish its didactic 
deliberations in A5 format. From a 
reader's point of view, this is much 
easier to handle and also seems better 

value for money - after all, you should 
be getting more pages (or more 
condensed text). Apparently the 
decision to change to the smaller 
format was made after a long talk with 
Intermediates' PR man, Dave Carlos. 
Ironically, the same Dave Carlos who, a 
couple of months back, announced that 
Intermediates would not be sending 
out any more review copies to ANY 
fanzine. Flicking through the pages of 
most fanzines (in particular 
Specsceflff) this seems to have caused 
quite a stir. But not to worry, as they no 
longer handle the accounts of Domark 
and Grand Slam (formerly Argus Press 
Software) - who were their largest 
clients - It shouldn't really affect many 
fanzines. 

The new Zapper is about a 200% 
improvement over the old It's packed 
full of software reviews (18 in issue 6), 
contains a fair amount of video 
coverage (7 films are reviewed) and a 
small section of tips- not forgetting ttte 
obligatory charts. Due to the large 
amount of games covered (most 
fanzines onV cover around ten) Zapper 
is the ideal companion to take into the 
shop as a very quick and simple guide 
to the current soft ware on the shelves. 
Layout, although improved, is stil) a 
problem for the Hertford-based 
publication. The text is not always 
straight on the pages and the Letraset 
(every artist's friend) is not used as 
much as it could be (often replaced by 
hand-wntten titles). Another thing that 
Zapper lacks is an award of some kind 
(like a CRASH Smash) This often helps 
a confused buyer decide what to buy. 

Pictures are always favourites wrth 
fanzines, and often their downfall, due 
to the quality. But quality of 
reproduction isn't tapper's problem: 
basically there are too many of them. 
The writing suffers from being 

shortened and the borders of the 
pictures (drawn with a felt pen) are very 
fuzzy and often wonky. However, at the 
25p cover price (+ 25p if posting) It's 
pleasing to read and you won t feel out 
of pocket. 

FUTURE PUBLISHING 

Next out of the fanzine file (with newly 
fitted extension to cope with the influx 
of pre-stigious publications) comes 
Future Game* /nth its maugral issue 
at a risky 50p starting price. There's no 
stopping Lee Widdows, the editor, 
when it comes to using the Letraset 
style. There's a plethora of different cut-
out stytes and sizes - some work and 
some don't - but it does give the organ 
some sort of professional look 
(although I can't quite say what) As wrth 
most zines it's started ciff In M format 
(although it could easily be reduced 
without any loss of clanty) and thus 
contains many blank spaces 
Photocopy quality is very good, with 
absolutely no misty pages or strange 
lines which come from setting the 
wrong exposure. Most reviews are only 
about 150 words long so they don't 
realty give you much idea of the 
reviewer's impressions or the storyline 
- pictures and artwork take up most of 
the space. 

Future Games has obviously had 
influences from many magazines and 
the mix generally work quite well. 1 look 
forward to future issues 

The future is one thing that 
Spectacle need haw no worries 
about It's now into Issue 14 and is still 

Ing as strong as ever, and still costs 
i, which is quite amazing if you look 

at the quality of the paper (especially 
the coloured cardboard cover). 
Spectacle claims to be a magazine (as 
opposed to fanzine) and, when looking 
at the professional way the writers 
tackle every subject, you can see why 
Sadly onty one picture Is pnnted for 
each review, but, like the writing it is of 
high quality. There did seem to be a 
great amount of blank space - even to 
the degree of having a 'Notes' page at 
the back. The reviews may not always 
be up-to-date but they are always 
comprehensive and informative, 
making Spectacle one of the best 
monthly zines. 

AND THEN THERE 
WERE THREE 

G#ft#«fe - the birth of a new fanzine. 
I've only got an old copy before me. 
their first, so I can't comment on what 
succeeding issues are like Even so, 
Genesis covers a wide range of 
subjects - arcades, news, software/ 
hardware reviews and hints n' tips -
but contains few quality screenshots. 
It's produced on an Amstrad home 
computer, using Mini Office with an 
Epson printer and covers Amstrad, 
Spectrum and Sega formats. I onty wish 
I'd been able to get my hands on a later 
copy - it could be very good. 

What's this I see. The Times? No. it's 
The Spectrum Times After starting 
with A5 format they seemed to have 
switched (unlike other zines) to the 
larger A4 format It has to be said that 
The Spectrum Times now represents 
bad value for money - Issue Four only 
consisted of three sheets of paper! And 
even those three sheets are poorly 
photocopied. But remember, it's not 
the winning it's the taking part. 

CPU is typical of many fanzines In 
sales figures with around 150 readers, 
but that's where the similarities stop. It 

contains on average 36 to 40 fun-
packed pages and has all the usual 
features of every magazine on the 
market. Most of the pages are 
produced on typewriters - these are of 
very good quality - but come from an 
Alphacom printer, and the decline of 
quality shows Even though the 
reproducbon of the pictures is high the 
layout people have restrained 
themselves and not used too many 
screenshots. I particularly liked the 
' Hot Hit' spreads which cover the game 
in great detail and give it good cove rage 
- the arcade section ks also informative, 
but too short 

CPt/only covers the Spectrum at the 
moment, although there seems to be 3 
running debate on whether they should 
cover the Commodore 64, For a 
relatively new magazine it's very 
impressive. 

Also with around 40 pages comes 
the first issue ot DIM Although the 
photos are attractive it would be much 
more effective if they were 
incorporated In the text Each left-hand 
page review is then followed by a right-
hand page ot pictures - not very 
inspiring, but it certainly keeps lo a 
style The Hints and Tips section Is very 
small - only a page - but the style is 
short and sweet. Most of the major 
Commodore and Spectrum games are 
reviewed (Amiga coverage coming 
soon), although onty a quarter of the 
total review space is used for critique 
and review purposes- PBM and 
wargames are well covered. 

The final update this month is 
Micropho tiia from Garstang in 
Lancashire Please note that the price 
of the fourth and latest issue Is 4Op. It's 
still full of spurious waffle from Its editor 
Saf and well worth the expenence. 
Don't expect any screenshots. though 

More from the Fanzine File when we 
receive more fanzines. Editors please 
note! 

Zapper: 26 London Road, Hertford 
Heath, Hertfordshire SG13 7PN 
25p + 25p postage pet issue, payable 
to Chris Leggel 

Specscene 85 Kipling Way. 
Stowmarket. Suffolk It 1-1 ITS 30pand 
an SAE per issue payable to Andrew 
Steel 

Future Games 4 Friars Averse 
Shenheld. Brentwood. Essex CM 15 
8HY 50p per issue, payable to Lee 
Widdows 

Spectacle 20 Mornns Road. Dover 
KentCT179NX 50p per issue payable 
to Paul Bowman 

Genesis 11 Sunny Brow Road. Archei 
Park Middteton. Manchester M?4 4AD 
}5p per issue, payable to S Fmnegan. 

The Spectrum Times St Anthony 's. 
Westfield Road. Dereham, Norfolk 
HRI9 1JB 20p per issue payable toS 
Turner 

DIM 57 Lodge Road Scunthorpe, 
South HumbersideDN 15 7EN 60pper 
issue, payable to David West 

Microphobia Woodtop. Goosmargh. 
Preston. Lancashire PR32ER 40pand 
an SAE per issue, payable to Dave 
Ketsail 

CPU 63 Avundaie Road. Edgely-
Stockport. Cheshire SK3 9NY 30p + 
20p postage per issue payable to 
Hamayoum Choudry 
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M B U WIN A ! ! = < - PORTABLE HOME 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 
THANKS TO CRL AND SOPHISTRY 

Bel you didn't know that the title oi CRL's 
latest game. Sophistry, derives from the ancient 
Greek term applied to a uroup of professional 
rhetoric teachers, popularly known as the 
sophists. Budding Greek orators were taught 
Ihe art of twisting words and spinning out the 
many disputations and discussions that formed 
a staple part or Greek political life 

Fortunately, knowledge of Greek politics 
and public speaking arc totally useless skills 
when it comes to taking part m our competition. 
Sophistry has so many eomplex elements that it 
demands extraordinary feats of mental agility 
to complete Just in ease you're not feeling in 
tip-top shape, we've devised a mildly intelligent 
qui/ to gel those little grey cells into action and 
raring to go All you have to do to get your 

fruhbv hands on the incredibly advanced 
aisho STV 990 (a stereo, radio cassette anil 

TV all rolled into one) is complete tour words 
beginning with the prefix soph'. A list of 
transparently obvious clues is given below To 
prevent you Irom rushing off to the dictionarv 
ami sending ofl your entry in len \econds flat 
we've included a devious tie-breaker: in the 
incredibly likely event of there being hundreds 
of correct solutions, the winner will be the one 
who thinks of the most imaginative, original, 
and hopefully humorou> name for the pod that 
hops from Miuare to square in Sophistry 
Completed solutions should be sent to CRI. 
SAY SO ( OMP. CRASH. PO Box 10. i.tullon 
Shropshire, SYKI DR. 

The o v e r a l l w i n n e r receives a Saisho STV 

Wtl: second prize is a Saisho PS27SP personal 
stereo casscttc player with speakers l o p prize 
winners and fifty runners-up win a copy of 
Sophistry itscll 

1 An American teenager's second year 
2 Worldly-wise, highly developed, urbane-
3 A Greek philosopher or a mistaken reasoner. 
4 An incredibly famous ancient playwright and 
tragedian. 

My choice of name for the hopping Sophistry 
pod is 

Entries must he received by June 7 and as usual 
the decision of the appointed CRASH judges is 
final in all respects. 
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HOW DEBBIE MET A STRANGER! 
'Desire' is like an intimate conversation 
on your PC screen! Just phone in and 
join in lor hours of enjoyment. There's no 
enrolment fee — just one phone call via 
your modem puts you through to a new 
world of handy services and fun things to 
do. Take a look at the menu . . . 
Charge Rate 38p inc. VAT peak & 2Sp inc. VAT 
per min. off peak. 

LONDON E14 9TW PHONE NOW 

CHATTER BOX The interactive message board. Say what you want to say — 
stir up a hornets' nest, start up a friendship! See the immediate response! 
MAILBOX A handy way to leave messages with friends. 
DESIRE CLASSIFIEDS The perfect place to sell your old computers, or find 
a top computer job! 
GRAFFITI CORNER Whatever you want to say, here's where to say it! 
DEBBIE DESIRE'S PROBLEM PAGE Personal, emotional or sexual 
problems answered. 

mmmm 000 mwm 
JOIN FORCES WITH 
BRITAIN'S FASTEST-

GROWING ALL-PURPOSE 
COMPUTER MAG! 

OUT NOW ISSUE 6 

First With The Major Reviews! • 43 games reviewed across all popular formats 

Essential! Hottest Game News • Six packed pages of multi-format previews 

Games Machine By Name, Games By Nature • Play By Mail, Fantasy Role-playing & Boardgames 

The Cutting Edge Of Technology • The astonishing new generation of computer-radios 

Who Needs Tin-Pan Alley? • Recording studios are out - your ST can do it all 

Up To Date Microgadgetry • Amazing hi-tech computer-aided war robots 

AND THERE'S A WHOLE LOT MORE O DON'T MISS OUT ON THE GAMES MACHINE! 

Issue 7 goes on sale May 19: Our Hfe controlled by computers • The house of the future • Games software In 2001 • It Bites use STs on 
stageB We reveal a computer faster and more powerful than the Archimedes • Astounding new grafflx from the States-
• Reviews • Previews • News • Boardgames • PBM • RP6 • Technology 
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Screens can be copied to printer, saved to tape/microdnve/ 
Discovery/Beta, incorporated into other programmes (why not 
alter your >mage by. say. AR T STUDIO), animated(6 different 
screens can be held by VIDEOFACE and changed as you wish) 
VIDEOFACE is menu-driven, fast (3 pictures a second) and very 
easy to use all you need rs a Spectrum. COMPOSITE VIDEO 
signal and a lead. You can even adjust the gram (the black and * 
white ratio) and create special effects' VIDEOFACE is a unique, 
most useful a n £ p o w e r f ^ ^ : a o n a n d 1 1 : so SO much lun 

VIDEOFACE digitiser takes pictures from 
a video camera or recorder and turns them] 
into standard hi- res Spectrum screens. 

.. J i i l 

-r-H/5 
W T ^ S 

VIDEO CAMERA 

• - I 

j l J 

TO CONTINUE OUR CELEBRATION Ol THE YEAR OF THE ROBOT 
M ARB PROUD TO PRESENT ANOTHER St T Of UNIQUE OfEERS l O 

SPECTRUM OWNERS £25 off tlx- VIDEOFACE £ IS OFf rwE M U TlPRlNT tnc 
fb O f THt MUITIIACE 128 YOU NEVER HAD (T SO GOOD' 

© 

^ m u i . t i p i h n i 
F = y AT LAST: THE MOST VERSATILE AND YET 

J ( T M 

m 

EASIEST TO USE SPECTRUM PRINTER INTERFACE 
FULLY compatible with Spectrum < + ), Spectrum 128. Spectrum 2+ (128K & 48K) 

and with add-ons like Interface 1, Opus Discovery. VTX 5000. etc 
INSTANTLY usable has EVERYTHING you will euer need in its 8K ROM and 8K RAM 
FREEZE button - to activate MULT1PRINT anytime - STOP any program LUST it. SAVE or 

COPY screens, use built-in MULT1 TOOLKIT, (re)set MULTlPRtNT. LPRINT. etc 
A JOY to use - MENU-DRIVEN iui(h screen prompts, one-touch commands, fully error trapped, etc ^ 
FULLY PROGRAMMABLE line leed. width & spacing, margins vanous COPY types (text, hi res, shaded? 

and sizes (whole or parts, standard or larqe). tokens - all can be instantly set AND programmed in BASIC j 
RAM EXTENSION + built-in MULTI-TOOLKIT + 1 2m pnnler cobfe * Compatible with GENIE 

OFF 

With 8K RAM E 

W A X X W J l EVERY SPECTRUM OWNER 
V SHOULD HAVE ONE « 

wMYiUrji { I m 
M. r*ACI r * i Asj" ,pf e ANi I ' tfCCf ' r *>'• ••.»• • !«*» • *Ui ' *? •" »•• i • M f • t 
f • '• . ' , • ' 'J* 1 -. • 'i - v , ipn» " " V . .t" l - • 
As long 41 you know how to bid J fime, MULTIFACE wHt COPY it it i touch of i button' 
HJring wed j gun*, you an continue it or re-lire liter a you progre«. Progrtmt wiH re-lotd even 

without MUL TIF ACE itud*d W run where you stopped tnd SA VED 
WjI Tf ACf ' r f t i l r i f a " i i t f P'fT^di 3fC rwB npejKy- f t - .»r<e««c t>« p w ^ 4 v g t •<. - < 
r w, 41c ttfc-p-l K* '4C •<• OKV'ij f t I f tf« n# T r w - ( i f " a t r ; 

MUL TIF ACE an tho uw SCREENS only tnd COPY SCREENS to pnnan. 
It hit i buikm MULTI-TOOLKIT witf> unique / jo t tm to studymodify program - eatntul tor hie ken' 
ML I f A t f % l i - j . i ' ; , r t> ; r TAft MCKCOP. . ! r v iSCOvEC'T' Tue* c«t->r •• 

J 
!. ' J l i -

ft > • 
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S P £ C T R t ; W + 3 - T H E BEST ADD~ o N 

^OR MULTIFACE 3 
J n the beginning there was the 
• Spectrum. Lots ot people bought 
lone, lots ot ether people wrote 

Igames tor the Spectrum, and lots at 
people bought those as well. 

But there was a snag - everything 
used cassette tapes, which were 
fine for Depeche Mode but not for so 
hot for computer software. Slow, 
unreliable and frustrating were 
some of the kinder terms used tor 
the medium. 

Mow there's the 128K • 3, a games 
machine that has all its software on 
tape and built in disc drive . , . 
Guess what Romantic Robot has 
produced? 

Multiface 3, that's what Plug it 
into your 128X • 3, and load a game 
from tape. Press the red button and 
you can port it on to disc at any 
stage, yours to load in a trice at a 
whim's notice. Multiface works by 
waiting for the program to load and 
rvn. Then it takes a copy, and as the 
program was running at the time, it 
will run when the copy is loaded 
tack later. 

The tape to disc lunction of the 
Muttiface 3 would be enough to 
recommend it to anyone. But there's 
more. When the red button is 
pressed, a whole range of functions 
appears. You can look through the 
128K • 3's memory, altering it at 
will. High scores have never been so 
easy to obtain. Memory can be 
displayed as hexadecimal, decimal 
or teit. All ot the 128* + 3 s 128K of 
Ram can be fiddled with, not just 
the 48K's worth that Basic has 
access to. 

You u n also print out areas of 
memory and screens in a variety of 
different forms. The Multiface 3 can 
do the same types of graphics 
dumps as its brother Multiprint, 
straight terl. Spectrum-style Copy 

I a couple of shaded screen 

dumps. It can't do much more than 
128* < 3 Basic does, but It does it in 
the middle of programs. 

The main purpose of the 
Multiface is to get things on to disc. 
As well as the simple Save and Load. 
it's got a tew other tricks up its 
interface. You can, for example, use 
the disc from 48K mode, lots of 
people get excited by this. 

Other things that the Muttiface 
can do is allow you to erase a file to 
make room on a disc, in case you 
need to save something in mid-game 
and can't get to Basic to do the 
deed. You can't Format a disc from 
the Multlface, alas. 

Multiface also compresses stuff 
automatically, and doesn't Save 
empty areas of memory. These two 
features mean that you can get (for 
example) more than three games on 
the 170-odd K allowed you per disc 
side. But you can turn those 
features off, if need be. 

Everything is accessed by the 
traditional one- or two-line menu and 
single keypresses. Muttiface 3 is 
very careful about invalid inputs, 
and didn't crash or otherwise 
misbehave at all. And I did try to 
confuse it. 

More than that, what can I say? I 
enjoy a good rant, most reviewers 
do, but the Multiface 3 seems set on 
continuing the Romantic Robot 
tradition of doing the job reliably 
can't even complain a little. 

Any 128* + 3 owner will find it a 
wonderful device, indispensible 
even - I'm not giving mine back 
without a fight. I expect to see the 
usual extra programs appear for the 
best in due course (Genie et at), 
whereupon not owning a Multiface 3 
will brand one a complete loserti 

. i <f V . f Vlil " 

NOW YOU HAVE 

"A GOOD REASON TO BUY SPECTRUM+3: 

wAiYiwj' three 
"THE PLUS 3 DISC SOLUTION" (Sinclair User) 

Pwĵ urPJbvmAlitAQ 1 $ot>nan*.\>eot«or-.i, 

TH€ Y€*R Df TH€ RDBDT* B€ P*RT Df U 
I enclose a c h e q u e / P O for £ mci.p&p to UK& Europe c v o o D 

MULTIFACE ONE C 39 95 • 
GENIE ONE C 9.95 • No 

Card expiry. 
IMULTIFACE THREE C 4 4 . 9 5 • 

lor debit my 

Name «--- MULTIPRINT 

Address L IFEGUARD 
S P E C T R U M + 3 DISCS 

O v e r s e a s 
MULTIFACE 128 
GENIE 128 
M 3 w / l h r o u g h p o r l 

C 2.00 • 
C 39 9S • 
C 9.95 • 
E 4 9 9S 

C 2 9 . 9 5 • VIOEOFACE D IGIT IZER C 4 4 0 0 D 
E 6 . 9 5 • M U S I C TYPEWRITER C 7.95 • 
E J.75 O S P E C . + 3 TAPE LEAD C 2 « Q 

4a? > l C 1 OP 1 • £ 54 Deanscrolt Ave. London NW9 SEN ^ 24 hrs f I E 01-200 8870 [cN 



GOGGLE! 
FAST FORWARD 
INTO THE FUTURE 
DOMINIC HANDY on video 

AFTER seeing Spacebars 
at the cinema last month I 
just can't wart for fts video 
release. Mel Brooks's 
farcical story of 

intergalactical mayhem contains 
many hilarious sketches which film 
buffs will appreciate - there's a 
great bit in a bar where they meet 
the crew from Aliens and the 
encounter on The Planet Of The 
Apes is hilarious. Even the 
imminent video release is given a 
plug - with the video used as a 
reference aid for the actors during 
the film. Anyway, enough of the 
cinematic releases and on wrth the 
home entertainment. 

I hate to sound pessimistic but 
the current batch of videos waiting 
for release aren't the best of 
previous months. That's not to say 
that there aren't any good films -
there are. It's just that there's an 
abundance of bad. Still, watch out 
for these... 

RCA/Columbia have just 
released an array of great hire 
videos. Fans of Max Headroom -
star of the technological age - will 
be pleased to hear that he's finally 
reached the video cassette in 
series form. It's not the wild 'n' 
whacky Max of the Channel 4 
music/chat show, though. Nor is it 
the film, Twenty Minutes Into The 
Future, recently screened on TV. 
Max Headroom Volumes 1,2 
and 3 (RCA/Columbia. 15) are set 
in a futuristic Bladerunner-type 
environment. The same main 
characters appear, and much of 
the same dialogue is used, but 
these three cassettes total almost 
five hours of viewing time, whereas 
the film is just over an hour long 
(and finishes VERY abruptly). 

As I mentioned last month, also 
released on April 29 are Radio 
Days (RCA/Columbia, PG), which 
is well worth getting for something 
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a bit different (aren't all Woody 
Allen films?) Foreign Body and 
Roxanne The latter stars the 
wonderful Steve Martin who 
brings any film to life, especially 
when he's written the script, as 
here. Those of you who can 
remember the 1950 classic 
Cyrano De Bergerac will see a 
strong similarity between the two 
- Jose Ferrer picked up an Oscar 
for playing the long-nosed lover 
almost 40 years ago. 

America's Saturday Night Live 
TV show has spawned many a film 
star - Steve Martin. Eddie 
Murphy and Dan Aykroyd to 
name but a few. That talented trio 
star in CIC Video's latest batch of 
sell-through titles, all for £9.99. 
Eddie Murphy and Dan Aykroyd 
star alongside each other in John 
Landis Trading Places (CIC 
Video, 15). The story of a ludicrous 
bet between two millionares, 
played by Ralph Bellamy and 
Don Ameche, on how a person 
from the ghetto (Murphy) would 
cope In the position of a corporate 
company - and vice versa. 
However, someone else must also 
swap places and Aykroyd is the 
man who suddenly finds himself 
out of a job and living off the 
streets. A super release, well 
overdue, as is Steve Martin's The 
Jerk (CIC Video, 15)! 

Martin portrays the title role of a 
terminally stupid young man 
whose cra*y inventions take him 
from rags to riches, and back to 
rags again. It was his first full-
feature role (back in 1979), and he 
went on to produce (although not 
star in) the TV version, The Jerk 
Too. 

Talking of such sequential, and 
contrived, titles, Teen Wolf Too 
(Entertainment In Video. PG) has 
just reached the shelves. The 
cousin of the original Teen Wolf 

SKALLAGRIGG 
William Norwood 
Penguin Books £4 50 728pp 

ARTHUR suffers from 
cerebral palsy - he's a 
spastic-but the time is 
1927 when, at age 
seven, he's committed 

to a mental hospital and left to 
the untender mercies of 
medical ignorance and nursing 
cruelty - some 50 years before 
his condition will be recognised 
and property understood. 
Handicapped beyond hope and 
forgotten, he pathetically calls 
out the one word he knows: 
Skallagngg... 

Esther Marquand is also a 
spastic, but with the computer 
technology of the Eighties, she 
is able to communicate; in fact 
she is one of the world's leading 
computer game programmers. 
She's also an avid collector of 
stories told to each other by 
handicapped people 
throughout Britain - and they 
nearly all tell of an Arthur, his 

friends Frank, Norman and 
Eppie and a mysterious, godlike 
presence called the 
Skallagrigg. 

Bit by bit. aided by her 
mongol friend Tom and her 
father's wealth, Esther pieces 
together these stories until she 
alone realises they form a 
pattern - a cry for help passed 
along the decades. How she 
tracks down Arthur and 
discovers the astonishing 
identity of the Skallagrigg, 
against a background of 
struggling to prove her own 
intelligence, forms a highly 
original and moving tale from 
the bestsellmg author of 
Duncton Wood 

But Horwood's real coup lies 
in the cry for help that Esther 
herself leaves buried within the 
depths of her role-playing/ 
adventure game masterpiece, 
Skallagrigg. Computers and 
games are at the very centre of 
the novel, but, as we say about 
so many games, it requires 
some perseverance at the start 
and then rewards enormously. 

(originally played by Michael J 
Fox) enters university and wants to 
be treated as a normal student -
not easy when your relations have 
pointed ears and hairy hands, and 
everyone is trying to bring out the 
REAL you. Little do the students 
realise that tricking Todd Howard 
(Jason Bateman) into dancing 
with the campus queen can do 
nothing else but turn him into a 
werewolf - try explaining that to 
your biology student girlfriend! 
Strangely, (well, not for America I 
suppose) his outlook on fife 
changes for the better. Girts swarm 
about him, a nd guys respect him -
he's cool. But Todd's still not happy 
with his hairy lot in l i fe... 

One chap who had no trouble 
attracting members of the 
opposite sex was The Woo Woo 
Kid (Guild Home Video, PG). 
Patrick Dempsey stars in the true 
story (the original Kid, Sonny 
Wisecarver, introduces the film, 
'Hell, I was just like any other kid 
my age ) of a young teenager who 
is attracted to older women, but 
sadly plagued by press attention. 
Especially when he marries one, 
who is subsequently arrested for 
kidnapping him! However, Sonny 
soon finds the right women in the 
form of Beverty d'Angelo (Every 
Which Way But Loose), playing a 
25-year-old - much nearer his own 
age of 14! The Woo Woo Hid enters 
town on May 26 - so warn your 
Mum. 

Mums everywhere had better 
put that date in their diary as Tom 
Conti s latest video release, 
Beyond Therapy (New World 
Video, 15), also comes out on that 
date. Acclaimed director Robert 
Altman, the man behind 
M * A • S * H. guides the 
confusing action along its medical 

route. Conti plays Prudence's 
therapist, Glenda Jackson is 
Bruce's psychotherapist and Jeff 
Goldblum is Bruce When Bruce 
meets Prudence, through a 
personal ad in a paper, he reveals 
he is bi-sexual. Understandably 
Prudence is upset and confused. 
They both go running to their 
therapists - whose offices are 
fatally next to each other. But it's 
not a simple as that. The therapists 
have other ideas for their 
clients... 

Ishtar (RCA/Columbia, PG) was 
one of the most talked about films 
of 1987. Not because of its 
ridiculous storyline or awful music, 
but because of its sheer bad value 
for money. The two stars, Dustin 
Hoffman and Warren Beatty. 
were rewarded six million dollars 
apiece for the roles - it should have 
been compensation Although, 
Ishtar's not as bad as the all-too-
quick-to-criticise American critics 
would have us believe. There ARE 
laughs (and Isabella Adjanl). but 
not 12 million dollars' worth. 
Anyway, you should be able to get 
it now. 

Looking further into the future, 
as ts always possible with Warner 
Home Video since they plan well 
ahead, there's plenty to be happy 
about from the end of May to the 
end of June. Soon we should be 
seeing the muscular bulk ot Dolph 
Lundgren tn Masters Of The 
Universe. Jack Nicholson with a 
trio of beautiful ladies (Cher, 
Michelle Pferffer and Susan 
Sarandon) in The Witches Of 
Eastwickand Dennis Quaid with 
Martin Short in Joe Dante s 
Innerspace - all from Warner. All 
three are well worth seeing, but will 
appeal to very different tastes 



THE CLASSIFIEDS 
SOFTWARE SALES 

SOFTWARE SALES. Loads and loads of 
games, all latest titles at great discounts. 
Call Dan on 09276 2673. 
WILL SELL Quartet. Trio. Hit Pak, Future 
Knightand many others. Send S.A.E. plus 
offers to Kurt Frary. 278 Aytsham Road. 
Norwich, Norfolk, NR32RGand I will send 
you a list 
FOR SALE. Music Machine, unwanted 
gilt, boxed, cost £50, accept £30 or 
nearest offer. Tel: 041 952 3793 after 
6pm Ask for Joan 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE for sale All 
software tapes £4 each Over 800 games 
fw sale. For details please contact Paul 
Bowman, 25 Archers Court Road. 
Whitfield. Dover, CT16 3HP Tel: 0304 
821883 
FOR SALE Currah Speech synthesizer 
boxed £15. Ouickshot Two Joystick £5. 
Barbarian £5. Elevator Action £5, Willow 
PatterniZ, LeapfrogZ 3 . Heinz 
Schetfinger. 122 Sutton Avenue. 
Peacehaven, East Sussex, BN9 7QL. 
SPECTRUM GAMES TO SWAP and sell 
eg Enduro Racer, Head Over Wee/sand 
more. Also Joystick plus ZX Printer lor 
sale or swap for Comcon Interface 
Phone: 0382 815395 
LOTS OF SOFTWARE to sell, including 
Renegade, Exoton, Tai-Pan, Gauntletand 
Road Runner Also many 128 games 
Phone: 021 7442817 and ask lor John 
VERY CHEAP GAMES all latest titles 
available Write to: Jeremy Segel. 47 
Crespany Road. Hendon. London, NW4 
3DU. Phone 01 202 8510 Fast service 
guaranteed. 

SOFTWARE SWAP 
SWAP MY Space Harrier, Bobby Bearing. 
Feud, Yie Ar Kung Fu. etc lor your Monty 
On The Run, Ping Pong. Dynamite Dan, 
etc. Please Phone: Tayporl (Fife) 552219 
WANTED SHADOW SKIMMER. I would 
gladly give Paperboy, Hall Of Fame. 
Chimera. Back ToSkool. Knight Tymeand 
3D Starstnke Please write to Damien 
Beale, 47Abbey Road. Witney. Oxon, OX8 
7LGor phone: 0997 3345 
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE CLUB. Exchange 
your unwanted originals. We offer free 
membership, cheap rates, news sheets, 
competitions and more' Send a S A E for 
details to SSSC. 178 Forest Road. 
Kmgswood. Bristol, BS15 2EN 
SWAP 128 5/rfslor 128 Tai-Pan Write lo 
R. Oostmohamed, 19 Oagmar Road, 
Wood Green London. N224RT 
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE CLUB. Swap 
your used programs. Free membership, 
huge program base This is the original 
club, often imitated, never beaten 
Spectrum, C8M 64, Alar) ST. S A E please 
to: UKSEC. 15 Tunwell Greave. Sheffield 
S5 9GB 
I WILL SWAP Way Of The Tlgeratvl 
Commando tor The Great Escape and 
Indoor Sports Phone: 08772 208 and ask 
lor David 
WANTED GUNSHIP, Will give flam to and 
Space Hunteroi Video Olympics. Write to: 
Nalishad Husain, 18 Peiewura Way, 
Apapa. Lagos, Nigeria 
SWAP LOTS of games including They 
Stole A Million. 6-Pak, Five Staretc. Want 
Yankeeand Waterfooand any other good 
games (please). Phone: 0922 25006 after 

6pm and ask tor Gaz 
SWAP Everyone's A Wallyior Grange Hill. 
Sir Fredlw The Young Ones. Wimd's 
Wamorior 2 issues ol CRASH, numbers 7 
and 11 Phone 0908616636 
WANTED EAfewill swap for any two of 
these games: Jack The Nipper, 
Underwudde. Wheelie, Firetord, 
Paperboy, Masters Of The Unimseand 
The Eidolon Phone: Hafid Salman 0554 
75649 
WANTED MULT1FACE 1 will swap 4 of 
the following: He-Man, Impossaball, Top 
Gun, Tarzan, V, Gun fright and Marsport 
Must be in good condition Ail original. 
Tel 0789 773739 and ask lor David 
SWAP MY Slap Fightanti Beach Headtof 
Centurions. Phone: Omagh 47898 any 
time between 4pm and 6pm and ask for 
Barry 
128K MUSIC WANTEO. Is anyone 
programming music? I do! Please write 
lo me Also 600 games to swap. Frank 
Sours, Tollensstraat 23, Heerlen, 6416 
VG Holland 
ADVENTURE EXCHANGE CLUB. When 
you've finished an adventure don't let it 
gather dust Swap It for another one Free 
membership Details from. SAE.C, 4 
Kilmarbn Lane. Carluke. Lanarkshire MLS 
5RT 
T I T U S UKE Zotds, Ughtforce. Ghosts W1 

Goblins, Bobby Bearing and budget 
games. Wanted are OuazatronaM 
Starglider Send a SAE. to: Dawsofl, 26 
Holwood Drive. Chodton, Manchester 
M168WJ lor a list 
I AM A 15-year-old Speccy user who 
wants to swap games with a boy or girl 
aged 14-16. Send me a list and all will be 
replied to. All latest titles available . Austin 
Scamloy, 157 Marigold Street, Dundale, 
Dublin, Ireland 
SWAP Heavy On The Magtckby Gargoyle 
Games lor Gauntlet Originals only. 
Please write to Karl Butcher, 4 
Greenleas, Thundersley, Benfleet, Essex 
SS73UL 

SOFTWARE 
WANTED 

WANTED TO 8UY: Spy Vs Spy, Archon, 
Saboteur, Valkyrie. All complete 
packages and all good condition only! 
Offers to: Falk Stems, Am Siterhof 83, 
Moenchengladbach 5, 4050, West 
Germany 
PLEASE HELP ME!! I'm going mad! I need 
Zig Zagby DK'Tronics. Must be in good 
condition, will swap for cash Contact 
David Crank, 103 Upholland Road. 
Billmge. near Wigan, Lanes WN5 7JH 
Hurry' 
WANTED Sam Fox Strip Poker, will swap 
Gunfdght. Ping Pong, Mikie, Tournament 
Leader Board, It's A Knockout or 
Konami s Golf. Write to: Mark Cox. 32 
Killin Road. Darlington. Co Durham, DL1 
3PD 
WANTED Starglider 128. Will swap for 
Dyra Curse. Fist 2, Starstrike 2and Light 
Force. Phone: 041 762 3791. Ask for 
Chris 
WANTED Bubble Bobble Will swap lor 
one ol the following: Zynaps, Exolon, 
Wizball, Temple Of Doom. The Big Sleaze, 
(also want Tai-Pan. Phone0619030339. 

OTHERS 
HELP! I know a bit ol machine code and 
want to program games. I need help, tips, 
routines, etc Write to Joe Pairman, The 
Rectory, Hawkchurvh, Axminster. Devon, 
EX135XD. Free program! 
SOMEBODY OUT THERE must know how 
to complete Never Ending Storyfrom 
Spook City. II so please write to: Kail 
Harrison. 89 Queens Park Road, 
Heywood, Lanes OL 10 4JR. 

VOTE FOR 
THE CHARTS 
HOW TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVOURITE GAMES: give each 
of your top five games for the HOTLINE, ADVENTURE 
and STRATEGY charts a mark out of ten - the better the 
game, the higher the mark. 

ADVENTURE CHART 
TITLE MARK OUT OF TEN 

i i 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name .. 
Address 

Postcode 

T-shirt si2e I I 
This is the £40 of software I d like if I win first prize, but I know some 
games are unavailable and CRASH can't promise anything 

Send this voting form to CRASH A D V E N T U R E CHART, 
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB 

HOTLINE CHART 
TITLE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name 
Address 

MARK OUT OF TEN 

Postcode 

T-shirt size Q | 
This is the £40 of software I d like if I win first prize, but I know some 
games are unavailable and CRASH can't promise anything 

Send this voting form to CRASH HOTLINE CHART, P O 
Box 10. Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB 

STRATEGY CHART 
TITLE MARK OUT OF TEN 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name .. 
Address 

Postcode 

T-shirt size [ ] 
This is the £40 of software I 'd like if I win first prize, but t know some 
games are unavailable and CRASH can't promise anything 

Send this voting form to: CRASH STRATEGY CHART, 
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB 

— — — - — - — — — — 
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SUMMER SLUMP 
SUMMER may not have 

reached Britain yet but 
it sure looks like the 
software industry is 
going to be hitting the 

summer blues soon. For years 
summer has always been the 
worst time of the year for computer 
games buying, and subsequently 
all the producers of full-price 
software tend to go quiet for a 
couple of months before the big 
build up to the PC Show in 
September. 

However, there are still some 
releases to look forward to: the 
Birmingham-based producers of 
All American Software, US Gold 
have got a little gem up their 
sleeves just waiting to be launched 
upon the game-hungry public. 
Charlie Chaplin is promoted as a 
'Totally unique game with a whole 
new concept', and puts you in the 
seat of the producer, director and 
financier of the silent star. 

• Coming very soon: Impossible Mission II from US Gold/Epy» 

• Mysterious magic and evil wizards in US Gold's Wizard Warz 

This has got to be one of the 
oldest licences to come from US 
Gold. Chaplin, who was born in 
1889. first appeared at the London 
Hippodrome in 1900 and was 
discovered by Max Sennet on a 
theatre tour in America - he then 
joined Keystone. He made his first 
film in 1913, Making A Living, and 
succeeded it by making an 
incredible 35 films in 1914 - a truly 
prolific film star. If the computer 
game can come close to the real 
thing then we're surely in for a 
treat. 

LIGHTS, CAMERAS, 
ACTION! 

The game is split into three 
sections: choose your script, each 
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with a different amount of actors 
and scenes; select your backdrop 
and cast, and then you're all ready 
for shooting the film. Shooting 
takes place with arcade-style 
action - collide with policeman 
(that'll make "em laugh) and avoid 
the drunks, for they'll cost you time 
- and time IS money. Once shot 
you can edit your movie and then 
just sit back and watch your 
production - but more 
importantly, will it go down well at 
the box office . . . 

Then, from GOI comes the 
fantasy role playing game, Wizard 
Warz- taken from an original idea 
by Canvas Software. Throw an 
assortment of spells across the 
play area before your viewing 
screen diminishes through lack of 
health. Street Fighter is also 
ready for release from GO!, 

such a backlog of releases to cope 
with! 

The Epyx team should have evil 
although you won't be able to get 
hold of it for a while - they've got 

deactivate the missile launch 
control and save the world (for ihe 
umpteenth time). 

The flow of American-origi nated 
software continues with Street 
Sports Basketball, due for 
release in July, More news on that 
very soon. 

007 III 
Charlie Chaplin isn't the only 
person to make the transition to 
computer next month. Her 
Majesty's Secret Servant James 
Bond returns in his third computer 
game soon. The suave and 
sophisticated super spy battles 
against Kananga in Brocolli's Live 
And Let Die. As in the 1973 film 
(Roger Moore's first Bond) the plot 
revolves around the fast action of 
speedboats and the dangerous life 
of drug smuggling. As 007 you 
speed across the swamps and 
rivers of Central America. Bond's 
worries do not stop with his deadly 
pu rsuers: he must also avoid 

• Evil Elvin is up to his old tricks again. . . 

Elvin's Impossible Mission II 
ready in the next couple of 
months. The basic layout is very 
similar to Impossible Mission 
(76%, Issue 22) although the 
content and storyline is larger and 
more challenging. Battle your way 
past a series of robots -
sentrybots, minebots and 
pestbots to name a few - and 
collate the three digit pass code 
for a series of eight towers. Once 
all eight have been conquered you 
come face to face with Elvin in his 
control room. To defeat the 
megalomaniac you must 

scarecrows armed with poison 
darts and rising corpses who 
throw spears and shoot at him. 
You're not, however, totally 
impervious to these vicious 
assaults so Domark (or rather' Q') 
has equipped you with rocket 
launchers, shells and machine 
guns. You start as a 007 but 
constant los of lives could lead 
you to become a pathetic 000. 

If you take a look at this monlh's 
budget Smash from Firebird, 
Brainstorm, you'll see it's written 
by Pete Cooke (programmer of 
Tau Ceti, Academy and Micronaut 



One). His latest game, this time at 
C7.95, is available from Firebird in 
June under the title Earthlight. It's 
described as a 'Full perspective 
scrolling shoot 'em up", and set on 
the moon. Slaatn, an ordinary 
everyday alien from the planet 
Acturlan, is pulled off-course from 
his patrolling squadron one day 
and forced to land on a cold and 
crater-filled moon - lost and a long 
way from home. There's only one 
way to get off the planet: he must 
find and neutralise the moon's 

KNIGHT TIME 

The producers of this month's 
puzzling Smash game Sophistry 
have signed up R T Smith 
(programmer of Arnhem, Desert 
Rats and Vulcan - all successful 
wargames) for their next arcade 
release. Cyberknights. from CRL, 
features one or two players and 
contains two different programs. 
You must fight other gladiators, 
like yourself, to a gruesome and 

> Pete Cooke's latest Firebird game 
transmitters allowing him to 
escape from the planet's 
mysterious pull. Unfortunately for 
Slaatn. the transmitters are 
guarded by droids and monsters 
whose sole aim in life is to keep the 
transmitters functioning. 

The graphics, like the scenario, 
are said to be 'Out of this world' -
really? 

comes out of the shadows soon . . . 
I fatal conclusion. Survival is the 
| only key to the future, which 

contains great financial reward -
and money Is the only way you'll 
increase the fighting power of your 
Cyberknight, or gain extra 
Cyberknights if you wish. Then, 
using the combat program, you 
can pit your warrior against any 
other player's design, or even a 

computer-generated warrior, and 
two preset designs are included 
for immediate action. 
Cyberknights is available now, on 
cassette (£7.95) or disk (£14.95). 

Those two-foot green people at 
Gremlin Graphics have Skate 
City waiting in the boxes for 
release on the streetwise kids in 
the next few months. It's based 
around the exhilarating sport of 
roller skating. Your main objective 
is to gain as much street cred as 
possible - shown on your cred-o-
meter. Help Freddie, the man with 
the wonder wheels, to avoid 
obstacles and cany out as many 
spins, flip and amazing stunts as 
possible, to finally become the 
most streetwise kid in the city. 

Mickey Mouse, Alternative 
World Games and Hercules 
should all be out in a month's time. 
We've also seen Venom Strikes 
Back which has astounding 
presentation, but seems to be very 
similar to the Yesodgames-afull 
review next month. All four are 
from Gremlin Graphics. They've 
also got Night Raider - a flight 
simulator - but that' 11 be out at the 
end of '88. 

Soldier Of Ught from ACE 
(another Softek label), although 
behind the proposed Easter 
schedule, should be with you now. 
The coin-op conversion of Taito's 
1987 Top 5 hit surpasses all other 
other arcade conversions (ACE's 
words, not ours), but certainly 
looks to be one of the most eagerty 
awaited arcade tie-ins for months. 
You take the part of Xain, an 
intergalactic warrior who must 

prevent the destruction of all the 
lanets in the galaxy by the evil 
mpire's invaders. That'll be about 

the fiftieth time you'll save the 
universe this year! 

More coin-op conversions from 
ACE include Alien Syndrome and 
Darius. Both from arcade 
producers, Taito. 

ROLLING STONES 

Scheduled for the beginning of 
May is The Flintstones from 
GrandSlam. Fred. Barney, Wilma 
and ail the gang are back to their 
old tricks again - Quicksilva first 
released a Bedrock game, called 
Yabba Dabba Doo (81 %. Issue 
26). in 1986. 

Fred and Barney are trying to 
have a quiet bowling game down 
at the Bedrock Super-Bowl, but 
Wiima has different ideas. Fred 
has promised to paint the living 
room before his Mother-in-Law 
arrives, so Barney will have to wait 
until tomorrow. You must help 
complete the painting, while 
avoiding obstacles and 
hinderances such as their 
adventurous child Pebbles. Once 
completed, Fred can trip down to 
the bowling alley for a few frames 
with Barney 'Butter Fingers' 
Rubble. On their return, however, 
Pebbles is nowhere to be seen. 
After comforting the distressed 
Wilma they find Pebbles perched 
on a high girder in a building site; 
now you must help fearless Fred 
rescue her. All in a day's work for 
the stoneage TV fami 

ly s 

ZEPPELIN LANDS 
YOU MAY REMEMBER us 
mentioning at Christmas time 
that Derek Brewster (ex-
CRASH Adventure Trail writer) 
was starting up his own 
software house. Well their first 
Spectrum budget releases are 
on the software shelves now. 
Zeppelin Games is the name, 
and for more info on them take 
a look at the NEWS page. 

Their first release is 
Frontline - very similar to 
Ocean's Rsvnbo. although not 
as impressive. Zeppelin s 
second game is Sabotage - a 
basic but polished shoot 'em 
up. 

Players have always been a 
very quiet but extremely 
successful company on the 
Spectrum computer. Their 
next release is based on the 
oriental sport of karate. 
Shanghai Karate features 
animated backdrops, drawn 
by Jabba Severn (Denizen, 
Riding The Rapids), and 
digitised sound effects by 
Andy Severn. Colin 
Swinboume (Joe Blade) helps 
out with the sprites. 

Colin Swlnbourne is terribly 
busy at the moment finishing 

Joe Blade //-follow up to the 
superb Joe Blade (84%. Issue 
44). Set in the London ot 1995. 
the streets are full of punks, 
muggers and other 
degenerates. There's only one 
man who can clean up scum 
city, and that's old JB. tt 
promises to surpass its 
predecessor. 

While Players are one of the 
quiet budget houses of the 
software world, Code Masters 
are certainly not. The people 
who re-invented the word 
'hype' will be back on our TV 
screens on Saturday May 7 
promoting their Sport Aid 
game, The Race Against 
Time. The game takes the 
player across the six 
continents, from landmark to 
landmark, solving intriguing 
puzzles along the way. Theyre 
confident It'llsell over a million 
- the most successful game of 
the year so far. Out Run, only 
sold 300.000! Keep trying 
lads. . . 

The recently relaunched 
Power House have a new 
character on their hands. 
Moonboots is the latest budget 
star, in Metropolis - an arcade 

r n ) 

• The eponymous jail bird returns 
adventure taking the player 
around a large town trying to 
gain fuel for his escape. To help 
Moonboots on his way are 
three different forms into which 
he can change; Zoid the Droid; 
Superspy or The Mad Monk, 
Metropolis is out at the 
beginning of May. 

APOLOGIES: Last month we 

D U S T B H 1 S o o 

c r r x z D i s oti 

stated that Dusty Droid And 
The Garbage Gobblers, OK 
Yahll and Don't Say It, Spray 
It were all from Top Ten Hits. 
This was - and still is -
absolutely Incorrect. These 
budget games are In facl the 
product of Pirate Software, 
Apologies to all involved; the 
person responsible has been 
shot. 
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y o u HAVE BEEN SWALLOWED! EATEN ALIVE BY AN EXTREMELY HUNGRY, TEN MILLION TONNE MEGA BEING THE SIZE OF THE MOON, 
ON A JOURNEY TO EARTH FOR ITS MAIN COURSE! 

NOW TRAPPED WITHIN THIS RAVENOUS MONSTER FIGHT ITS ANTIBODIES TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE MAIN FUNCTIONS IN ORDER TO 
SHUT THEM DOWN - AND THAT'S NOT EASY! THEN BUILD A SPECIAL WEAPON, BREACH THE DEFENSIVE DOORS . . , JUST FOR STARTERS! 

Ocean Software Limited • 6 Central Street Manchester • M2 5NS - Telephone 061 832 6633 • Telex 669977 OCEANS G 



COMING SOON 

ottest 


